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Introduction 

 

 

The diameters of red blood cells and hairs of human are around 10 µm and 100 µm respec-

tively.  With these sizes, about ten blood cells can make a line along the diameter of the hairs.  

Arbitrary 3D structures with the size of the blood cells can be fabricated with light.  When I 

was an undergraduate, I was majoring electrical and electronic engineering.  However, I was 

interested in state-of-the-art technologies such as nanoscience.  The optical fabrication tech-

nology was attractive for me enough to change my major.  Needless to say, nano/micro fab-

rication is essential in science and technology at present.  Various fabrication methods have 

been invented: photo/electron-beam/ion-beam lithography, nanoimprinting etc.  All of these 

methods, however, are 2D nano/micro fabrication and limited to surface processing.  I have 

been engaged in 3D nano/micro fabrication in top-down and bottom-up approaches with light 

during this five years.  In this thesis, I summarized a series of research outcomes regarding 

this theme. 

 

 The optical fabrication technology mentioned at the beginning is called as two-pho-

ton fabrication (TPF).  Two-photon process of materials is the core principle.  Lasers with 

high power are applied to light curing resins, and the resins are cured only at the center of 

focus spot via two-photon absorption.  By scanning the focus spot in 3D, nano/micro struc-

tures are fabricated.  TPF is, so to speak, a nano/micro version of 3D printer.  Arbitrary 3D 

nano/micro structural fabrication with spatial resolution beyond diffraction limit is realized 

by TPF.  Metals also can be applied as materials of TPF. 

 TPF has been used in various fields where 3D nano/micro fabrication is needed.  Met-

amaterials are one of the examples.  Metamaterials are subwavelength 3D structures mainly 

made with metals interacting with electromagnetic field of light.  Arbitrary control of permit-

tivity, permeability, and refractive index is expected with the metamaterials.  Control of elec-

tromagnetic wave is incomparably freer than so far by the metamaterials. 
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 However, realization of the metamaterials is not easy.  Difficulty in mass fabrication 

of the 3D structures interacting with light is one of the big problems.  Mainstream of met-

amaterial fabrication is top-down approaches such as photolithography.  By artificially fabri-

cating materials toward intended designs, the structures are obtained.  TPF also is one of top-

down approaches.  The top-down approaches are unsuitable for mass fabrication.  This is 

because it takes a long time to fabricate a structure, and the number of the structures per one 

fabrication period is limited.  Even if the metamaterials are prepared with the top-down ap-

proaches, the scale of them will be small.  Practical application is hence difficult. 

 How can we prepare such a subwavelength 3D metal structures in bulk?  Bottom-up 

approaches are one of the answers.  Not artificially but naturally, the 3D metal structures can 

be formed by inherent forces of atoms and molecules such as Coulomb force and Van der 

Waals force.  Here, let us imagine snow crystals.  There are indeed various shapes in the snow 

crystals.  We can see branches grew from edges of a hexagonal crystal, and additional narrow 

branches grew from these branches.  The whole picture of the snow crystal will represent 

tree-like shape.  However, this complicated geometry is created completely by nature, not by 

human.  Bottom-up approaches easily realize mass creation of such a complicated 3D 

nano/micro structures. 

 The problem is how 3D metal structures acting as metamaterials can be made with 

bottom-up approaches.  In this term, I focus on tree-like silver nanostructures; silver nanoden-

drites.  Dendrites are one of the crystals whose shape is like trees with trunks and many 

branches.  Several branches grow from a trunk with a certain gap between two neighboring 

branches in one dendrites.  It is one of the most essential point to act as metamaterials that 

the silver nanodendrites can have electromagnetic induction with magnetic field.  Here, I 

consider that parts of the dendrites composed by two neighboring branches may act as ring 

resonators.  If these parts can have electromagnetic induction, the nanodendrites may behave 

as metamaterials.  If the trunks and the branches are silver in nanoscale, interaction of the 

dendrites with electromagnetic wave around visible range may be realized. 

 

 Based on the background described above, in this thesis, I aimed my research theme 

to bottom-up metamaterial fabrication with silver nanostructures.  I explain a method of bot-

tom-up optical fabrication of silver nanodendrites.  I discuss shape differences of silver nano-

crystals among experimental parameters such as temperature and laser power.  I also discuss 

electromagnetic field responses of the silver nanodendrites to evaluate potentials as met-

amaterials.  Finite-difference time-domain method was utilized to analyze the electromag-

netic field responses. 
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 In addition, I show elasticity and molecular orientation of polymer 3D nanostructures 

formed by TPF.  Size dependent elasticity of the polymer nanosprings along wire radii was 

evaluated with spring constants measured by an atomic force microscope.  Size dependent 

molecular orientation of polymer nanowires along wire radii also was evaluated by polarized 

micro-Raman spectroscopy.  I then discuss correlations of the size dependent characteristics 

between the elasticity and the molecular orientation. 
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Chapter 1.  

Metamaterials 

Metamaterials, which are one of trends of science and technology, are artificial 

materials composed of subwavelength structures interacting both electric and 

magnetic fields.  In this chapter, I briefly introduce the physics, the history, and 

applications of metamaterials especially as negative refractive index materials.  

I discuss bottom-up production approaches of the metamaterials.  The bottom-

up approaches are necessary for the metamaterials to be applied widely.  I focus 

tree-like silver nanocrystals as a bottom-up metamaterial.  I discuss fractal which 

is one of important characteristics of the tree-like silver nanocrystals. 

 

 

1.1 Electromagnetic responses of metamaterials 

The word metamaterials was generated to depict artificially designed materials with physical 

properties not in nature [1,2].  The definition of the metamaterials, however, seems not to 

have been distinct.  On many contexts of not only electromagnetics but also other fields deal-

ing with waves, metamaterials have been used.  Here, at first in this research, I define a met-

amaterial as an assembly of intendedly produced subwavelength structures which simultane-

ously respond with both electric and magnetic fields. 

 

According to electromagnetics, refractive index ! of materials is defined with relative 

permittivity " and relative permeability # as the equation below, 

   
 ! = √"√# . (1.1) 

   
These quantities are basically inherent in the materials.  If a material does not change to an-

other material, the permittivity, the permeability, and the refractive index of the material then 
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does not change.  This is a premise of electromagnetics established by J. C. Maxwell, and 

treated as so for a long time. 

 A movement to arbitrarily control the permittivity, the permeability, and the refractive 

index was emerged on the latter of 1990s [3,4].  Metal structures with finite size which is 

about one tenth of wavelength of electromagnetic wave are the key points to control these 

quantities.  In other words, these are the metal structures interacting with electromagnetic 

field.  This is the dawn of metamaterials.  At present, over 2000 papers regarding metamate-

rials have been published per year.  The field of metamaterials has been one of trends of 

science and technology. 

 If the metal structures are satisfyingly smaller than the wavelength of electromagnetic 

wave, these metal structures can be the same as atoms and molecules for the electromagnetic 

wave.  That is to say, the electromagnetic wave does not diffract and scatter with the metal 

structures.  If there are a number of such subwavelength metal structures in a system, the 

effective permittivity and the effective permeability which are derived from interactions be-

tween the metal structures and the electromagnetic wave will appear. 

 Then, what kind of the structures does it which can interact with electromagnetic 

wave?  For electric field, the metals can easily react with their free electrons.  The shape of 

the structures can be simple rods as shown in upper left of Fig. 1.1.  The effective permittivity "eff  derived from the rods still obeys the Drude model as follow, 

Figure 1.1|  Schematics of a metal rod and an SRR which interact with electric and magnetic 

fields respectively.  Effective permittivity and permeability vary along the frequency due to 

interactions of the rod and the SRR. 
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 "eff (%) = 1 − %p,eff 2
%2 + 'Γeff % , (1.2) 

   
where %, %p,eff , and Γeff  are angular frequency of the electromagnetic wave, effective plasma 

frequency, and effective dumping coefficient of the metals [5].  The frequency characteristics 

of the permittivity "eff  is shown in lower left of Fig. 1.1.  An effect of interband transition 

needs to be considered around optical frequency region.  Hence, the actual permittivity is the 

sum of the permittivity from Drude model and the one from interband transition.  In contrast, 

interaction with magnetic field requires a contrive; structures which can have electromagnetic 

induction can realize the interaction.  Actually, this is the charm of the metamaterials.  Split 

ring resonators (SRRs) as described in upper right of Fig. 1.1, which are ring structures with 

a cut, are the most basic example.  The SRRs can have a coil on the ring part and a capacitor 

at the cut.  The SRRs thus can behave as an LC resonance circuit.  The LC circuit has the 

resonant frequency )o determined by the inductance L and the capacitance C, 

   

 )o = 12*√+, . (1.3) 

   
The electromagnetic wave of the resonant frequency is absorbed by the SRRs.  This phenom-

enon corresponds to change of the magnitude on the imaginary part of the effective permea-

bility around the resonant frequency.  The real part and the imaginary part of the permeability 

(and the permittivity) relate with each other by Kramers-Kronig relation [6].  Hence, the real 

part also changes when the imaginary part changes as shown in lower right of Fig. 1.1.  By 

utilizing the rods and SRRs of the metals, the effective permittivity and the effective perme-

ability can be controlled. 

 

Negative refractive index 

On the frequency region slightly above the resonance, the real part of the permeability largely 

changes.  If the resonance has high Q factor, the amount of change on the real part of the 

permeability will also be large.  Consequently, negative real part of the permeability can be 

available.  If both the permittivity and the permeability are negative, the refractive index also 

is negative.  The negative refractive index is the most typical property to characterize the 

metamaterials.   
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 In the negative refractive index materials (NIMs), the electromagnetic wave shows 

strange behavior.  Here, let us assume a plane electromagnetic wave - and .  in a vacuum.  

The wavenumber / can be written as dispersion relation as follows, 

   
 /2 = %202 !2 = %202 "# , (1.4) 

   
where c is the speed of light.  When the refractive index is negative, then the wavenumber is 

also negative.  On the other hand, the energy direction of the electromagnetic wave corre-

sponds to poynting vector S 

   
 1 = - ×  . . (1.5) 

   
Therefore, the wavenumber and the energy of the electromagnetic wave are opposite with 

each other in the NIMs.  When the electromagnetic wave incident onto the NIMs, the wave 

refracts to a direction which is different compared to positive refractive index materials a s 

described in Fig. 1.2.  The direction of refraction is determined by the interface condition of 

electromagnetic wave between the vacuum and the NIMs, namely the conservation of the 

wavevector. 

S = E × H

n < 0 n > 0

n = 1
k

k > 0

k < 0 k > 0

Figure 1.2|  Directions of refraction, Poynting vector, and wavevector among positive and 

negative refractive index materials. 
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 Any materials in nature are categorized in four areas by taking the permittivity and 

permeability x and y axes respectively as shown in Fig. 1.3 [7].  Materials with both positive 

permittivity and permeability like dielectrics are located on the first quadrant.  The permea-

bility of the materials in optical region is regarded as unity.  Materials with negative permit-

tivity and positive permeability in optical and other wide frequency regions such as metals 

are located on the second quadrant.  Materials with positive permittivity and negative perme-

ability like diamagnetic are located on the forth quadrant.  The NIMs with both negative per-

mittivity and permeability are then located on the third quadrant.  It should be noted that the 

electromagnetic wave cannot penetrate the material of the second and the fourth quadrants.  

This is because the wavevector in these materials is imaginary, which means the electromag-

netic wave exists as evanescent wave.  In contrast, the electromagnetic wave can penetrate in 

the materials of the first and third quadrants as the wavevector is real.  Then, the electromag-

netic wave propagates to backward in the NIMs as the wavevector is negative.  However, the 

NIMs have never been discovered in nature yet. 

 

0

1

µ

ε

Dielectrics, 
Magnetic materials

ε > 0 
µ > 0 
k > 0 
n > 0

ε > 0 
µ < 0 
k ∈ Im

Diamagnetic materials 
(GHz region)

ε < 0 
µ > 0 
k ∈ Im

Metals 
(optical region)

ε < 0 
µ < 0 
k < 0 
n < 0

NIMs 
(not in nature)

Figure 1.3|  A classification of natural materials with the value of permittivity and permea-

bility. 
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Optimization to high frequency region 

Actually, Veselago first considered the physics of the NIMs in 1960s [8].  Although he looked 

for existence of the NIMs in nature, he could not find the NIMs.  After that, his work had 

been left behind until around 2000s.  Pendry got an idea to control the permittivity and the 

permeability with periodic alignment of the metal rods and SRRs.  He then theoretically 

proved that the negative index can be available with the system around the latter of 1990s 

[3,4].  Based on a series of his works, Smith and coworkers experimentally realized the met-

amaterials as NIMs with the same system (rods and SRRs) on microwave region at the first 

of 2000s [9,10].  Since there are huge attractions for control of the refractive index, as I de-

scribe in the next section, researches regarding the metamaterials were immediately acceler-

ated. 

 Pendry and Smith’s works were achieved in microwave region.  Then, a competition 

to make the metamaterials on higher frequency region than microwave was emerged [11].  

Optimizing the metamaterials to the high frequency corresponds to simplification and minia-

turization of the unit structures.  Tanaka and coworkers studied possibilities of permeability 

control in optical region [12].  They considered a system with a periodic series of a nanosize 

silver SRR with multiple splits as shown in Fig. 1.4 (a).  They theoretically confirmed that 

the system can realize negative permeability between optical region to ultra violet (Fig. 1.4 

and d, and they have a large negative value as the frequency
increases. As a result, in the visible range, we must pay
attention to the effect of the large negative Xs on the SRR’s
behavior rather than that of Rs, which is expected to be
constant.

By using Eq. (3), we investigated the magnetic re-
sponses of the metallic SSRRs in the visible light region.
At frequencies above 100 THz, the SRR consisting of a
single ring, as shown in Fig. 2, is appropriate because the
small geometrical capacitance of the SSRR realizes a high
resonant frequency effectively [8]. Figures 2(a) and 2(b)
depict our calculation model of the SSRR structure and the
array of the SSRRs placed in a host material whose relative
permittivity is "r. The SSRR consists of a single ring with
N divisions around the ring, and we set N ! 2 in our
calculations. For simplification, we considered the ring
thickness to be the same as the penetration depth !"!#,
which is given by

!"!# ! Re
!
""!#
1 $ i

"
: (4)

In the visible range, the decrease of the penetration depth
!"!# is already saturated approximately at 20 nm.

The basic form of the effective permeability of the SRRs
is derived from Refs. [8,9] and given by

#eff ! #Re % i#Im ! 1 $ F!2

!2 $ 1
CL % i

Z"!#!
L

; (5)

where F is the filling factor, ! is the angular frequency, C
and L are the geometrical capacitance and inductance, and
Z"!# is the ring metal impedance. In the case of our
calculation model, F, C, L, and Z"!# are represented by

F ! $r2

a2 ; (6)

C ! 1

N
"0"r

w!"!#
g

; (7)

L ! #0$r2

l
; (8)

and

Z"!# ! 2$rZ0s"!#
w

; (9)

where r is the radius of the ring,w is the width of the ring, g
is the gap distance of the division, a is the unit-cell dimen-
sion in the xy plane, and l is the distance between adjacent
planes of the SRRs along the z axis.

Figure 3 shows the relationship between both the real
and imaginary parts of the effective permeability
(#Re;#Im) of the silver SSRRs and the dimensions of the
SSRRs. In our calculations, g and l were kept constant,
which leads to practical scaling of the SSRR, and we set
"r ! 2:25 (e.g., glass). As the dimensions of the SSRRs
decrease, the magnetic response, which is defined by the

FIG. 2. Models of SSRR used in our calculations. (a) The
element of the SSRR, and (b) the array of the SSRR placed in
the host material whose relative permittivity is "r.

FIG. 3. Real and imaginary parts of the effective permeability
of the silver SSRRs in the host material ("r ! 2:25) as a function
of the SSRRs’ dimensions. The labeling in each case indicates
the unit-cell dimension a. The inset shows the corresponding
dimensions of the SSRR in nanometers.

FIG. 1. Dispersion curves of the internal impedance of silver,
gold, and copper; the curves labeled a and b are the surface
resistivity Rs calculated by using Eqs. (2) and (3), respectively;
the curves labeled c and d are the internal reactance Xs calcu-
lated by using Eqs. (2) and (3) respectively.
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.4|  (a) A schematic and a configuration of a miniaturized SRR with multiple splits 

optimized for around optical region, and (b) magnetic resonances at different wavelengths 

among the dimensional differences.  Figure referred from [12]. 
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(b)).  In addition, there are many theoretical and experimental studies for high frequency op-

timization as summarized in Fig. 1.5.  Shalaev and coworkers developed gold nanorod pairs 

as an abstract of the SRRs as described in lower left of Fig. 1.5, and theoretically and exper-

imentally confirmed negative refractive index around near infrared region [13-15].  Zhang 

and coworkers developed fishnet structures which can make both the permittivity and perme-

ability negative as shown in lower right of Fig. 1.5 [16-20].  As far as I know, the fishnet 

geometries have been the most successful for the metamaterials as the NIMs around optical 

region. 

 Recent trends of the metamaterials are entirely on a context of surface engineering.  

Many nanostructures which interact with the electromagnetic wave have been developed.  

The surface nanostructures are so-called metasurfaces [21].  The functions of the metasur-

faces have been diverged from refractive index control: chiral engineering [22,23], Fano res-

onance [24-26], electromagnetic induced transparency [27,28] etc. 

NATURE PHOTONICS | VOL 5 | SEPTEMBER 2011 | www.nature.com/naturephotonics 523

Introduced around a decade ago, metamaterials represent a broad 
class of densely packed micro- or nanostructured building blocks 
that are much smaller than the wavelength of light1–5. The Mie-

like resonances of these building blocks open the door to a world of 
new possibilities. In particular, magnetic dipole resonances can be 
produced by shrinking the size of macroscopic metallic electromag-
nets such that their resonances enter the optical regime. A paradigm 
example of this is the split-ring resonator (SRR)6, in which an inci-
dent light field induces a circulating and oscillating electric current 
that generates a magnetic dipole moment normal to the ring. Naively, 
the SRR can be viewed as a half-wave antenna rolled into an almost-
closed circle. This picture gives a resonance wavelength that is 2π 
times larger than the ring’s diameter — a value not far from more 
detailed calculations that also account for plasmonic effects occur-
ring when the operating frequency approaches the metal’s plasma 
frequency, which gradually turns the antenna resonance into a Mie 
resonance. The magnetic dipole resonance of the SRR, together with 
its numerous variations, have reminded the optics community that 
light is an electromagnetic wave. Obtaining complete control over an 
electromagnetic wave inside a material requires independent control 
over both its electric and the magnetic field1,2. Recent achievements in 
the control of magnetic fields have therefore opened an area of optics 
that is still considered irrelevant throughout many optics textbooks. 
Such advances allow for impedance matching, which can be used 
to achieve zero reflection at a material interface for any refractive 
index. The refractive index can also become negative under such cir-
cumstances, which means that the phase velocity of light is opposite 
to the electromagnetic energy flow described by the Poynting vector 
(more specifically, the dot product of the two vectors is negative). 
In other structures, the refractive index can take exceptionally large 
positive values if the phase velocity is very small. A large difference 
in refractive index between the left- and right-handed circular polar-
izations of a light wave results in significant optical activity. Finally, 
realizing the concepts of transformation optics requires tailored and 
generally anisotropic magnetodielectric metamaterials.

Past achievements and future challenges in 
the development of three-dimensional  
photonic metamaterials
Costas M. Soukoulis1,2* and Martin Wegener3

Photonic metamaterials are man-made structures composed of tailored micro- or nanostructured metallodielectric subwave-
length building blocks. This deceptively simple yet powerful concept allows the realization of many new and unusual optical 
properties, such as magnetism at optical frequencies, negative refractive index, large positive refractive index, zero reflection 
through impedance matching, perfect absorption, giant circular dichroism and enhanced nonlinear optical properties. Possible 
applications of metamaterials include ultrahigh-resolution imaging systems, compact polarization optics and cloaking devices. 
This Review describes recent progress in the fabrication of three-dimensional metamaterial structures and discusses some of 
the remaining challenges.

There has never been a shortage of new ideas in the field of 
metamaterials. However, several conditions must be fulfilled 
before such ideas can make the transition from a curious scien-
tific finding to a real-world usable material. First, the operating 
frequency must be brought to the optical regime, covering either 

1Ames Laboratory and Department of Physics and Astronomy, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa 50011, USA. 2Institute of Electronic Structure and Laser, 
Foundation for Research and Technology-Hellas, 71110 Heraklion, Crete, Greece. 3Institute of Applied Physics, Institute of Nanotechnology and DFG-Center 
for Functional Nanostructures, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, D-76128 Karlsruhe, Germany. *e-mail: soukoulis@ameslab.gov
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Figure 1 | Progress in metamaterial operating frequency over the past 
decade. The operating frequency of metamaterials with negative magnetic 
permeability μ (empty triangles) and negative index of refraction n (solid 
triangles) is shown on a logarithmic scale ranging from microwave to visible 
wavelengths. Orange: structures based on double SRRs; green: U-shaped 
SRRs; blue: metallic cut-wire pairs; red: negative-index double-fishnet 
structures. The four insets show optical or electron micrographs of the four 
types of structure. Data points are from: i) ref. 104; ii) ref. 20; iii) ref. 105;  
iv) ref. 106; v) ref. 107; vi) ref. 24; vii) ref. 108; viii) ref. 28; ix) ref. 7; x) ref. 109; 
xi) ref. 8; xii) ref. 9; xiii) ref. 10; xiv) ref. 11; xv) ref. 12; xvi) ref. 13; xvii) ref. 14; 
and xviii) ref. 15. Figure updated with permission from ref. 2, © 2007 AAAS.
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Abstract: Comprehensive studies for a periodic array of gold
nanorod pairs demonstrate its unique optical properties, includ-
ing a negative refractive index in the optical range.
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1. Introduction

Artificially designed materials (metamaterials) with a neg-
ative refractive index allow the achievement of new func-
tionality unattainable with naturally-existing media [1], in-
cluding the feasibility of imaging with subwavelength res-
olution limited by only the material quality [2]. In these
negative-index materials (NIMs) the phase velocity is an-
tiparallel to the energy flow leading to the unusual effect
of negative refraction at the interface with a conventional,
positive refractive index medium. The seminal paper defin-
ing a method toward a negative refractive index was pub-
lished in the 1960s [3]. In media characterized by dielec-
tric permittivity ε = ε′ + iε′′ and magnetic permeability
µ = µ′ + iµ′′ the condition ε′ < 0and µ′ < 0is sufficient
for negative refraction [3]. Under the necessary condition
ε′′µ′ + µ′′ε′ < 0[4], the real part (n′) of the complex re-
fractive index (n = n′ + in′′ = √

εµ) becomes negative

Hy

Ex
kz

Figure 1 (online color at www.lphys.org) An array of nanorods
pairs

in a passive medium. Recently a design of such metama-
terials for the microwave spectral range, using metal split
ring resonators and thin metal wires, was proposed theo-
retically [5,6] and realized in microwave experiments [7].
In this letter we demonstrate an optical NIM based on cou-
pled metal rods that was previously predicted theoretically
[8,9]. The negative refractive index is verified by direct

∗Corresponding author: e-mail: shalaev@purdue.edu
c⃝ 2006 by Astro Ltd.
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Simultaneous Negative Phase
and Group Velocity of Light
in a Metamaterial
Gunnar Dolling,1* Christian Enkrich,1 Martin Wegener,1,2 Costas M. Soukoulis,3,4 Stefan Linden2

We investigated the propagation of femtosecond laser pulses through a metamaterial that has a
negative index of refraction for wavelengths around 1.5 micrometers. From the interference fringes
of a Michelson interferometer with and without the sample, we directly inferred the phase time
delay. From the pulse-envelope shift, we determined the group time delay. In a spectral region,
phase and group velocity are negative simultaneously. This means that both the carrier wave and
the pulse envelope peak of the output pulse appear at the rear side of the sample before their
input pulse counterparts have entered the front side of the sample.

T
he propagation of waves through dis-
persive media often leads to surprising
or counterintuitive behavior (1). For

the case of positive–refractive-index media in
electrodynamics, where the phase velocity vphase
is positive (in the forward direction), the group
velocity vgroup can become negative in the
regime of anomalous dispersion. As a result,
the peak of a temporally long Gaussian pulse
can appear at the rear side of a sample before
the peak of the Gaussian input pulse has en-
tered the front side of the sample (2). This
phenomenon has been directly observed (3) on
an excitonic absorption resonance in a GaP:N
semiconductor sample by time resolving the
transmission of a picosecond optical pulse.
Further experiments along these lines, e.g., on

positive-index systems with gain (4–6), have
confirmed this behavior. It has been thor-
oughly discussed (2) that superluminal or
even negative group velocities are not at all
in conflict with relativity or causality, essen-
tially because the peak of the output pulse is
not a cause of the peak of the input pulse. In
other words, even though input and output
pulses can have the same Gaussian shape,
reshaping of the pulse envelope is of crucial
importance.

Here we report results of corresponding
experiments on negative–refractive-index ma-
terials. These highly unusual materials have
only recently become available (7–9), with
the optical regime becoming accessible only
within the past year (10–14). The phase
velocity in these materials is negative. We
directly measured both group and phase
velocity by propagating a femtosecond laser
pulse through a negative-index metamate-
rial and then time resolving the transmitted
pulse using interferometry. These experiments
are the negative-index counterpart of the
above experiments for positive-index mate-
rials (3–6), where vphase 9 0 and vgroup G 0. We
found conditions where vphase G 0 and vgroup G 0,
and others where vphase G 0 and vgroup 9 0.
Together with the usual situation of vphase 9 0

and vgroup 9 0, all four sign combinations
have now been observed in direct experi-
ments. For all four sign combinations, the

1Institut für Angewandte Physik and Deutsche Forschungsge-
meinschaft–Center for Functional Nanostructures, Universität
Karlsruhe (TH), Wolfgang-Gaede-Straße 1, D-76131 Karlsruhe,
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Karlsruhe in der Helmholtz-Gemeinschaft, D-76021 Karlsruhe,
Germany. 3Ames Laboratory and Department of Physics and
Astronomy, Iowa State University, Ames, IA 50011, USA.
4Institute of Electronic Structure and Laser–Foundation for
Research and Technology Hellas, and Department of Materials
Science and Technology, University of Crete, 71110 Heraklion,
Crete, Greece.

*To whom correspondence should be addressed. E-mail:
gunnar.dolling@physik.uni-karlsruhe.de

Fig. 1. (A) Scheme of the negative-index meta-
material design and polarization configuration
used here. E is the incident electric-field
vector, B the incident magnetic-field vector,
and k the incident wave vector of light. (B)
Definition of parameters: t 0 25 nm, s 0 35
nm, wx 0 307 nm, wy 0 100 nm, and a square
lattice with lattice constant a 0 600 nm. The
metamaterial thickness is d 0 2t þ s 0 85 nm.
(C) Top-view electron micrograph of the corre-
sponding structure. (D) Scheme of the experi-
mental setup. M, mirror; L, lens; BS, beam
splitter; Ge-D, germanium photodetector.
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Figure 1.5|  Transitions of SRR structures along the year toward high frequency region.  A 

metal rod pair and a fishnet model are indicated by blue and red respectively.  Figure referred 

from [11,14,20]. 
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1.2 Applications with refractive index control 

Arbitral control of permittivity, permeability, and refractive index realizes freer control of 

electromagnetic wave than ever.  Here, let us assume a NIM with the value -1 of the permit-

tivity and the permeability in a vacuum.  The refractive index is also -1.  In this case, the 

electromagnetic wave from a point light source has a pass as shown in Fig. 1.6 (a).  The 

electromagnetic wave from the point source is focused again after penetrating the NIM.  

Hence, a plane lens is realized by the NIMs.  The impedance of the NIM is the same as that 

of the vacuum.  Hence, there is no reflection at the interface between the NIM and the vacuum.  

The important is evanescent wave is enhanced in the NIM [29].  When the electromagnetic 

wave hit to objects, scattered wave and transmitted wave which reflect information such as 

the structures of the objects are generated.  The evanescent wave is also generated with these 

electromagnetic waves as propagating wave.  The evanescent wave has larger wavevector 

than the propagating wave.  This means the evanescent wave have more finite information 

than the propagating wave.  On the other hand, the amplitude of the evanescent wave decay 

exponentially, making propagation of the evanescent wave difficult.  Hence, the resolution of 

images is basically limited to the magnitude of the wavelength of the incident electromagnetic 

wave.  If the evanescent wave is able to propagate, infinitely small objects such as atoms and 

n = 1

n = -1

Point source

If we take this unprecedented control over
the material properties and form inhomogeneous
composites, we enable a powerful form of
electromagnetic design. As an example of this
design methodology, we show how the con-
served quantities of electromagnetism—the
electric displacement fieldD, the magnetic field
intensity B, and the Poynting vector S—can all
be directed at will, given access to the
appropriate metamaterials. In particular, these
fields can be focused as required or made to
avoid objects and flow around them like a fluid,
returning undisturbed to their original trajecto-
ries. These conclusions follow from exact
manipulations of Maxwell_s equations and are
not confined to a ray approximation. They
encompass in principle all forms of electro-
magnetic phenomena on all length scales.

We start with an arbitrary configuration of
sources embedded in an arbitrary dielectric and
magnetic medium. This initial configuration
would be chosen to have the same topology as
the final result we seek. For example, we might
start with a uniform electric field and require that
the field lines be moved to avoid a given region.
Next, imagine that the system is embedded in
some elastic medium that can be pulled and
stretched as we desire (Fig. 1). To keep track of
distortions, we record the initial configuration
of the fields on a Cartesian mesh, which is
subsequently distorted by the same pulling and
stretching process. The distortions can now be
recorded as a coordinate transformation be-
tween the original Cartesian mesh and the
distorted mesh

uðx,y,zÞ,vðx,y,zÞ,wðx,y,zÞ ð1Þ

where (u , v, w) is the location of the new point
with respect to the x, y, and z axes. What hap-
pens to Maxwell_s equations when we substitute
the new coordinate system? The equations have
exactly the same form in any coordinate system,
but the refractive index—or more exactly the
permittivity e and permeability m—are scaled by
a common factor. In the new coordinate system,

we must use renormalized values of the
permittivity and permeability:

e¶ u 0 eu
QuQvQw

Q2
u

(

m¶ u 0 mu

QuQvQw

Q2
u

( etc: ð2 Þ

E¶ u 0 QuEu ( H ¶u 0 QuHu ( etc: ð3 Þ

where,

Q2
u 0

¯x
¯u

! "2

þ ¯y
¯u

! "2

þ ¯z
¯u

! "2

Q2
v 0

¯x
¯v

! "2

þ ¯y
¯v

! "2

þ ¯z
¯v

! "2

Q2
w 0

¯x
¯w

! "2

þ ¯y
¯w

! "2

þ ¯z
¯w

! "2

ð4 Þ

As usual,

B¶ 0 m0 m¶H¶( D¶ 0 e0 e¶E¶ ð5 Þ

We have assumed orthogonal coordinate systems
for which the formulae are particularly simple.
The general case is given in (14) and in the
accompanying online material (15). The equiv-
alence of coordinate transformations and changes
to e and m has also been referred to in (16).

Now let us put these transformations to use.
Suppose we wish to conceal an arbitrary object
contained in a given volume of space; further-
more, we require that external observers be
unaware that something has been hidden from
them. Our plan is to achieve concealment by
cloaking the object with a metamaterial whose
function is to deflect the rays that would have
struck the object, guide them around the object,
and return them to their original trajectory.

Our assumptions imply that no radiation can
get into the concealed volume, nor can any
radiation get out. Any radiation attempting to
penetrate the secure volume is smoothly guided
around by the cloak to emerge traveling in the

same direction as if it had passed through the
empty volume of space. An observer concludes
that the secure volume is empty, but we are free to
hide an object in the secure space. An alternative
scheme has been recently investigated for the
concealment of objects (17), but it relies on a
specific knowledge of the shape and the material
properties of the object being hidden. The
electromagnetic cloak and the object concealed
thus form a composite whose scattering proper-
ties can be reduced in the lowest order approx-
imation: If the object changes, the cloak must
change, too. In the scheme described here, an
arbitrary object may be hidden because it re-
mains untouched by external radiation. The
method leads, in principle, to a perfect electro-
magnetic shield, excluding both propagating
waves and near-fields from the concealed region.

For simplicity, we choose the hidden object
to be a sphere of radius R1 and the cloaking
region to be contained within the annulus R1 G
r G R2 . A simple transformation that achieves
the desired result can be found by taking all
fields in the region r G R2 and compressing
them into the region R1 G r G R2 ,

r¶ 0 R1 þ rðR2 j R1Þ=R2 ,

q¶ 0 q,

f¶ 0 f ð6 Þ

Applying the transformation rules (15) gives
the following values: for r G R1, e¶ and m¶ are
free to take any value without restriction and do
not contribute to electromagnetic scattering; for
R1 G r G R2

e¶r¶ 0 m¶r¶ 0
R2

R2 j R1

ðr¶ j R1Þ2

r¶
,

e¶q¶ 0 m¶q¶ 0
R2

R2 j R1
,

e¶f¶ 0 m¶f¶ 0
R2

R2 j R1
ð7 Þ

Fig. 2. A ray-tracing program has been used to calculate ray trajectories in the cloak, assuming that
R2 d l. The rays essentially following the Poynting vector. (A) A two-dimensional (2D) cross section of
rays striking our system, diverted within the annulus of cloaking material contained within R1 G r G R2
to emerge on the far side undeviated from their original course. (B) A 3D view of the same process.

Fig. 3. A point charge located near the cloaked
sphere. We assume that R2 ¡ l, the near-field
limit, and plot the electric displacement field. The
field is excluded from the cloaked region, but
emerges from the cloaking sphere undisturbed.
We plot field lines closer together near the sphere
to emphasize the screening effect.
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.6|  (a) A NIM refracts electromagnetic wave from a point source with different 

manner compared to positive refractive index materials, making transmitted wave refocus.  

(b) Electromagnetic wave indicated by black line circumvents something at the center due to 

distribution of refractive index around it.  Figures referred from [29,30]. 
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molecules can be imaged.  Such a perfect lens can be realized when the refractive index of 

the NIMs is -1.   

 Active camouflage is also realized by the metamaterials [30,31].  If we are able to 

arbitrarily make a distribution of refractive index in a space, this means we are able to arbi-

trarily control the pass of the electromagnetic wave.  If an object is surrounded by the refrac-

tive index distribution and the electromagnetic wave circumvents the object, there is no scat-

tered and transmitted wave from the object as shown in Fig. 1.6 (b).  We are thus not able to 

detect the object, realizing cloaking. 

 There can be also a number of other applications of the refractive index control.  The 

metamaterials have potentials to evolve science and technology. 

 

1.3 Top-down and bottom-up fabrications 

of metamaterials 

Metamaterials have been successfully fabricated via top-down approaches: light-beam lithog-

raphy, electron-beam lithography, laser direct writing via two-photon process [32,33] etc.  By 

artificially fabricating materials toward intended designs, the structures are obtained by the 

top-down approaches.  Indeed, the intended structures can easily be made by the top-down 

approaches.  However, mass fabrication and 3D structure fabrication are difficult with the 

top-down approaches.  Hence, applications of the metamaterials as described in the last sec-

tion have still been hard to be realized.  This is because 3D bulks with numerous structures 

interacting with electromagnetic wave. 

 Bottom-up approaches such as crystal growth and self-assembly of atoms or mole-

cules are the contrast to the top-down approaches.  Not artificially but naturally, the 3D struc-

tures are formed by the bottom-up approaches.  The 3D structures are formed by inherent 

forces of atoms or molecules such as intermolecular force Coulomb force.  The bottom-up 

approaches realize mass production of finite and complicated 3D structures at once, which is 

at present impossible by the top-down approaches.  On the other hand, duplication of the same 

structures is more difficult with the bottom-up approaches than with the top-down approaches.  

We are forced to indirectly control the geometry of the structures via several parameters: 

temperature, concentration, time etc.   
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 There are some works of bottom-up metamaterial production [34,35].  Fan et al. con-

sidered a core-shell nanoparticle with gold and silica [36].  Each silica shell behaves as a 

spacer, making capacitors between the nanoparticles (Fig. 1.7 (a)).  They theoretically and 

experimentally confirmed that a trimer of the gold-silica core-shell nanoparticles had a mag-

netic dipole with an incident light polarized in the plane of the trimer as shown in Fig. 1.7 (b).  

Metal film-dielectric layer-metal nanoparticle systems may also act as the metamaterials 

[37,38].  A magnetic response can occur between the film and the nanoparticle with the die-

lectric layer as a spacer as shown in Fig. 1.8 (a).  This system can also react with electric field 

with the film and the nanoparticle.  Hence, this system shows absorptions due to simultaneous 

responses of electric and magnetic fields (Fig. 1.8 (b)).  It was reported that a core-shell cluster 

which consist of a dielectric core sphere decorated by a number of gold nanoparticles forming 

a shell could also act as a metamaterial [39-41].  By illuminating this core-shell cluster by a 

plane wave, all the nanoparticles at the shell oscillate in-phase around the core sphere in a 

particular frequency, causing an effective current.  This system has a large permittivity due to 

permittivity dispersion of dielectrics near plasmon resonance of the nanoparticles.  At the high 

symmetries from the same irreducible represen-
tation (27).

The Fano-like resonance is displayed in the
calculated extinction spectrum of a heptamer
(Fig. 3A). The interfering bright and dark modes
of the cluster can be characterized by surface charge
density plots at their resonances. The charge density
plot of the bright mode at its peak at 1160 nm
shows the charge oscillations in each nanoshell
oriented in the same direction, resulting in strong
scattering due to the constructive interference of
their radiated fields. The charge density plot at
the dark-mode peak frequency at 1490 nm shows
only the dark mode, indicating that the bright
mode is suppressed and that energy is stored in
the dark mode. Here, the charge oscillations in
the individual nanoshells are oriented in different
directions, resulting in the destructive interfer-
ence of their radiated fields. Calculations in the
quasistatic limit (27) show that the dipole
moment of the outer hexagon is similar in
magnitude but opposite in sign to the dipole
moment of the central particle, leading to strong
destructive interference of their radiating fields.

We observe a strong Fano-like resonance in
the experimental spectra. The TEM image of a
single heptamer and its spectra for three different
orientations are shown in Fig. 3B. The scattering
spectrum at each orientation shows a strong Fano
minimum at 1450 nm. This isotropy is con-
sistent with the symmetry of the heptamer (D6h

point group), which supports isotropic, in-plane
resonances (27). The peaks between 800 and
1300 nm are higher-order modes that arise
from retardation effects created by the large in-

Fig. 2. Magnetic dipole response in trimer clusters. (A) Quasistatic calculations,
which assume that the trimer size is negligible compared with the optical
wavelength, reveal all plasmonic resonances of the trimer. Resonance wave-
lengths are plotted for different plasmonicmodes as a function of gap separation.
There exist closely spaced higher-order modes with short wavelengths, two
degenerate electric dipole modes, and a magnetic dipole mode red-shifted
relative to all other modes. The electric potential (color) and displacement fields
(arrows) of themagnetic dipolemodewith a gap separation of 3 nmare shown in
the inset. This mode supports a circulating current and strong field localization
near the gaps. These calculations use nanoshells with [r1, r2] = [62, 102] nm. (B)
Experimental and theoretical s- and p-polarized scattering spectra for an individual
trimer shown in the inset. These spectra are dominated by the scattered electric
dipole radiation from the cluster. The incidence angle of the white-light source is
78°, and its polarization orientation relative to the trimer is shown in the inset. The
simulations use nanoshells with [r1, r2] = [62, 102] nm and gap separations of

2.5 nm. a.u., arbitrary units. (C) Experimental and theoretical s-polarized scat-
tering spectra for the same trimer and orientation in (B), but with insertion of
the cross-polarizer. Both spectra now exhibit a clearly visible magnetic dipole
peak, matching in peak position and linewidth. The inset shows the calculated
magnitude of the trimer magnetic dipole moment in the z direction (see Fig. 1A
for axis), confirming the nature of the spectral peak near 1400 nm.

Fig. 3. Fano-resonant behavior of a plasmonic
heptamer. (A) Calculated extinction spectrum and
charge density plots for a heptamer excited at
normal incidence with a 0° orientation angle. The
nanoshells have dimensions [r1, r2] = [62.5, 85]
nm, and the cluster has 1.6-nm gap separations and
is embedded in a cylinder with a dielectric constant
e = 2.5. The Fano minimum, characterized by
suppression of the bright mode, is at 1450 nm. The
charge density plot of the bright mode, whose peak
resonance is denoted by the pink dashed line at
1160 nm, shows the charge oscillations on each
nanoshell oriented in the same direction, resulting
in the constructive interference of their radiated
fields. The charge density plot of the heptamer at
1490 nm, denoted by the black dashed line, shows
the dark mode at its peak resonance. This mode
supports charge oscillations on the nanoshells
oriented in different directions, resulting in the
destructive interference of their radiated fields. (B)
TEM image and spectra of a heptamer at three
different incident electric-field orientation angles.
The nanoshells are measured to have average
dimensions [r1, r2] = [62.5, 85] nm. The Fano
minimum at 1450 nm is isotropic for these
orientation angles. (C) Calculated scattering spectra
for a heptamer with a geometry matching that in
(A), for the three orientation angles in (B).
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symmetries from the same irreducible represen-
tation (27).
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(Fig. 3A). The interfering bright and dark modes
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e = 2.5. The Fano minimum, characterized by
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in the constructive interference of their radiated
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1490 nm, denoted by the black dashed line, shows
the dark mode at its peak resonance. This mode
supports charge oscillations on the nanoshells
oriented in different directions, resulting in the
destructive interference of their radiated fields. (B)
TEM image and spectra of a heptamer at three
different incident electric-field orientation angles.
The nanoshells are measured to have average
dimensions [r1, r2] = [62.5, 85] nm. The Fano
minimum at 1450 nm is isotropic for these
orientation angles. (C) Calculated scattering spectra
for a heptamer with a geometry matching that in
(A), for the three orientation angles in (B).
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of incident light), which reveals their symmetries
and resonant frequencies. This analysis also pro-
vides a guide to interpreting the spectra of finite-
sized trimers, which have resonances that are
qualitatively similar but red-shifted relative to the
quasistatic ones (23). The resonant wavelengths
for different trimer modes as a function of gap
separation (Fig. 2A) show all of the modes red-
shifting with decreasing gap separation due to
enhanced capacitive coupling between the nano-
shells. The two electric dipole modes are degen-
erate in energy and correspond to two different
orientations relative to the trimer; this degeneracy
is explained by the D3hpoint group characteriz-
ing the cluster, which supports isotropic in-plane
resonances (24). A plot of the electric potential
and displacement fields for a magnetic mode is
shown in the inset of Fig. 2A. A circulating field,
which is a hallmark of the magnetic moment, is
clearly visible. The particularly strong capacitive
interaction at the nanoshell gaps red-shifts this
mode well past all of the other modes.

The scattering spectra and transmission elec-
tron microscopy (TEM) image of an individual
trimer consisting of three 40-nm-thick gold
nanoshells are shown in Fig. 2B. Thicker shells
are synthesized to increase the total polarizability
of the structure. The trimer is probed by incident
s- and p-polarization, which correspond to the
electric field oriented in and out of the trimer
plane, respectively. A gap separation of 2.5 nm
provides a good match between the experimental
and calculated electric dipole peak positions. A
comparison between the experimental and theo-
retical spectra shows good agreement. In both
cases, the s-polarized spectra have an electric
dipole peak near 1200 nm and higher-order
modes at 600 to 700 nm. Any magnetic dipole
peak is obscured by the broad electric dipole. The
p-polarized spectra in both cases have a sharp
peak near 700 nm, which represent out-of-plane
plasmon resonances. The oscillations in the
p-polarized experimental spectrum are artifacts
caused by interference from light scattered by the
rough metallic TEM grid in the trimer vicinity.

Evidence for a magnetic dipole mode comes
from spectra taken with the cross-polarizer in
the light path (Fig. 2C), which suppresses the
maximum peak intensity in the measured
spectrum by a factor of 11. Electric dipole
radiation is filtered less effectively here by the
polarizer, compared with that from a single
nanoshell (fig. S2), due to optical activity in the
trimer [see (25) and the SOM]. In both the
calculated and experimental spectra, a narrow
peak near 1400 nm becomes visible. There is
strong evidence that this feature is the magnetic
dipole peak. First, a direct calculation of the
magnetic dipole moment perpendicular to the
trimer (presented in the inset of Fig. 2C) shows
a sharply peaked magnetic dipole near 1400 nm.
Second, the linewidths of the experimental
feature and the theoretical magnetic dipole are
distinctly narrow and match. Finally, the peak is
substantially red-shifted relative to the electric

dipole, which is consistent with the quasistatic
theory (Fig. 2A). The differences between the
experimental and calculated cross-polarized
spectra at wavelengths shorter than 1100 nm
are probably due to small geometric anisotropies
in the synthesized trimer (26) and to the
complex interaction between the trimer and
thin-film substrate (see fig. S3).

Heptamers, which are symmetric clusters
composed of seven equivalent elements, support
complex plasmon mode interactions that lead to
Fano-like interference. Fano-like interference
involves a continuum of incident photons (I), a
superradiant bright mode (B) that couples to (I),
and a subradiant dark mode (D) that does not
couple to (I) but instead couples to the bright
mode via a near-field interaction. At frequencies
resonant with both the bright and dark modes,
the former will be excited via two pathways: (i)
jI〉 → jB〉 and (ii) jI〉 → jB〉 → jD〉 → jB〉. At

the Fano minimum, these two pathways destruc-
tively interfere and cancel the polarization of the
bright mode. The result is a narrow minimum in
the scattering and extinction spectra.

These mode interactions are absent in simpler
clusters such as the dimer and trimer, which are
characterized by a superradiant electric dipole
resonance in their scattering spectra (Figs. 1A
and 2B) but support no visible Fano minima.
Additional structural complexity is required for
the clusters to support interacting bright and
dark modes. One approach is to break the sym-
metry of the dimer or trimer, which would lead
to the formation of new dark modes. With the
heptamer here, the strong electromagnetic cou-
pling between seven particles creates new plas-
mon modes that support Fano-like resonances,
without the expense of symmetry breaking. Cou-
pling between the bright and dark modes can be
explained by group theory, as both modes share
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Fig. 1. Self-assembled nanoshell clusters as nanoplasmonic components. (A) Nanoshell clusters can be
tailored to support tunable electric, magnetic, and Fano-like resonances. Electric dipole resonances
generally exist for all plasmonic nanostructures and are shown here for individual nanoshells and coupled
dimers. Packed trimer clusters exhibit magnetic dipole resonances and can be described as a closed loop
of nanoinductors and nanocapacitors. Fano-like resonances are supported by heptamers. These
simulations use nanoshells with [r1, r2] = [62.5, 85] nm (where r1 and r2 are the inner and outer radii
of the gold shell, respectively), and the clusters have 2-nm-wide gaps filled with a dielectric spacer with a
dielectric constant e = 2.5. E, electric field. (B) To assemble the clusters, nanoshells in aqueous solution
are coated with a polymer. A dilute droplet of particles is then placed on a hydrophobic substrate and
evaporated. During this process, the droplet breaks into smaller droplets, and nanoshells within these
smaller droplets pack together by capillary forces. The nanoshell geometry and polymer-spacer separation
are defined. (C) To measure scattering spectra, white light is polarized and focused onto the sample, and
scattered light from an individual cluster is collected and analyzed in a spectrometer. The optional cross-
polarizer is oriented 90° relative to the incident-light polarization. B, magnetic field; k, wave vector of
incident light.
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Figure 1.7|  (a) A trimer of core-shell nanoparticles with silver and silica and corresponding 

equivalent resonant circuit.  (b) Experimental and theoretical scattering spectra of the trimer.  

A magnetic dipole is indicated.  Figure referred from [36]. 
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permittivity area, the 1st order Mie resonance which has a magnetic dipole can be excited.  

Control of permittivity and permeability using Mie resonance inside dielectric structures has 

been reported recently [42,43].  Use of nanostructures existing in nature as metamaterials also 

is interesting.  Ebihara et al. reported that a lotus leaf coated with gold film showed reflec-

tance near zero on optical frequency [44].  This characteristic originates from complicated 

nanostructure at the surface the leaf coated with gold, where light is confined and hardly 

emitted. 

 

1.4 Silver nanodendrites as metamaterials 

There is a kind of crystal shapes called dendrites.  The dendrites are tree like silver crystals 

made of orderly assembled numerous branches.  Such complicated structures are self-grown, 

and formed with every material including metals.  Then, the shape of the dendrites varies 

diversely by conditions of crystal growth.  Snowflakes are one of the most familiar examples 

of the dendrites (Fig. 1.9 (a)) [45].  It can be clearly observed that a number of snow crystals 

with various shapes and sizes are bound up in order and form tree like shapes around apexes 

of the snowflakes.  Moreover, snowflakes with the same shape never exist in nature.  This is 

because the shape of the snowflakes is determined by parameters of the air such as tempera-

ture and humidity which change constantly, and the same condition never happen in the past 

and the future.  “Snowflakes are letters sent from heaven.”  Ukichiro Nakaya, who made the 

first artificial snowflakes, expressed diversity of snowflake growth as so [46]. 

artificially structured ideal absorber should not be reliant on any sort of
patterning methods, and we can make use of colloidal self-assembly
processes to very simply produce a randomized patch antenna geometry.

In plasmonic systems, field localization is generally correlated with
local field enhancement, f ~El=E0, where El is the local electric field
and E0 is the electric field of the incident wave. In the present context,
the enhancement serves to increase the effective magnetic surface
current that flows in response to the applied field. Equivalently, the
resonance can be viewed as enhancing the coupling between the gap
modes and the incident field, enabling the incident fields to penetrate
the gap region. In the latter interpretation, the enhanced absorption in
the nanocube system can be considered to be closely related to the
enhanced transmission in very thin slit arrays19 and the large absorp-
tion that can be obtained with extremely shallow metallic gratings20.

As a means of demonstrating the proposed colloidal approach to an
ideal optical absorber, we consider nanocubes, with edge length ‘,
separated by a nanoscale distance from a gold film by a dielectric
spacer layer with a refractive index of 1.54. To estimate the absorption
efficiency of the nanoantennas, we perform numerical simulations
over a domain containing a single absorber, and apply either periodic
(Fourier modal method21) or absorbing (COMSOL) boundary condi-
tions. As has been noted previously, square patches have scattering
behaviour very similar to that of strips8 because they share the same
underlying mechanisms7,18; we are thus able to run two-dimensional
simulations in many cases to perform quick optimizations, followed by
fewer confirmative three-dimensional simulations.

A gap-plasmon guided mode, whose profile is shown Fig. 2, is sup-
ported under the cube. The constructive interferences of this mode,
reflected back and forth at the edges of the cube, create a cavity reso-
nance as in a Fabry–Pérot interferometer. This mechanism makes the
resonance insensitive to the angle of incidence as well as to the pola-
rization of the incident wave (see Supplementary Information for a
detailed analysis).

When the thickness of the spacer layer is decreased, the effective
index, ne, of the mode increases, and can reach arbitrarily large values.
Because the relation between the resonance wavelength and the cavity
size, ‘, is roughly ‘<l=2ne, resonances can thus be excited under cubes
for which ‘ is only one-tenth of the wavelength, especially for very thin
spacer layers. Figure 2 shows that the effective absorption efficiency,
which is defined as the power absorbed by the nanocube divided by the
incident intensity and normalized with respect to the actual surface
occupied by a cube, is maximum for a spacer layer that is between 5

and 10 nm thick. For thicker spacer layers, the resonance is not as well
formed, the reflection coefficient of the mode being relatively low. For
extremely thin layers, the resonance is poorly excited by the incident
field. The effective absorption efficiency can be as large as 30, meaning
that in theory around 3% of the surface needs to be covered with cubes
to reach almost complete absorption (Fig. 2).

Because the cavity is excited uniformly on both sides of the cube at
normal incidence, it constitutes a perfect example of interferometri-
cally controlled absorption10: the field amplitude is twice as large as if
the cavity was excited from one side only, and the absorption is thus
four times larger (especially compared with a structure like the shallow
grating described in ref. 20, where the absorption mechanism is very
similar). This phenomenon contributes to the very large absorption
efficiency and explains why second-order resonances are not likely to
be excited (Supplementary Information).

Having evaluated the underlying mechanisms of the nanoparticle-
based ideal absorber, we next seek to implement the concept experiment-
ally using chemically synthesized metal nanocubes that are randomly
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Figure 2 | Theoretical absorption efficiency of the nanocubes. a, Effective
absorption efficiency as a function of the spacer thickness, defined as the ratio of
the absorption cross-section to the physical cross-section for a single nanocube.
The absorption cross-section is computed as the ratio of the energy absorbed to
the illumination intensity. b, Reflectance spectrum for cubes that are 70 nm in size,
periodically (350 nm) distributed and separated from the metallic film by a 8-nm-
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values) for the mode that is guided under the cube (out-of-plane wavevector).
Black lines show the edges of the different materials in the COMSOL simulation.
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patterning methods, and we can make use of colloidal self-assembly
processes to very simply produce a randomized patch antenna geometry.

In plasmonic systems, field localization is generally correlated with
local field enhancement, f ~El=E0, where El is the local electric field
and E0 is the electric field of the incident wave. In the present context,
the enhancement serves to increase the effective magnetic surface
current that flows in response to the applied field. Equivalently, the
resonance can be viewed as enhancing the coupling between the gap
modes and the incident field, enabling the incident fields to penetrate
the gap region. In the latter interpretation, the enhanced absorption in
the nanocube system can be considered to be closely related to the
enhanced transmission in very thin slit arrays19 and the large absorp-
tion that can be obtained with extremely shallow metallic gratings20.

As a means of demonstrating the proposed colloidal approach to an
ideal optical absorber, we consider nanocubes, with edge length ‘,
separated by a nanoscale distance from a gold film by a dielectric
spacer layer with a refractive index of 1.54. To estimate the absorption
efficiency of the nanoantennas, we perform numerical simulations
over a domain containing a single absorber, and apply either periodic
(Fourier modal method21) or absorbing (COMSOL) boundary condi-
tions. As has been noted previously, square patches have scattering
behaviour very similar to that of strips8 because they share the same
underlying mechanisms7,18; we are thus able to run two-dimensional
simulations in many cases to perform quick optimizations, followed by
fewer confirmative three-dimensional simulations.

A gap-plasmon guided mode, whose profile is shown Fig. 2, is sup-
ported under the cube. The constructive interferences of this mode,
reflected back and forth at the edges of the cube, create a cavity reso-
nance as in a Fabry–Pérot interferometer. This mechanism makes the
resonance insensitive to the angle of incidence as well as to the pola-
rization of the incident wave (see Supplementary Information for a
detailed analysis).

When the thickness of the spacer layer is decreased, the effective
index, ne, of the mode increases, and can reach arbitrarily large values.
Because the relation between the resonance wavelength and the cavity
size, ‘, is roughly ‘<l=2ne, resonances can thus be excited under cubes
for which ‘ is only one-tenth of the wavelength, especially for very thin
spacer layers. Figure 2 shows that the effective absorption efficiency,
which is defined as the power absorbed by the nanocube divided by the
incident intensity and normalized with respect to the actual surface
occupied by a cube, is maximum for a spacer layer that is between 5

and 10 nm thick. For thicker spacer layers, the resonance is not as well
formed, the reflection coefficient of the mode being relatively low. For
extremely thin layers, the resonance is poorly excited by the incident
field. The effective absorption efficiency can be as large as 30, meaning
that in theory around 3% of the surface needs to be covered with cubes
to reach almost complete absorption (Fig. 2).

Because the cavity is excited uniformly on both sides of the cube at
normal incidence, it constitutes a perfect example of interferometri-
cally controlled absorption10: the field amplitude is twice as large as if
the cavity was excited from one side only, and the absorption is thus
four times larger (especially compared with a structure like the shallow
grating described in ref. 20, where the absorption mechanism is very
similar). This phenomenon contributes to the very large absorption
efficiency and explains why second-order resonances are not likely to
be excited (Supplementary Information).

Having evaluated the underlying mechanisms of the nanoparticle-
based ideal absorber, we next seek to implement the concept experiment-
ally using chemically synthesized metal nanocubes that are randomly
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.8|  (a) Silver nanocubes dispersed on a gold film with a dielectric spacer.  This 

system can have a magnetic resonance between the nanocubes and the film.  (b) A calculated 

reflection spectrum for cubes that are 70 nm in size, distributed with periodicity (350 nm) 

and separated from the gold film by an 8 nm thick dielectric layer.  Figure referred from [37]. 
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Fractal also is an intrinsic and important characteristic of the dendrites.  Fractal is a 

concept of mathematics and integrates everything which has self-similarity between part and 

whole of it.  Benoît B. Mandelbrot gave rise to fractal in the middle of 1970s [47].  Nowadays, 

fractal has become popular and is used in various fields and situations.  Everywhere of nature, 

fractal emerges: lightning, patterns of river network, cloud etc.  Based on the law of self-

similarity even in randomness, those patterns are created.  The dendrites are also formed by 

repeated ramification of branches begun from trunks.  Parts and the whole of the dendrite can 

Figure 1.9|  Dendrites with fractal (self-similarity).  (a) A snowflake.  (b) A silver nanoden-

drite grown on a glass substrate.  The right-side image is a magnification of the dotted area 

on the left-side image.  The scale bar is 1 µm.  Figure (a) referred from [45]. 

(a)

(b)
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be found as self-similarity with each other.  The detail of fractal is described in the next section 

of this chapter. 

In nanoscale, moreover, the dendrites exist.  From here, I call such nanosize dendritic 

structures as nanodendrites.  The nanodendrites consist of numerous nanosize branches, and 

configure fractal geometries in nanoscale.  Here, nanodendrites of silver are shown in Fig. 

1.9 (b).  Such silver nanodendrites show optical properties in wide areas of visible region.  

This is because the silver nanocrystals have plasmon resonance in the visible range and the 

resonance frequency vary with the size and the shape of the nanocrystals.  The detail appears 

in section 2.5 of the next chapter. 

 

The silver nanodendrite may be utilized as metamaterials.  Zhao and coworkers have 

tried to utilize dendritic structures as the metamaterials [48-55].  They confirmed that a metal 

dendritic structure with millimeter scale as shown in Fig. 1.10 (a) could interact with both 

electric and magnetic fields.  Trunks of the dendritic structure could interact with the electric 

field (Fig. 1.10 (b)), and loops between adjacent branches could interact with the magnetic 

field (Fig. 1.10 (c)).  A Refractive index calculation indicated that an optimized dendritic 

Figure 1.10|  (a) A metal dendritic structure model with geometry parameters.  The structure 

can interact with electric and magnetic fields as shown in (b) and (c) respectively.  Small red 

arrows indicate current direction induced by the electromagnetic field.  (d) An optimized 

structure can have negative refractive index around 9.3 GHz.  (e) A prism made with periodic 

arrangement of the optimized structure has negative refraction around 9.3 GHz.  Figure re-

ferred from [53]. 
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Zhaoらはこれまでにデンドライト構造を用いて、赤外から可視領域にかけてメタマ
テリアル作製に挑んでいます。 

　図1 のような簡単なデンドライト構造を用いた電磁場解析の論文を、Zhaoらは06

年に発表しました。解析には有限積分法を用いています。このような円形デンドラ
イト構造は2つの特徴的な振動モードがあります。入射光の電界によって誘起される

モード（図1b）、そして磁界によって誘起されるモード（図1c）です。つまり、単
位構造で電界磁界の両方に作用でき、図1aに示される各パラメーターを最適化すれ

ば、負の誘電率と透磁率を同時に実現できるとのことです。図2 に示すのは、最適
化された構造の屈折率・誘電率・透磁率のシミュレーション結果です。9-9.5GHzあ
たりで、実部が負の値を示していることがわかります。そしてこの円形デンドライ
トを等間隔に配列させたものでプリズムを作り、それに光を入射させて屈折を調べ
ました。01年にD. R. Smithらが行った初のメタマテリアル実証実験と同じ実験系・
実験方法です。その結果、図3 のようにやはり9-9.5GHzあたりで透過光が負の屈折角
を示しました。 

　非常に簡略化されたデンドライト構造で、これがそのまま僕の銀デンドライトに
適用できるかどうかはわかりません。しかし、このようなデンドライト構造単体で
負の屈折率が実現できる可能性があるという意味で、面白いと思います。 
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Resonant condition of unitary dendritic structure with overlapping negative
permittivity and permeability
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We demonstrate that a two-dimensional isotropic left-handed materials !LHMs" can be built based
on unitary dendritic structure units. Utilizing parameter design, we theoretically deduce a resonant
condition in unitary dendritic structure unit, which provided an overlapping negative permittivity
and negative permeability response over a frequency band. Employing microwave transmission and
prism refractive index experiments, the medium with dendritic structure exhibits a distinct
left-handed effect. The proposed implementation of the dendritic structure opens the possibility of
realizing integrative isotropic LHMs, especially for simple chemical prepared infrared or visible
frequency LHMs. © 2007 American Institute of Physics. #DOI: 10.1063/1.2798063$

The dielectric constant ! and magnetic permeability "
are the fundamental characteristic quantities which deter-
mine the propagation of electromagnetic wave. In 1968, Ve-
selago stated that a medium having both ! and " negative,
which were named as left-handed materials !LHMs", would
have many peculiar propagation characteristics.1 Unfortu-
nately, at that time, there were no suitable media with re-
quired negative parameters. Currently, Pendry et al. proposed
an array of metallic wires exhibiting a negative permittivity
because of its low plasma frequency and split resonance
rings !SRRs" having a negative magnetic permeability in the
resonance frequency.2,3 The first LHMs combining with an
array of wires and SRRs were developed and experimentally
verified having the negative refraction in the microwave fre-
quency soon after.4 Thenceforth, the particular electromag-
netic properties of the LHMs have been the subject of an
intense interest.5–8 However, many difficulties about infrared
and visible resonance, simple or unitary structure and three-
dimensional !3D" isotropic, challenge researchers to explore
an improved unit structure.9–13

Dendritic structure has a fairly high level of symmetry
and can be fabricated by using relatively easy chemical
methods such as the electrochemical or macromolecular syn-
thesis techniques, and the size can be adjusted from a mac-
roscopic scale to a nanometer scale. Also notable is the fact
that it is easy to design dendritic structures with 3D morphol-
ogy and thus achieve 3D isotropic metamaterials. Previously,
we stated that a kind of quasiperiodic dendritic model, which
has highly symmetric property, can cancel the electromag-
netic coupling and has two-dimensiona !2D" isotropic.14–19

The theory and experiments proved that the dendritic model
has negative permeability in microwave and infrared do-
main. In this work, we demonstrate an omnidirectional den-
dritic LHM model. We theoretically find a resonance condi-
tion, which provides an overlapping negative permittivity
and negative permeability response over a frequency band.
Microwave transmission and negative refractive index ex-
periments prove that the dendritic structure has confirmed
LHM effect.

The resonance of the structure unit is essential to artifi-
cial metamaterials. For instance, the wires can be made elec-
trically resonant and SRRs have the magnetic resonance in
time varying electromagnetic field. The general form of their
effective permittivity and permeability has been studied by
Pendry et al.,2,3 where the real !eff and "eff will reach nega-
tive at the frequency between #0 and #p. Here, #0 is electric/
magnetic resonance frequency and #p is electric/magnetic
plasma frequency. The dendritic structure can be seen as a
combination of wires and SRRs. The three-order dendritic
structure of a single unit cell is shown in Fig. 1!a", and an
incident plane wave vector k propagating along the X axis
with its electric field E polarized along the Y axis. As multi-
branches and multiorders are present in the dendritic struc-
ture, multiple modes can be excited within this resonator.
Employing CST MICROWAVE STUDIO, which uses a finite inte-
gration method, two interesting modes are calculated with
periodic boundary conditions on the transverse boundaries
and open conditions on two ports. Figure 1!b" plots the first
mode, which current intensity component has the same sign
along the Z axis. In this mode, the positive and negative
charges distribute on the two ends of the dendritic structure
along the electric field direction, which produce similar
plasma behavior as the metallic rod array.2 The plasma fre-
quency is

a"Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
xpzhao@nwpu.edu.cn

FIG. 1. !Color online" !a" Schematic representation of one unit cell of the
dendritic structure. Distribution of the surface current intensity in the first
resonant mode !b" and the second resonant mode !c" with respective equiva-
lent LC circuit. The arrows indicate the instantaneous current direction.
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The symmetry of the structure also dictates its coupling
to a magnetic field. Because the two inductive loops are
equivalent but oppositely wound with respect to the capaci-
tor, they act as a magnetic field gradiometer that does not
couple to a uniform magnetic field. This resonance was re-
ferred as an electric-LC % ELC& resonance.20 The equivalent
LC circuit model can be drawn to describe the ELC, as
shown in Fig. 1%b&. The two inductive loops are connected in
parallel, so that the resonant frequency of the circuit model is

!0 =! 2
LeCe

. % 2&

The inductance Le and capacitance Ce can be approximately
given by the simple formulas
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Here, we acquire the electric dipole resonant range between
!0 and !p, where the effective permittivity of dendritic bulk
is negative.

The calculated second mode is shown in Fig. 1%c&, which
looks very different from the first mode. In this mode, sur-
face current on the left side branches is opposite to the right
side one. So both side branches combining with the middle
branches can produce four circle currents flowed with the
same direction. The entire unit cell is similar to four coupled
SRRs, which can be a resonant magnetic dipole. The effec-
tive permeability of the dendritic bulk will achieve a nega-
tive value around the magnetic resonant frequency.17 This
resonance can also be drawn in a simple equivalent LC cir-
cuit model, as shown in Fig. 1%c&. The total capacitance is
equal to parallel four gap capacitances of split irregular po-
lygonal rings and distrusted capacitances between rings. The

total inductance is equal to parallel four rings’ solenoid in-
ductance and conjunct metal arm inductance between rings.
Hence, we can approximately obtain the resonant frequency
of magnetic resonance,

!m =
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, % 3&
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Corresponding to Shelby et al. in combining SRR medium
and thin wire medium to produce a resultant left-handed
material,4 if we satisfy the condition !0&!m&!p, unitary
dendritic structure will have both negative "eff and %eff in the
region. The simultaneous equations with Eqs. %1&–%3& can be
deduced by a series of values of parameters a, b, c, w, and $,
which satisfy the condition. By constructing the dendritic
structure units with the appropriate parameters, we can fi-
nally obtain unitary dendritic LHMs.

To examine the potential feasibility of dendritic struc-
tures as LHMs, we utilize numerical method and microwave
experiments to characterize the electromagnetic response of
a planar array of metal dendritic structures fabricated upon
substrate % "=4.6&. The thickness of the metal is 0.03 mm and
the substrate thickness is 1 mm. The other dimensions of the
sample are a=2 mm, b=0.9 mm, c=0.9 mm, w=0.3 mm,
and $=45°, the lengths of a unit cell are the same as the
lattice constant of 7.28 mm, as representative. Simulations of
dendritic structures were done with commercial software CST
to determine reflection/transmission amplitudes of metallodi-
electric structures. Our simulations used periodic boundary
conditions on the transverse boundaries and two open ports
to simulate the S-parameter response of a single infinite layer
medium to a parallel incident plane wave. Then,
transmission/reflection results were shown in Fig. 2%a&, a T

FIG. 2. %Color online& %a& Simulated S21 %solid&/S11
%dash& and experimental S21 %dot& for four layer den-
dritic sample, %b& retrieved refractive index n from
simulated Sparameter and experimently retrieved nega-
tive refractive index n, %c& retrieved permeability, and
%d& retrieved permittivity
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The symmetry of the structure also dictates its coupling
to a magnetic field. Because the two inductive loops are
equivalent but oppositely wound with respect to the capaci-
tor, they act as a magnetic field gradiometer that does not
couple to a uniform magnetic field. This resonance was re-
ferred as an electric-LC % ELC& resonance.20 The equivalent
LC circuit model can be drawn to describe the ELC, as
shown in Fig. 1%b&. The two inductive loops are connected in
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Here, we acquire the electric dipole resonant range between
!0 and !p, where the effective permittivity of dendritic bulk
is negative.

The calculated second mode is shown in Fig. 1%c&, which
looks very different from the first mode. In this mode, sur-
face current on the left side branches is opposite to the right
side one. So both side branches combining with the middle
branches can produce four circle currents flowed with the
same direction. The entire unit cell is similar to four coupled
SRRs, which can be a resonant magnetic dipole. The effec-
tive permeability of the dendritic bulk will achieve a nega-
tive value around the magnetic resonant frequency.17 This
resonance can also be drawn in a simple equivalent LC cir-
cuit model, as shown in Fig. 1%c&. The total capacitance is
equal to parallel four gap capacitances of split irregular po-
lygonal rings and distrusted capacitances between rings. The

total inductance is equal to parallel four rings’ solenoid in-
ductance and conjunct metal arm inductance between rings.
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Corresponding to Shelby et al. in combining SRR medium
and thin wire medium to produce a resultant left-handed
material,4 if we satisfy the condition !0&!m&!p, unitary
dendritic structure will have both negative "eff and %eff in the
region. The simultaneous equations with Eqs. %1&–%3& can be
deduced by a series of values of parameters a, b, c, w, and $,
which satisfy the condition. By constructing the dendritic
structure units with the appropriate parameters, we can fi-
nally obtain unitary dendritic LHMs.

To examine the potential feasibility of dendritic struc-
tures as LHMs, we utilize numerical method and microwave
experiments to characterize the electromagnetic response of
a planar array of metal dendritic structures fabricated upon
substrate % "=4.6&. The thickness of the metal is 0.03 mm and
the substrate thickness is 1 mm. The other dimensions of the
sample are a=2 mm, b=0.9 mm, c=0.9 mm, w=0.3 mm,
and $=45°, the lengths of a unit cell are the same as the
lattice constant of 7.28 mm, as representative. Simulations of
dendritic structures were done with commercial software CST
to determine reflection/transmission amplitudes of metallodi-
electric structures. Our simulations used periodic boundary
conditions on the transverse boundaries and two open ports
to simulate the S-parameter response of a single infinite layer
medium to a parallel incident plane wave. Then,
transmission/reflection results were shown in Fig. 2%a&, a T

FIG. 2. %Color online& %a& Simulated S21 %solid&/S11
%dash& and experimental S21 %dot& for four layer den-
dritic sample, %b& retrieved refractive index n from
simulated Sparameter and experimently retrieved nega-
tive refractive index n, %c& retrieved permeability, and
%d& retrieved permittivity
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図2

resonance band appeared around 9.5 GHz in terms of S21
curve, and a reflection valley was generated at the same fre-
quency !S11 curve" simultaneously. The results are plotted in
Fig 2!a". A T resonance band that covers 9–10 GHz can
be observed. In performing the retrieval method,21,22 the
extracted refractive index is shown in Fig. 2!b" and the ex-
tracted permittivity and permeability are shown in Figs. 2!c"
and 2!d", respectively. The plots show that the real part of the
permittivity is negative and covered most of the resonance
band, about 6.5–10.4 GHz; the negative real part of the per-
meability covered about 9–9.5 GHz. The extracted real part
of the refractive index is negative over a narrow band around
9.3 GHz. Noticeably, we also see a higher-order electric
resonance around 9.8 GHz #Fig. 2!d"$. This may due to
higher-order branches of the dendritic structure. As associ-
ated with the electric resonance, we see a “magnetic antireso-
nance” #Fig. 2!c"$. This artifact results from attempting to
extract spatially local material properties in a frequency
range where the medium is highly spatially dispersive.23

One of the most significant properties of LHMs is nega-
tive real part of the refractive index at its left-handed range.
So, prism-shaped structures are commonly used in order to
measure the refractive index of LHMs, which is a typical
experimental method for the observation of left-handed
properties.4 The dendritic LHM sample used in the experi-
ments presented here consists of a two-dimensional periodic
array of dendritic structure unit, fabricated by a shadow
mask/etching technique on 1 mm thick flame resistant 4 cir-
cuit board material !!=4.6". The dimensions of the dendritic
unit sample are mentioned in the foregoing simulation. We
construct a prism using a dendritic unit with an angle of 25°.
The experimental setup is the same as mentioned in Ref. 4,
using a network analyzer AV3618 and a planar waveguide
with rotatabled detector. We rotated the detector in 1° step
and recorded the transmitted power spectrum over the entire
X-band range at each step. The transmission property of a
rectangular dendritic unit sample with four layers in wave
vector direction was measured using a planar waveguide be-
fore performing the negative index experiment. The result is
plotted in Fig. 2!a". A T resonance band that covers
9–10 GHz can be observed. There is a good qualitative
agreement between simulations and measurements.

The measured refractive index result can be seen in Fig.
3. The microwaves were refracted to negative angles as ex-
pected in the frequency region between 9.0 and 9.5 GHz;
e.g., at 9.35 GHz, the measured angle "r=−17°. Snell’s law
can be used to calculate the refractive index of the LHM
sample, with nLHM=−0.69. For the frequency region of
9.55–10 GHz, received power appears at a positive angle;
e.g., at 9.9 GHz, the measured angle "r=12° of LHM sample
implies that the index becomes positive, nLHM= +0.49. The
measured refractive index versus frequency has a good
agreement with simulation, as shown in Fig. 2!b".

In summary, we have demonstrated a unitary dendritic
LHM unit, which can deduce the resonant condition of
double negative medium by left-handed principle. Then, the
dendritic structure medium can simultaneously provide the
negative permittivity and permeability in a certain frequency
region. The experiments indicate that the LHM sample made
up of such unitary dendritic structure cells has a negative
index in the frequency region between 9.0 and 9.5 GHz.
From the LHM design point of view, the dendritic structure
model has many advantages in realizing the LHMs with in-

tegrative and 2D/3D isotropic. Especially, it opens the way to
prepare infrared or visible frequency LHMs using a facile
chemical method.
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ence Foundation of China under Grant No. 50632030, Na-
tional Basic Research Program of China under Sub project
No. 2004CB719805, and NPU Foundation for Fundamental
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The symmetry of the structure also dictates its coupling
to a magnetic field. Because the two inductive loops are
equivalent but oppositely wound with respect to the capaci-
tor, they act as a magnetic field gradiometer that does not
couple to a uniform magnetic field. This resonance was re-
ferred as an electric-LC % ELC& resonance.20 The equivalent
LC circuit model can be drawn to describe the ELC, as
shown in Fig. 1%b&. The two inductive loops are connected in
parallel, so that the resonant frequency of the circuit model is
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Here, we acquire the electric dipole resonant range between
!0 and !p, where the effective permittivity of dendritic bulk
is negative.

The calculated second mode is shown in Fig. 1%c&, which
looks very different from the first mode. In this mode, sur-
face current on the left side branches is opposite to the right
side one. So both side branches combining with the middle
branches can produce four circle currents flowed with the
same direction. The entire unit cell is similar to four coupled
SRRs, which can be a resonant magnetic dipole. The effec-
tive permeability of the dendritic bulk will achieve a nega-
tive value around the magnetic resonant frequency.17 This
resonance can also be drawn in a simple equivalent LC cir-
cuit model, as shown in Fig. 1%c&. The total capacitance is
equal to parallel four gap capacitances of split irregular po-
lygonal rings and distrusted capacitances between rings. The

total inductance is equal to parallel four rings’ solenoid in-
ductance and conjunct metal arm inductance between rings.
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Corresponding to Shelby et al. in combining SRR medium
and thin wire medium to produce a resultant left-handed
material,4 if we satisfy the condition !0&!m&!p, unitary
dendritic structure will have both negative "eff and %eff in the
region. The simultaneous equations with Eqs. %1&–%3& can be
deduced by a series of values of parameters a, b, c, w, and $,
which satisfy the condition. By constructing the dendritic
structure units with the appropriate parameters, we can fi-
nally obtain unitary dendritic LHMs.

To examine the potential feasibility of dendritic struc-
tures as LHMs, we utilize numerical method and microwave
experiments to characterize the electromagnetic response of
a planar array of metal dendritic structures fabricated upon
substrate % "=4.6&. The thickness of the metal is 0.03 mm and
the substrate thickness is 1 mm. The other dimensions of the
sample are a=2 mm, b=0.9 mm, c=0.9 mm, w=0.3 mm,
and $=45°, the lengths of a unit cell are the same as the
lattice constant of 7.28 mm, as representative. Simulations of
dendritic structures were done with commercial software CST
to determine reflection/transmission amplitudes of metallodi-
electric structures. Our simulations used periodic boundary
conditions on the transverse boundaries and two open ports
to simulate the S-parameter response of a single infinite layer
medium to a parallel incident plane wave. Then,
transmission/reflection results were shown in Fig. 2%a&, a T

FIG. 2. %Color online& %a& Simulated S21 %solid&/S11
%dash& and experimental S21 %dot& for four layer den-
dritic sample, %b& retrieved refractive index n from
simulated Sparameter and experimently retrieved nega-
tive refractive index n, %c& retrieved permeability, and
%d& retrieved permittivity
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tor, they act as a magnetic field gradiometer that does not
couple to a uniform magnetic field. This resonance was re-
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Here, we acquire the electric dipole resonant range between
!0 and !p, where the effective permittivity of dendritic bulk
is negative.

The calculated second mode is shown in Fig. 1%c&, which
looks very different from the first mode. In this mode, sur-
face current on the left side branches is opposite to the right
side one. So both side branches combining with the middle
branches can produce four circle currents flowed with the
same direction. The entire unit cell is similar to four coupled
SRRs, which can be a resonant magnetic dipole. The effec-
tive permeability of the dendritic bulk will achieve a nega-
tive value around the magnetic resonant frequency.17 This
resonance can also be drawn in a simple equivalent LC cir-
cuit model, as shown in Fig. 1%c&. The total capacitance is
equal to parallel four gap capacitances of split irregular po-
lygonal rings and distrusted capacitances between rings. The

total inductance is equal to parallel four rings’ solenoid in-
ductance and conjunct metal arm inductance between rings.
Hence, we can approximately obtain the resonant frequency
of magnetic resonance,
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Corresponding to Shelby et al. in combining SRR medium
and thin wire medium to produce a resultant left-handed
material,4 if we satisfy the condition !0&!m&!p, unitary
dendritic structure will have both negative "eff and %eff in the
region. The simultaneous equations with Eqs. %1&–%3& can be
deduced by a series of values of parameters a, b, c, w, and $,
which satisfy the condition. By constructing the dendritic
structure units with the appropriate parameters, we can fi-
nally obtain unitary dendritic LHMs.

To examine the potential feasibility of dendritic struc-
tures as LHMs, we utilize numerical method and microwave
experiments to characterize the electromagnetic response of
a planar array of metal dendritic structures fabricated upon
substrate % "=4.6&. The thickness of the metal is 0.03 mm and
the substrate thickness is 1 mm. The other dimensions of the
sample are a=2 mm, b=0.9 mm, c=0.9 mm, w=0.3 mm,
and $=45°, the lengths of a unit cell are the same as the
lattice constant of 7.28 mm, as representative. Simulations of
dendritic structures were done with commercial software CST
to determine reflection/transmission amplitudes of metallodi-
electric structures. Our simulations used periodic boundary
conditions on the transverse boundaries and two open ports
to simulate the S-parameter response of a single infinite layer
medium to a parallel incident plane wave. Then,
transmission/reflection results were shown in Fig. 2%a&, a T

FIG. 2. %Color online& %a& Simulated S21 %solid&/S11
%dash& and experimental S21 %dot& for four layer den-
dritic sample, %b& retrieved refractive index n from
simulated Sparameter and experimently retrieved nega-
tive refractive index n, %c& retrieved permeability, and
%d& retrieved permittivity
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resonance band appeared around 9.5 GHz in terms of S21
curve, and a reflection valley was generated at the same fre-
quency !S11 curve" simultaneously. The results are plotted in
Fig 2!a". A T resonance band that covers 9–10 GHz can
be observed. In performing the retrieval method,21,22 the
extracted refractive index is shown in Fig. 2!b" and the ex-
tracted permittivity and permeability are shown in Figs. 2!c"
and 2!d", respectively. The plots show that the real part of the
permittivity is negative and covered most of the resonance
band, about 6.5–10.4 GHz; the negative real part of the per-
meability covered about 9–9.5 GHz. The extracted real part
of the refractive index is negative over a narrow band around
9.3 GHz. Noticeably, we also see a higher-order electric
resonance around 9.8 GHz #Fig. 2!d"$. This may due to
higher-order branches of the dendritic structure. As associ-
ated with the electric resonance, we see a “magnetic antireso-
nance” #Fig. 2!c"$. This artifact results from attempting to
extract spatially local material properties in a frequency
range where the medium is highly spatially dispersive.23

One of the most significant properties of LHMs is nega-
tive real part of the refractive index at its left-handed range.
So, prism-shaped structures are commonly used in order to
measure the refractive index of LHMs, which is a typical
experimental method for the observation of left-handed
properties.4 The dendritic LHM sample used in the experi-
ments presented here consists of a two-dimensional periodic
array of dendritic structure unit, fabricated by a shadow
mask/etching technique on 1 mm thick flame resistant 4 cir-
cuit board material !!=4.6". The dimensions of the dendritic
unit sample are mentioned in the foregoing simulation. We
construct a prism using a dendritic unit with an angle of 25°.
The experimental setup is the same as mentioned in Ref. 4,
using a network analyzer AV3618 and a planar waveguide
with rotatabled detector. We rotated the detector in 1° step
and recorded the transmitted power spectrum over the entire
X-band range at each step. The transmission property of a
rectangular dendritic unit sample with four layers in wave
vector direction was measured using a planar waveguide be-
fore performing the negative index experiment. The result is
plotted in Fig. 2!a". A T resonance band that covers
9–10 GHz can be observed. There is a good qualitative
agreement between simulations and measurements.

The measured refractive index result can be seen in Fig.
3. The microwaves were refracted to negative angles as ex-
pected in the frequency region between 9.0 and 9.5 GHz;
e.g., at 9.35 GHz, the measured angle "r=−17°. Snell’s law
can be used to calculate the refractive index of the LHM
sample, with nLHM=−0.69. For the frequency region of
9.55–10 GHz, received power appears at a positive angle;
e.g., at 9.9 GHz, the measured angle "r=12° of LHM sample
implies that the index becomes positive, nLHM= +0.49. The
measured refractive index versus frequency has a good
agreement with simulation, as shown in Fig. 2!b".

In summary, we have demonstrated a unitary dendritic
LHM unit, which can deduce the resonant condition of
double negative medium by left-handed principle. Then, the
dendritic structure medium can simultaneously provide the
negative permittivity and permeability in a certain frequency
region. The experiments indicate that the LHM sample made
up of such unitary dendritic structure cells has a negative
index in the frequency region between 9.0 and 9.5 GHz.
From the LHM design point of view, the dendritic structure
model has many advantages in realizing the LHMs with in-

tegrative and 2D/3D isotropic. Especially, it opens the way to
prepare infrared or visible frequency LHMs using a facile
chemical method.
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The symmetry of the structure also dictates its coupling
to a magnetic field. Because the two inductive loops are
equivalent but oppositely wound with respect to the capaci-
tor, they act as a magnetic field gradiometer that does not
couple to a uniform magnetic field. This resonance was re-
ferred as an electric-LC % ELC& resonance.20 The equivalent
LC circuit model can be drawn to describe the ELC, as
shown in Fig. 1%b&. The two inductive loops are connected in
parallel, so that the resonant frequency of the circuit model is
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Here, we acquire the electric dipole resonant range between
!0 and !p, where the effective permittivity of dendritic bulk
is negative.

The calculated second mode is shown in Fig. 1%c&, which
looks very different from the first mode. In this mode, sur-
face current on the left side branches is opposite to the right
side one. So both side branches combining with the middle
branches can produce four circle currents flowed with the
same direction. The entire unit cell is similar to four coupled
SRRs, which can be a resonant magnetic dipole. The effec-
tive permeability of the dendritic bulk will achieve a nega-
tive value around the magnetic resonant frequency.17 This
resonance can also be drawn in a simple equivalent LC cir-
cuit model, as shown in Fig. 1%c&. The total capacitance is
equal to parallel four gap capacitances of split irregular po-
lygonal rings and distrusted capacitances between rings. The

total inductance is equal to parallel four rings’ solenoid in-
ductance and conjunct metal arm inductance between rings.
Hence, we can approximately obtain the resonant frequency
of magnetic resonance,
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Corresponding to Shelby et al. in combining SRR medium
and thin wire medium to produce a resultant left-handed
material,4 if we satisfy the condition !0&!m&!p, unitary
dendritic structure will have both negative "eff and %eff in the
region. The simultaneous equations with Eqs. %1&–%3& can be
deduced by a series of values of parameters a, b, c, w, and $,
which satisfy the condition. By constructing the dendritic
structure units with the appropriate parameters, we can fi-
nally obtain unitary dendritic LHMs.

To examine the potential feasibility of dendritic struc-
tures as LHMs, we utilize numerical method and microwave
experiments to characterize the electromagnetic response of
a planar array of metal dendritic structures fabricated upon
substrate % "=4.6&. The thickness of the metal is 0.03 mm and
the substrate thickness is 1 mm. The other dimensions of the
sample are a=2 mm, b=0.9 mm, c=0.9 mm, w=0.3 mm,
and $=45°, the lengths of a unit cell are the same as the
lattice constant of 7.28 mm, as representative. Simulations of
dendritic structures were done with commercial software CST
to determine reflection/transmission amplitudes of metallodi-
electric structures. Our simulations used periodic boundary
conditions on the transverse boundaries and two open ports
to simulate the S-parameter response of a single infinite layer
medium to a parallel incident plane wave. Then,
transmission/reflection results were shown in Fig. 2%a&, a T

FIG. 2. %Color online& %a& Simulated S21 %solid&/S11
%dash& and experimental S21 %dot& for four layer den-
dritic sample, %b& retrieved refractive index n from
simulated Sparameter and experimently retrieved nega-
tive refractive index n, %c& retrieved permeability, and
%d& retrieved permittivity
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The symmetry of the structure also dictates its coupling
to a magnetic field. Because the two inductive loops are
equivalent but oppositely wound with respect to the capaci-
tor, they act as a magnetic field gradiometer that does not
couple to a uniform magnetic field. This resonance was re-
ferred as an electric-LC % ELC& resonance.20 The equivalent
LC circuit model can be drawn to describe the ELC, as
shown in Fig. 1%b&. The two inductive loops are connected in
parallel, so that the resonant frequency of the circuit model is
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Here, we acquire the electric dipole resonant range between
!0 and !p, where the effective permittivity of dendritic bulk
is negative.

The calculated second mode is shown in Fig. 1%c&, which
looks very different from the first mode. In this mode, sur-
face current on the left side branches is opposite to the right
side one. So both side branches combining with the middle
branches can produce four circle currents flowed with the
same direction. The entire unit cell is similar to four coupled
SRRs, which can be a resonant magnetic dipole. The effec-
tive permeability of the dendritic bulk will achieve a nega-
tive value around the magnetic resonant frequency.17 This
resonance can also be drawn in a simple equivalent LC cir-
cuit model, as shown in Fig. 1%c&. The total capacitance is
equal to parallel four gap capacitances of split irregular po-
lygonal rings and distrusted capacitances between rings. The

total inductance is equal to parallel four rings’ solenoid in-
ductance and conjunct metal arm inductance between rings.
Hence, we can approximately obtain the resonant frequency
of magnetic resonance,
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Corresponding to Shelby et al. in combining SRR medium
and thin wire medium to produce a resultant left-handed
material,4 if we satisfy the condition !0&!m&!p, unitary
dendritic structure will have both negative "eff and %eff in the
region. The simultaneous equations with Eqs. %1&–%3& can be
deduced by a series of values of parameters a, b, c, w, and $,
which satisfy the condition. By constructing the dendritic
structure units with the appropriate parameters, we can fi-
nally obtain unitary dendritic LHMs.

To examine the potential feasibility of dendritic struc-
tures as LHMs, we utilize numerical method and microwave
experiments to characterize the electromagnetic response of
a planar array of metal dendritic structures fabricated upon
substrate % "=4.6&. The thickness of the metal is 0.03 mm and
the substrate thickness is 1 mm. The other dimensions of the
sample are a=2 mm, b=0.9 mm, c=0.9 mm, w=0.3 mm,
and $=45°, the lengths of a unit cell are the same as the
lattice constant of 7.28 mm, as representative. Simulations of
dendritic structures were done with commercial software CST
to determine reflection/transmission amplitudes of metallodi-
electric structures. Our simulations used periodic boundary
conditions on the transverse boundaries and two open ports
to simulate the S-parameter response of a single infinite layer
medium to a parallel incident plane wave. Then,
transmission/reflection results were shown in Fig. 2%a&, a T

FIG. 2. %Color online& %a& Simulated S21 %solid&/S11
%dash& and experimental S21 %dot& for four layer den-
dritic sample, %b& retrieved refractive index n from
simulated Sparameter and experimently retrieved nega-
tive refractive index n, %c& retrieved permeability, and
%d& retrieved permittivity
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resonance band appeared around 9.5 GHz in terms of S21
curve, and a reflection valley was generated at the same fre-
quency !S11 curve" simultaneously. The results are plotted in
Fig 2!a". A T resonance band that covers 9–10 GHz can
be observed. In performing the retrieval method,21,22 the
extracted refractive index is shown in Fig. 2!b" and the ex-
tracted permittivity and permeability are shown in Figs. 2!c"
and 2!d", respectively. The plots show that the real part of the
permittivity is negative and covered most of the resonance
band, about 6.5–10.4 GHz; the negative real part of the per-
meability covered about 9–9.5 GHz. The extracted real part
of the refractive index is negative over a narrow band around
9.3 GHz. Noticeably, we also see a higher-order electric
resonance around 9.8 GHz #Fig. 2!d"$. This may due to
higher-order branches of the dendritic structure. As associ-
ated with the electric resonance, we see a “magnetic antireso-
nance” #Fig. 2!c"$. This artifact results from attempting to
extract spatially local material properties in a frequency
range where the medium is highly spatially dispersive.23

One of the most significant properties of LHMs is nega-
tive real part of the refractive index at its left-handed range.
So, prism-shaped structures are commonly used in order to
measure the refractive index of LHMs, which is a typical
experimental method for the observation of left-handed
properties.4 The dendritic LHM sample used in the experi-
ments presented here consists of a two-dimensional periodic
array of dendritic structure unit, fabricated by a shadow
mask/etching technique on 1 mm thick flame resistant 4 cir-
cuit board material !!=4.6". The dimensions of the dendritic
unit sample are mentioned in the foregoing simulation. We
construct a prism using a dendritic unit with an angle of 25°.
The experimental setup is the same as mentioned in Ref. 4,
using a network analyzer AV3618 and a planar waveguide
with rotatabled detector. We rotated the detector in 1° step
and recorded the transmitted power spectrum over the entire
X-band range at each step. The transmission property of a
rectangular dendritic unit sample with four layers in wave
vector direction was measured using a planar waveguide be-
fore performing the negative index experiment. The result is
plotted in Fig. 2!a". A T resonance band that covers
9–10 GHz can be observed. There is a good qualitative
agreement between simulations and measurements.

The measured refractive index result can be seen in Fig.
3. The microwaves were refracted to negative angles as ex-
pected in the frequency region between 9.0 and 9.5 GHz;
e.g., at 9.35 GHz, the measured angle "r=−17°. Snell’s law
can be used to calculate the refractive index of the LHM
sample, with nLHM=−0.69. For the frequency region of
9.55–10 GHz, received power appears at a positive angle;
e.g., at 9.9 GHz, the measured angle "r=12° of LHM sample
implies that the index becomes positive, nLHM= +0.49. The
measured refractive index versus frequency has a good
agreement with simulation, as shown in Fig. 2!b".

In summary, we have demonstrated a unitary dendritic
LHM unit, which can deduce the resonant condition of
double negative medium by left-handed principle. Then, the
dendritic structure medium can simultaneously provide the
negative permittivity and permeability in a certain frequency
region. The experiments indicate that the LHM sample made
up of such unitary dendritic structure cells has a negative
index in the frequency region between 9.0 and 9.5 GHz.
From the LHM design point of view, the dendritic structure
model has many advantages in realizing the LHMs with in-

tegrative and 2D/3D isotropic. Especially, it opens the way to
prepare infrared or visible frequency LHMs using a facile
chemical method.
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FIG. 3. !Color online" Experiment for prism refraction. The colors denote
the scale of normalized detected power.
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structure could have negative refractive index around 9.3 GHz as shown in Fig. 1.10 (d).  

They also made a prism with periodic arrangement of the metal dendritic structures.  Then, 

they experimentally confirmed that the prism had a negative refraction of an incident wave 

around 9.3 GHz as shown in Fig. 1.10 (e).  They have also made a fishnet metamaterial with 

silver nanodendrites.  They grew the nanodendrites on conductive glass substrates, and made 

a sandwich-like structure of them with polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) layers as spacer as shown in 

Fig. 1.11 (a).  A transmission spectrum of the sandwich-like structure showed several peaks 

(Fig. 1. 11 (b)).  Since the nanodendrites were fractal, multiple transmissions can be allowed.  

They conducted a point source focusing experiment of the sandwich-like structure with wave-

lengths corresponding to the peaks as described in Fig. 1.11 (c).  The point source was set 

normal to the sandwich-like structure, and transmitted light was collected with an acceptor 

set normal to the sandwich-like structure.  They have given a result that the transmitted light 

with the wavelength corresponding to the peaks of the transmission spectrum focused again 

as shown in Fig. 1.11 (d).  In contrast, the transmitted light with the other wavelength out of 
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statistical results of the structure size in Table 1 and the analysis
of the SEM images that the diameter of the dendritic cells
deposited under 0.4–0.8V is 0.1–4.0mm, and has a wide
distribution range.

Figure 5a and b shows high-resolution SEM images of silver
dendritic cells and one of the main trunks, respectively. From
Figure 5a, it can be seen that there is a multi-level branched
structure in the prepared dendrites and themain trunk (see Fig.
5b)iscomposedofmanysidebrancheswithawidthof50–100 nm,
a length of 90–500 nm, and a height of about 80 nm (see Fig. 5c).

Figure 5c is an SEM image of a transverse section of the
sample coated with PVA film; it clearly displays a layered
structure. The thickness of the PVA film is about 50–100 nm.
The film is thinner in the regions assembled with silver
dendrites than in other regions; the PVA film located on silver
dendrites could act as a dielectric medium.

FromFigure 3c, it can be seen that the as-prepared sandwich-
structured sample is highly transparent, its area is 10! 30mm2,
and it can be prepared over a larger or smaller area on demand.

Figure 6 shows the infrared transmission spectra of the
samples before and after fabrication into the sandwich-like
structure. Curve Ai (black) and Bi (gray) are the transmission
spectrum of the silver dendritic structure coated and uncoated
with PVA film, respectively, and Ci (blue) is of the sandwich-like
structure. Before fabrication into a sandwich-like structure, a
pass-band spectrum was not observed for the silver dendritic
structures whether coated or uncoated with a PVA film.
However, the samples prepared under an applied voltage of
0.4, 0.6, and 0.8V, once fabricated into a sandwich-like structure,
revealed an intensivemultiple pass-band in thewavelength range
of 1.28–2.60mm and a transmittance from 11 to 59%. For the
samples prepared under the same voltage, the pass-bandwidth of
the transmission spectrum increases along with the wavelength.
On the other hand, for the samples prepared under different
voltages, the number of pass-bands decreased along with the
applied voltage increase (see Table 1). When the applied voltage
was too low (0.2V) or too high (1.0V), no pass-band appeared.

By analyzing the above transmission results, and based on
previous studies of our group,[11,14] it is believed that the
multiple pass-band of the samples are a result of the different
size of the silver dendritic cells. Similarly, for split ring
resonators, the magnetic resonance frequency of the silver
dendritic structure is closely related to its structural para-
meters.[12] The dendritic cells of a certain size or close to a size
aroused resonance in the responsive frequency, and in other
sizes aroused resonance in another responsive frequency. In
the test region of the samples, the size of the dendritic unit cells
is non-uniform, so it gives multi-resonances and reveals
multiple transmission peaks. If the size of the unit cells is
highly uniform, there will be only one transmission peak that
appears at the responsive frequency. As reported previously,
dendritic unit cells of uniform size and periodic array have
been used and there was only one transmission peak.[11,13]

B. Liu et al. /Optical Left-Handed Metamaterials Based on Dendritic Cells

Table 1. Statistical results of the density, diameter distribution of the silver
dendritic unit cells prepared under different applied voltage, and number of
pass-bands of the sandwich-like structure.

Applied

voltage [V]

Density

[counts mm"2]

Diameter

distribution [mm]

Number of

pass-bands

0.4 5.76! 104 0.5–4.0 6

0.6 2.40! 105 0.3–1.2 4

0.8 4.58! 105 0.1–0.8 3

Figure 2. Simulated results of the sandwich-like structure according to the
data listed in Table 1, four groups of data were selected. (Large cells:
a¼ 143 nm, b ¼ 104 nm, c¼ 45.5 nm, w¼ 19.5 nm. Small cells: a¼ 78 nm,
b ¼ 45.5 nm, c¼ 39 nm, w¼ 19.5 nm. Substrate: a dielectric spacer thick-
ness 52 nm, e¼ 4.6.)

Figure 3. Schematic illustration of the preparation of the sandwich-like
structure.
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Tofurtherdemonstrateour results, a slab focusingexperiment
was performed using the apparatus illustrated in Figure 7a. The
experiment results revealed that a clear point imagewas focused
at about 13-mmaway from the test sample (see Fig. 7b and c). In
the focusing experiment, the wavelengths used were from 0.8 to
3.0mm.When thewavelength that corresponds to thepeakof the
transmission spectrum in Figure 6b–d was utilized, the focused
point was present at the other side of the test sample. However,

when the wavelength that corresponded to the vale was utilized,
the focused point wasn’t present.

3. Conclusions

Amodel of an LHM composed of random dendritic cells has
been proposed based on the fact that the electromagnetic

properties of LHMs are basically an effect of
micro- or nano inclusions. CST simulation of
this LHM revealed a multiple pass-band at
selected frequencies, and its m, e, and n were
simultaneously negative. A nano-assembly
approach was established to fabricate an
optical LHM using a random dentritic nanos-
tructure. The random silver dendritic cells
werepreparedonaconductiveglass substrate,
and were fabricated into a sandwich-like
structure with a dielectric medium of PVA
film, which then realized a left-handed effect
at infrared frequencies. The research results
break through the restriction of the conven-
tional view that only periodical structures
could realize a left-handed effect. In contrast
to the previously reported narrowband and
high loss LHM, our LHM composed of silver

B. Liu et al. /Optical Left-Handed Metamaterials Based on Dendritic Cells

Figure 4. Nano-assembly products under different applied voltages. a) 0.2, b) 0.4, c) 0.6, d) 0.8, and e) 1.0 V. The insert is a high magnification image of
one unit cell.

Figure 5. High-magnification SEM images of silver dendritc unit cells (a), one of its branches
(b), and a transverse section of the silver dendritic cells deposited on the substrate of ITO
conductive glass and subsequently coated with PVA film (c). All the above samples were prepared
under the applied voltage of 0.4 V.
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silver dendritic cells can be modulated easily. The size of silver

dendrites prepared in 10 w/v% PAMAM is about 500 nm, and

the dendritic cell is composed of a main trunk and side branches.

However, a size of 300 nm on average can be obtained with

20 w/v% PAMAM. When the concentration of PAMAM is

increased to 30 w/v%, spherical nanoparticles are obtained. This

reveals that the concentration of PAMAM plays an important

role in the growth of the silver particles.84 The optical trans-

mission measurements indicate that these OMMs reveal

Fig. 10 (a) Infrared transmission spectra of the samples: A: the silver dendritic structure coated with PVA film, B: the silver dendritic structure, and C:

the sandwich-like structure composed of A and B. (b) A measured result of the field amplitude with the infrared receiver moving along the x and y

directions.

Fig. 11 A schematic illustration of the steps in the sample fabrication:

(1) assembly of the as-prepared silver dendrite on the glass substrate, (2)

coating with PVA film, (3) fabrication of the sandwich-like structure

composed of Ag dendritic array, PVA film and ITO film.

Fig. 12 SEM images of the nanostructure with silver particles prepared

in 10 w/v% PAMAM.

Fig. 13 Visible transmission spectra of the samples corresponding to (a)

500 nm dendrites, (b) 300 nm dendrites, (c) 100 nm spherical

nanoparticles.
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Zhao XP 銀デンドライトメタマテリアル 2016.4.6

また、作製したサンドイッチ構造がメタマテリアルであるかどうか確かめるために、
次のような実験をしました。マイクロ波の点光源をサンドイッチ構造に垂直に配置
し、反対側に検出器で透過光を見ます。この検出器をxy方向に動かして、xy平面で
の透過光マッピングを行いました。Pendry によれば、十分な厚さがあるメタマテリ
アルに点光源を照射すると、その透過光は発散せず一点に集光します。このアイデ
アを応用した実験です。そして実際に、図6cの透過スペクトルのピークに相当する
波長において、図7 のように透過光がある部分に集光するという結果を得ています。
ただ、この実験に関する方法など詳細の記述がなく、本当なのかどうか疑いたくも
なります。 
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increased to 3.6mM (Fig. 2f). Thus, the geometry of the
dendritic structure can be fine-tuned by changing the
concentration of PEG-20000, which is beneficial to the
realization of magnetic resonance in the given frequencies.

The final products are 1! 2 cm2 microchips consisting of an
indium tin oxide slice, zinc oxide dielectric spacer, and the
silver cell array, as shown in Figure 3a. The transmission
spectra of the samples with different structures were measured
by Fourier-transform IR spectrophotometry with an unpolar-
ized beam. Figure 3b shows transmission spectra of the six
different silver structural arrays exhibited in Figure 2.

When the concentration of PEG-20000 is 0.0 and 0.6mM

respectively, the as-prepared silver particle or unobvious
dendritic cell array exhibit no obvious response in the given
frequencies (curves a and b in Fig. 3b). The transmission
spectrum shows a clearly pass band with a relative magnitude
about 6% near the 1.85mm region when the concentration of
PEG- 20000 change to 1.2mM (curve c). In comparison, there is
no obvious response when the concentration of PEG-20000 is
increased to 2.4mM (curve d) although the silver dendritic
structure is also obtained. In spite of
the silver dendritic structure with
more exiguous branches that is
achieved when the concentration of
PEG-20000 is 3.0mM, the transmis-
sion spectrum of the sample (Fig. 2e)
presents a stop band (curve e) in
the given frequencies. Similarly, the
sample in Figure 2f also shows a stop
band at longer wavelength (curve f).
Obviously, through selecting appro-
priate concentrations of PEG-20000,
the silver dendritic cell array can
clearly present a pass band in the
given frequencies.

In a previous study,[21] we fabri-
cated a copper dendritic structure on
a filter paper substrate which exhib-
ited a stop band at 1.92mm wave-
length, shown as curve a in Figure 3c.
Furthermore, the combination of this
dendritic structure with the silver film
presented a pass band and realized
left-handed behavior in the same
region. Utilizing parameter design,
our group has theoretically and
experimentally proven that a 2D
isotropic LHM based on dendritic
cells, which simultaneously provided
negative permittivity and per-
meability, can exhibited a distinct
left-handed effect in the microwave
region.[18,29] Similarly, in this case, we
have prepared the silver dendritic cell
array on the ITO substrate using
double template-assisted electroche-

mical deposition and have directly obtained a left-handed pass
band (Curve b in Fig. 3c) through adjusting the dendritic
geometry. This fabrication process will provide a facile,
lower-cost method to fabricate LHMs of larger areas at IR
and even visible light frequencies.

To further prove the left-handed properties of the pass band
in this case, an experiment is performed to check the possibility
of slab focusing by our sandwich-structured LHM. Figure 4a
shows a schematic picture of the focusing experimental setup.
An IR light source with the light spot of about 150mm in
diameter is employed as a source. The power distribution of the
transmission light through the sandwich structural lens with an
area of 2 cm2, is recorded by the IR acceptor along the x and y
directions. Themeasurement results at 1.85mmwavelength are
shown in Figure 4b–d. When the distance between the source
and LHM lens is 1mm, at the other side a clear point image was
focused near the lens (Fig. 4b and c), and the distance between
the LHM lens and focusing point with maximum light intensity
is about 20mm. Figure 4d exhibits that no focusing effect is
observed when the silver dendritic cell array is not prepared.

Figure 4. a) Schematic illustration of the experimental setup for flat lens focusing. b) Measured result of
field amplitude at 1.85mm wavelength with the IR acceptor moving along the x direction. c) 3D view of
schematic (b). d) Measured intensity distribution along the transverse (Y) at the image plane (x¼ 20mm)
with and without the silver dendritic cell array.
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silver dendritic cells can be modulated easily. The size of silver

dendrites prepared in 10 w/v% PAMAM is about 500 nm, and

the dendritic cell is composed of a main trunk and side branches.

However, a size of 300 nm on average can be obtained with

20 w/v% PAMAM. When the concentration of PAMAM is

increased to 30 w/v%, spherical nanoparticles are obtained. This

reveals that the concentration of PAMAM plays an important

role in the growth of the silver particles.84 The optical trans-

mission measurements indicate that these OMMs reveal

Fig. 10 (a) Infrared transmission spectra of the samples: A: the silver dendritic structure coated with PVA film, B: the silver dendritic structure, and C:

the sandwich-like structure composed of A and B. (b) A measured result of the field amplitude with the infrared receiver moving along the x and y

directions.

Fig. 11 A schematic illustration of the steps in the sample fabrication:

(1) assembly of the as-prepared silver dendrite on the glass substrate, (2)

coating with PVA film, (3) fabrication of the sandwich-like structure

composed of Ag dendritic array, PVA film and ITO film.

Fig. 12 SEM images of the nanostructure with silver particles prepared

in 10 w/v% PAMAM.

Fig. 13 Visible transmission spectra of the samples corresponding to (a)

500 nm dendrites, (b) 300 nm dendrites, (c) 100 nm spherical

nanoparticles.
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また、作製したサンドイッチ構造がメタマテリアルであるかどうか確かめるために、
次のような実験をしました。マイクロ波の点光源をサンドイッチ構造に垂直に配置
し、反対側に検出器で透過光を見ます。この検出器をxy方向に動かして、xy平面で
の透過光マッピングを行いました。Pendry によれば、十分な厚さがあるメタマテリ
アルに点光源を照射すると、その透過光は発散せず一点に集光します。このアイデ
アを応用した実験です。そして実際に、図6cの透過スペクトルのピークに相当する
波長において、図7 のように透過光がある部分に集光するという結果を得ています。
ただ、この実験に関する方法など詳細の記述がなく、本当なのかどうか疑いたくも
なります。 
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increased to 3.6mM (Fig. 2f). Thus, the geometry of the
dendritic structure can be fine-tuned by changing the
concentration of PEG-20000, which is beneficial to the
realization of magnetic resonance in the given frequencies.

The final products are 1! 2 cm2 microchips consisting of an
indium tin oxide slice, zinc oxide dielectric spacer, and the
silver cell array, as shown in Figure 3a. The transmission
spectra of the samples with different structures were measured
by Fourier-transform IR spectrophotometry with an unpolar-
ized beam. Figure 3b shows transmission spectra of the six
different silver structural arrays exhibited in Figure 2.

When the concentration of PEG-20000 is 0.0 and 0.6mM

respectively, the as-prepared silver particle or unobvious
dendritic cell array exhibit no obvious response in the given
frequencies (curves a and b in Fig. 3b). The transmission
spectrum shows a clearly pass band with a relative magnitude
about 6% near the 1.85mm region when the concentration of
PEG- 20000 change to 1.2mM (curve c). In comparison, there is
no obvious response when the concentration of PEG-20000 is
increased to 2.4mM (curve d) although the silver dendritic
structure is also obtained. In spite of
the silver dendritic structure with
more exiguous branches that is
achieved when the concentration of
PEG-20000 is 3.0mM, the transmis-
sion spectrum of the sample (Fig. 2e)
presents a stop band (curve e) in
the given frequencies. Similarly, the
sample in Figure 2f also shows a stop
band at longer wavelength (curve f).
Obviously, through selecting appro-
priate concentrations of PEG-20000,
the silver dendritic cell array can
clearly present a pass band in the
given frequencies.

In a previous study,[21] we fabri-
cated a copper dendritic structure on
a filter paper substrate which exhib-
ited a stop band at 1.92mm wave-
length, shown as curve a in Figure 3c.
Furthermore, the combination of this
dendritic structure with the silver film
presented a pass band and realized
left-handed behavior in the same
region. Utilizing parameter design,
our group has theoretically and
experimentally proven that a 2D
isotropic LHM based on dendritic
cells, which simultaneously provided
negative permittivity and per-
meability, can exhibited a distinct
left-handed effect in the microwave
region.[18,29] Similarly, in this case, we
have prepared the silver dendritic cell
array on the ITO substrate using
double template-assisted electroche-

mical deposition and have directly obtained a left-handed pass
band (Curve b in Fig. 3c) through adjusting the dendritic
geometry. This fabrication process will provide a facile,
lower-cost method to fabricate LHMs of larger areas at IR
and even visible light frequencies.

To further prove the left-handed properties of the pass band
in this case, an experiment is performed to check the possibility
of slab focusing by our sandwich-structured LHM. Figure 4a
shows a schematic picture of the focusing experimental setup.
An IR light source with the light spot of about 150mm in
diameter is employed as a source. The power distribution of the
transmission light through the sandwich structural lens with an
area of 2 cm2, is recorded by the IR acceptor along the x and y
directions. Themeasurement results at 1.85mmwavelength are
shown in Figure 4b–d. When the distance between the source
and LHM lens is 1mm, at the other side a clear point image was
focused near the lens (Fig. 4b and c), and the distance between
the LHM lens and focusing point with maximum light intensity
is about 20mm. Figure 4d exhibits that no focusing effect is
observed when the silver dendritic cell array is not prepared.

Figure 4. a) Schematic illustration of the experimental setup for flat lens focusing. b) Measured result of
field amplitude at 1.85mm wavelength with the IR acceptor moving along the x direction. c) 3D view of
schematic (b). d) Measured intensity distribution along the transverse (Y) at the image plane (x¼ 20mm)
with and without the silver dendritic cell array.
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(d)

Figure 1.11|  (a) Silver nanodendrites grew on a conductive glass substrate, and a sandwich 

structure of the nanodendrites with PVA layers as spacers.  (b) Transmission spectra of the 

silver nanodendrites, the nanodendrites with a PVA layer, and a sandwich structure.  (c) The 

setup for point source focusing experiment.  (d) An intensity distribution of transmitted elec-

tromagnetic wave detected by the IR acceptor along an 3 −4 plane of (c).  The transmitted 

wave refocuses.  Figure referred from [48,51,52]. 
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the transmission peaks did not focus.  This result indicated that the sandwich-like structure 

acted as a NIM at the wavelength corresponding to the transmission peaks.  If their studies 

are correct, the silver nanodendrites can be utilized for bottom-up making of the metamateri-

als.   

Since the silver nanodendrites are fractal, the silver nanodendrites have also recently 

been studied as substrates surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) [56-61].  The 

nanodendrites possess a large surface area which is one of characteristics of fractal, allowing 

themselves to absorb an amount of probe molecules for SERS.  The silver nanodendrites also 

possess a number of neighboring parts, thus exerting a high electric field enhancement due to 

plasmon coupling between the neighboring parts [62,63].   

 In view of these backgrounds, I aim to fabricate a bottom-up 3D metamaterial with 

silver nanodendrites.  I anticipate that parts composed of adjacent branches of the nanoden-

drites act as SRRs.  Because of the geometry of the silver nanodendrite, the metamaterial with 

the nanodendrites have potential for operating in multiple and wide frequency areas around 

optical region.  The silver nanodendrites approaches two important problems of the met-

amaterials: mass production and broadband operation. 

 

1.5 Fractal on metamaterials and optics 

When you see a coast in a map and expand an area of the coast, one will find that the shape 

of the coast in the expanded area is similar to the shape of the original one.  When you buy a 

bunch of broccoli, pluck a part of that and compare the part and the origin, one will find that 

the shape of the part is similar to the origin.  These shapes look like random at a glance.  

However, one may not be able to distinguish the shape of the part from the origin because 

they are close with each other.  This means that these shapes actually have common regular-

ities.  The world of nature is full of such a structure which consists of parts similar to the 

whole: a pattern of river network, lightning, crack of the earth, tree, cloud, etc.  Nowadays 

such a characteristic is called as self-similarity [47,64]. 

 Mandelbrot recognized that many patterns in nature (not only in nature, but in price 

fluctuations of the market) had self-similarity on early stage of his life.  He had claimed that 

simple and beautiful self-similarity often existed in patterns which seemed to be random and 

ordinary at a glance.  In the middle of 1970s, he advocated the new concept fractal and de-

scribed the patterns which had self-similarity uniformly.  The etymology of fractal is said to 

be a Latin word fractus which is similar to fraction or fracture.   
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 Here I introduce a simple example of fractal structures:  it is called Koch curve (Fig. 

1.12).  The Koch curve was invented by a Swedish mathematician Helge von Koch on the 

beginning of twenty centuries.  In every level, one can divide each line segment of the former 

level into three segments of equal length, and replace the middle segment with an equilateral 

triangle that has the middle segment as its base.  By removing the line segment that is the 

base of the triangle, the Koch curve is finally created.  Here, the length of the line segment 

on 0th level is defined as 1.  Hence the total length of the line segments on 1st level is 4/3.  

Similarly, the total length of those on second level is 16/9 (= (4/3)2).  Namely, the length of 

each line segment becomes 1/3 of that of the former level and the number of line segments is 

also four times more than the former level.  The length of total line segment on nth level is 

(4/3)n.  When n goes to infinity, the total length is also infinity.  Namely, the Koch curve is 

such a mysterious curve which does not have length.  This is one of big features of fractal that 

characteristic length cannot be defined, so the Koch curve is not defined as one dimension.  

Therefore, fractal dimension described in the next subsection is employed to understand den-

sity and complexity of such a fractal structure. 

 

第１章　金属デンドライト構造の特性と成長理論 
　 この章では、デンドライトの形状的、光学的特性について述べる。また、結
晶が突起を成長させ、枝が伸びる成長理論について述べる。 

1-1　デンドライトの形状特性 
　デンドライトとは 自己組織化における結晶成長で、樹状に枝分かれした結晶
を指す。この章では、デンドライトの特性や成長•合成方法など、幅広い視点で
デンドライトを紹介する。 
　 デンドライトは、枝分かれした先に同じような構造を取る。自然界には、こ
のように似たような構造が、自身のパターンの中でスケールを変え繰り返され
ている形状を取るものが多々ある1。例えば、ブロッコリーは一房を分解して
いっても元とほとんど変わらない形をしている。雷や海岸線も一部を拡大して
も、全体の形と見分けがつかない。このように自己相似性を持った集合体をフ
ラクタルという。フラクタルという概念はB.B.Mandelbrotが1970年大中頃に
提唱し、自己相似性を示すパターンを一般に統一しようとした。フラクタルの
例として、コッホ曲線を紹介する。これは20世紀初頭に数学者コッホが考えだ
したものである。 

  
図 1-1 コッホ曲線の作り方の段階図。括弧内の数字は段階を表す。  

コッホ曲線の作り方を説明する。段階が進むごとに、以前の線分の辺を３等分
して、中央の線分をそれを底辺とする正三角形の他の２辺と置き換える。この
操作を果てしなく続けてできる曲線がコッホ曲線である。この曲線は一部を拡

 7

Figure 1.12|  Koch curve.  The number on the bottom of each curve describes each level.  

Figure referred from [47]. 
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Fractal dimension 

Here a line segment with length + is defined.  When one measures this line segment with a 

ruler of length " and the length of the line segment becomes +′, the relation between + and +′ is described as below 

   
 +′ = +"  . (1.6) 

   
Similarly, cases of the area of a square 6 and the volume of a cube 7  can also be defined as 

below 

   
 6′ = 6"2  ,     7 ′ = 7"3 . (1.7) 

   
Note that the dimension of the patterns is appeared on the exponent of ".  If the ruler " is tiny 

enough, the Eqs. (1.6) and (1.7) can always be executed. 

 Actually, the quantities (length, area, volume, etc.) of every fractal structures can also 

be evaluated with the tiny ruler even if the fractal structures are extremely dense.  Here one 

measures the quantity 78  of a pattern in 8th dimension with a ruler ".  If the quantity 78  

transforms to 78′ following the next equation 

   
 78′ = 78"9)  , (1.8) 

   
the constant 9)  is defined as below 

   

 9) = log 78′78log 1"  . (1.9) 

   
This constant 9)  is defined as fractal dimension.  This is also the generalized definition of 

dimension itself.  In the case of the Koch curve shown in the previous section, the fractal 

dimension is calculated as below 

   

 9) = log 4342
log 11 3/

= 1.26 ⋯ . (1.10) 
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Broadband optical characteristics due to fractal 

Fractal has been used to metamaterials.  A fractal structure contains multiple self-similar 

structures with various sizes smaller than itself.  If the size of the self-similar structures is 

subwavelength, the fractal structure interacts with various wavelengths of light.  Narrow op-

erating range is one of the big problems of metamaterials other than fabrication.  An SRR 

basically interacts only with single wavelength light.  Fractal structures have potential to solve 

the problem of narrow range operation.  As a fractal metamaterial, an “H”-shaped fractal 

structure was reported [65].  The structure is shown in Fig. 1.13.  Figure 1.13 also shows 

spectra of absorption and phase shift obtained by terahertz time-domain spectroscopy.  Plane 

pulse wave was induced with the direction normal to 3 −4 plane of the structure.  There are 

multiple stop bands and corresponding phase shifts, which originates in fractal.  Other fractal 

structures, such as Cayley tree structure and Sierpinski structure, have also been reported 

showing multi and broad frequency operation [66,67]. Shirahama 2015	 Natsuo TAGUCHI                                                                                                           

Fig. 2  Schematic image of fractal metal structure (left), and obtained transmittance and phase shift 

(right) by terahertz time-domain spectroscopy.  Multi absorption dips originated from the fractal 

geometry are observed in the transmission spectra [4]. 

1.4. Silver dendritic crystals with nanoscale fractal structure 
 Various shapes of metal crystals in nanoscale have nowadays been reported [11].  In 

those metal nanocrystals, dendritic-shaped crystals exist.  Such a dendritic crystals consist of 

numerous nanosize branches, and configure fractal geometries in nanoscale.  If the metal is 

silver, moreover, the nano dendrites may show optical properties in wide area of visible 

region.  This is because the silver nanocrystals have plasmon resonance in the visible range 

and the resonance frequency vary with the size and the shape of the nanocrystals [12-15].  

Actually, the silver nano dendrites have been studied as substrates surface enhanced Raman 

spectroscopy (SERS) since the middle of 2000s [16-18].   

 Another aspect of the silver nano dendrites is that the nano dendrites themselves form 

with self-organization. This means that the dendrites can be created in bottom-up, which 

realize easy and mass production of the fractal metal nano structures.  By exploiting the silver 
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mum length is determined by the spatial resolution of the
fabrication process.

Metallic fractal structures up to the 12th level !a12
=125 !m, see Fig. 1" were evaporated on 510-!m-thick,
high resistivity silicon wafer. The transmission spectra were
measured by the terahertz time-domain spectroscopy !TDS".8
Terahertz wave pulses were emitted from a bowtie-type pho-
toconductive antenna illuminated by a 120 fs laser pump
pulses at 800 nm. The emitted terahertz wave pulses were
collimated with an off-axis paraboloidal mirror to a diameter
of #8 mm, and normally incident on the fractal structure.
Transmitted terahertz wave was detected by another bowtie-
type photoconductive antenna gated with time-delayed probe
laser pulses, diverted from the pump pulses. The incident
terahertz wave was linearly polarized either parallel or per-
pendicular to the first-level metallic line of the fractal. By
Fourier transform, the measured wave forms of the terahertz
wave was converted into spectra of power transmittance and
phase shifts, allowing direct estimation of complex
permittivity8 of the metamaterial when the permeability is
assumed to be constant. In our experiment, the magnetic field
of the incident terahertz wave was along the surface; hence,
there can be no magnetic response in the measured data.

III. TRANSMISSION CHARACTERISTICS

A. Positive type fractal structure

We first investigate the transmission response of the posi-
tive type fractals. Figure 2!a" shows the power transmittance
of the fractal metamaterial !with 11 levels" as a function of
frequency at normal incidence. Black squares denote the
spectrum for the incident electric field polarized parallel to
the y axis defined in Fig. 1, while red circles denote the case
where the electric field was polarized parallel to the x axis.
For the incident electric field parallel to the y axis, a sharp
stop band is observed at 0.095 THz !SB1". When the inci-
dent electric field was rotated by 90°, two stop bands are
seen at 0.052 !SB2" and 0.173 THz !SB3", showing a clear
dependence on the incident azimuthal polarization. The the-
oretical results calculated by the finite difference time do-

main method are also shown as solid curves in Fig. 2!a" for
each of the two polarizations. Good agreement between ex-
periment and theory is seen. The slight discrepancy is due to
the imperfection of the fractal structure and the permittivity
of the Si substrate assumed in the calculation. These stop
bands that owe their origin to localized resonances are char-
acteristic of the fractal structure.9 The stop band SB1, for
example, with the electric field localized around the lines of
the ninth level, is indicative of the electric dipole resonance
along the metallic line. The wavelength in vacuum at reso-
nant frequency !"SB1=3160 !m" is 6.3 times longer than
that expected from the half wavelength resonance of the
simple dipole model with the same line length !"dipole /2
=250 !m".10

Since we would like to use terahertz-TDS spectroscopy to
determine the characteristics of the fractals, it is necessary to
measure the phase information of the transmitted terahertz
wave as well. Figure 2!b" shows the measured phase shift
spectra for incident polarizations parallel to the y !black
square line" and x !red circle line" axes. Here, the original
phase shift #$ is normalized by 2%d& /c, with & being the
frequency, d the thickness, and c the speed of light in
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FIG. 1. !Color online" Schematic picture of an enlarged part of
the fractal structure in the range from 7th to 12th level !l". The
fractal structure consists of 40 !m wide !w" metallic lines or slits
with an H-shaped mother element.
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Fig. 1. The phase spectra is normalized by 2%d& /c, where & is the
frequency, d the thickness of the sample, and c the speed of light.
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Figure 1.13|  Schematic of fractal metal structure (left), and obtained transmittance and phase 

shift (right) by terahertz time-domain spectroscopy.  Multi absorption dips originated from 

the fractal geometry are observed in the transmission spectra.  Figure referred from [65]. 
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Summary 

In this chapter, I first defined metamaterials and explained fundamentals.  With metal rods 

and SRRs with subwavelength sizes, one can control permittivity, permeability, and refractive 

index.  Negative refractive index is also available.  By simplification and miniaturization of 

unit size of the metamaterial, optimization to high frequency region is achievable.  A perfect 

lens, cloaking, and many other applications are considerable by the metamaterials.  Bottom-

up productions of the metamaterials are important.  This is because a number of units of the 

metamaterials are needed for the application, and top-down approaches is hard to realize the 

mass production.  Silver nanodendrites, which consist of numerous nanosize branches and 

configure fractal geometries in nanoscale, may act as a metamaterial.  Adjacent branches of 

the nanodendrites may behave as SRRs.  If the silver nanodendrites can be a metamaterial, 

the nanodendrites approaches two important problems of the metamaterials: mass production 

and broadband operation. 
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Chapter 2.  

Optical three-dimensional growth 

of silver nanodendrites 

Potentials of silver nanodendrites as metamaterials were discussed in the previ-

ous chapter.  In this chapter, I describe the mechanism of the silver nanodendrite 

growth based on statistical thermodynamics.  I also explain a method of silver 

nanodendrite growth from substrates with exploitation of plasmon resonance ex-

citation by UV light.  I discuss parameter optimizations of the experimental sys-

tem for the growth of the silver nanodendrites.  I discuss fractal characteristics 

of the silver nanodendrites.  I finally explain nondestructive extraction of the 

silver nanodendrites via supercritical fluid. 

 

 

2.1 Growth of dendritic structure 

Here, I explain some fundamentals to understand mechanisms of dendrite growth [1-4].  The 

base of crystal growth is statistical thermodynamics.  Crystallization means phase transition 

to crystal phase from the other phases such as liquid and gas.  Explanations of the crystal 

growth are slightly different among the cases in solution, melt, and gas.  However, the essence 

is the same.  In this term, I focus on the crystal growth from the solution. 

 

Chemical potential: driving force of crystal growth 

Now, assume a solution with a solute and a solvent.  With regard to the solute, crystal is a 

phase of low energy where particles such as atoms and molecules are arrayed with regularity 

and make bonds with each other.  In contrast, dissolution is a phase of high energy where the 

regularity of the particles is disordered.  Every material tends to have low energy phases with 

order, whereas it also try to have high energy phases with disorder due to thermal motion.  
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The higher the temperature is, the more active the thermal motion.  Disordered states with 

higher entropy is preferred at higher temperature.  As a consequence of a competition between 

these two tendencies conflict with each other, stable states of the material are decided.  This 

is the state where free energy G defined as the following equation goes the minimum 

   
 < = = −>? , (2.1) 

   
where E, T, and S are internal energy, temperature, and entropy of the material.  At low tem-

perature, the free energy is the minimum when the internal energy is low.  Hence, crystalliza-

tion tends to be occurred.  At high temperature, in contrast, the second term −>? is effective 

for minimizing the free energy, meaning that the material tends to have disordered state. 

 In a situation of minimum free energy, crystal phase and dissolution phase of the 

solute often coexist in the solution.  The coexist means two phase transitions, crystallization 

and dissolution, is in equilibrium with each other.  Now, free energy of crystal phase and 

dissolution phase is defined as <0 and <8 respectively.  Amount of change on free energy of 

crystal phase and dissolution phase when a particle of the solute goes in and out between 

these two phases is then described in the followings 

   
 #0 = @<0@A  , (2.2) 

 #8 = @<8@A  , (2.3) 

   
where N is the number of the particle.  #0 and #8 are referred to as chemical potential of 

crystal phase and dissolution phase.  In the equilibrium of crystal phase and dissolution phase, 

these chemical potentials are equivalent with each other.  This condition means the total free 

energy < = <0 + <8 is minimum.  Magnitude correlation of these chemical potentials de-

cides direction of phase transition.  From phases of higher chemical potentials to phases of 

lower chemical potentials, the phase transition occurs.  Difference of magnitude between 

these chemical potentials corresponds to driving force of phase transition. 

 In supersaturated solutions, the chemical potential of dissolution phase of the solute 

is higher than that of crystal phase.  If phase transition from dissolution phase to crystal phase 

occurs, then the free energy of the whole system decreases in  

   
 ∆# = #8 −#0 > 0 , (2.4) 

   
per particle.  Hence, crystallization occurs in the supersaturated solutions.  Driving force of 

the crystallization is described as the following 
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∆# = 8#80 C0  
= /D> ln 00E 
= /D> ln (1 + 0 −0E0E ) 
≈ /D>I , 

(2.5) 

   
where /D, 0, 0E, and I = (0 −0E)/0E are Boltzmann constant, concentration, saturated concen-

tration, and supersaturation of the solutes.  The driving force is proportional to the supersat-

uration.  C0  means slight change of the concentration.  In the case of crystallization in melt, 

the driving force is proportional to supercooling instead of the supersaturation. 

 

Crystal nucleus formation and equilibrium shape 

Crystallization occurs when the crystal phase has the chemical potential smaller than that of 

the dissolution phase.  However, crystal growth does not occur if the difference of the chem-

ical potentials between these phases, namely supersaturation, is small.  This is because a high 

energy is needed to form seed of crystal, namely crystal nucleus. 

 The particles make chemical bonds with each other and are stable inside of the crystal.  

In contrast, the particles at the interface of the crystal facing the solution cannot have the 

bonds.  Hence, the density of the bonds at the interface is smaller than that inside of the crystal.  

This means that the particles at the interface have higher energy than that inside of the crystal.  

The interface tends to reduce its area to lower the energy.  If the size of the crystal is small, 

the interface is dominant rather than the interior.   If the crystal nucleus is not large to some 

extent, the crystal nucleus does not grow and dissolve again.  Therefore, a free energy enough 

to conquer the energy wall is needed to form the crystal nucleus.  The redundant energy at the 

interface of the crystal is called as interfacial free energy, and the density of the energy is 

called as interfacial free energy density or simply interfacial tension. 

 Here, we consider concretely the above with a simple spherical crystal.  Now we 

suppose that a crystal nucleus with radius r was formed in a supersaturated solution.  The 

change of the total free energy of the system is then written as follows 

   
 ∆<(J) = 4*J33K ∆# + 4*J2L , (2.6) 
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where K and L are the volume of one particle and the interfacial free energy density or inter-

facial tension.  Figure 2.1 describes ∆< of the Eq. (2.6) as a function of r.  The total free 

energy decreases in proportional to the driving force, whereas increase in proportional to the 

interfacial tension.  In small radius, the second term is more dominant than the first term in 

Eq. (2.6).  The free energy thus increases as increase of the radius.  At a radius called as 

critical radius, the total free energy has the maximum.  The critical radius J∗ and the maxi-

mum of the total free energy ∆<∗ are described as below 

   
 J∗ = 2KL∆#  , (2.7) 

 
∆<∗ = 4*J∗2L3  

= 16*L3K2
3∆#2  . (2.8) 

   
The crystal nucleus with the critical radius is called as critical nucleus.  With the radius larger 

than J∗, the first term is more dominant than the second term in Eq. (2.6).  Hence, the crystal 

nucleus larger than the critical nucleus can grow father.  The maximum of the total free energy 

and the critical radius are smaller when the driving force is larger and the interfacial tension 

is smaller.   

 As mentioned above, there is the energy wall to form the crystal nucleus.  The wall 

is conquered by thermal fluctuation.  The smaller the maximum of the free energy wall and 

0 r 

ΔG(r) 

ΔG
*
 

r
*
 

Figure 2.1|  Total free energy as a function of radius of crystal nucleus. 
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the critical radius are, the higher the frequency of formation of the critical nucleus due to the 

thermal fluctuation is. 

 Needless to say, actual crystals tend to have polyhedrons.  However, the essence de-

scribed above is the same.  The important is that the density of the interfacial free energy is 

different among orientations of the crystals.  The crystals tend to decrease the orientations 

with high interfacial tension, and finally have a crystal shape called equilibrium shape.  The 

equilibrium shape is the geometry whose interfacial tension is the smallest with maintaining 

the volume of the crystals.  The maximum of the energy wall in the case of the polyhedral 

crystals is written by the following 

   

 ∆<∗ = 13 ∑ 6'L''  , (2.9) 

   
where 6' L' are the area of ith interface forming the critical nucleus and corresponding inter-

facial tension.  Crystals which have face-centered-cubic (fcc) structure, such as silver and 

gold, have the equilibrium shape shown in Fig. 2.2 [5].  

 

[001] 

[111] 

[010] 

[100] 

Figure 2.2|  A schematic of equilibrium shape of fcc crystals.  Image referred from [5]. 
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Crystal growth in diffusion field 

Crystal nuclei larger than the critical nucleus grows further.  On the other hand, the number 

of particles of the solute needed increases with increase of crystal size.  If the total amount of 

the particles in the solution is constant, the crystal growth sooner or later stops.  Even if the 

amount of the particles can be increased, moreover, steady growth of the crystals maintaining 

their shapes is actually impossible.   

 

It has been unveiled that the concentration of the solute far from the crystal interface 

need to be the same as that of crystal inside for steady growth of the crystals.  However, it is 

clearly impossible.  The case of growing spherical crystals is similar.  The growth velocity of 

the spherical crystals is described as below 

   

 

7 = 8J8O 
= K9 0∞ −0EJ + 8Q (1 −J∗J )  , 

9 = /D>6*TU ,     8Q = 9Q  , 
(2.10) 

   
where 0∞ is the concentration of the solute at distant place.  9, T, and U are diffusion constant, 

the viscosity of the solvent, and the radius of the particles.  8Q  is called as kinetic length, and Q  is kinetic constant which represent growth velocity per unit supersaturation.  The growth 

0 r 
dK 

8J8O 

J∗ 

Figure 2.3|  Velocity of crystal growth as a function of radius of crystals. 
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velocity of the spherical crystals behaves as shown in Fig. 2.3.  As the radius increases and 

the rounded interface reaches to plane, the growth velocity becomes slow. 

 Regardless of plane and spherical interfaces, the growth velocity becomes slow and 

eventually reaches to nearly zero.  The smaller the size of the crystals is, in contrast, the higher 

the growth velocity is.  Then, how does crystal growth behave if there are tiny bumps on the 

interface?  The bumps actually can easily grow compared to the interface around the bumps. 

 

 At the interface of the crystals, the solute is consumed by the crystals.  Hence, the 

concentration of the solute around the interface is lower than that of a distant place.  Concen-

tration gradient can thus be formed around the interface (Fig. 2.4 (a)).  The concentration 

gradient has thermal fluctuation, and the thermal fluctuation creates the bump on the interface 

(Fig. 2.4 (b)).  As mentioned above, the bump can grow faster than the plane interface.  In 

addition, the bumps protrude to areas of high concentration of the solute, stimulating growth 

of the bump.  On the other hand, the growth of the bumps is restrained due to existence of 

interfacial tension.  The interfacial tension is higher as the curvature of the bumps is small.   

 The growth of the bumps is determined by competition between the concentration 

gradient stimulating crystal growth and interfacial tension inhibiting the growth.  Here, the 

two quantities, diffusion length and capillary length which characterize effect of diffusion 

Crystal

Contour of 
concentration

(a) (b)

Crystal

Contour of 
concentration

(a) (b)

Figure 2.4|  Schematics of shapes of crystal surface and solute distribution.  In the case of 

(a), crystal surface is flat with uniform concentration gradient.  When a bump is created by 

thermal fluctuation as shown in (b), the concentration gradient becomes large around the 

bump. 
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field and interfacial tension respectively, are defined.  These quantities have the unit of length.  

The diffusion length V9 is defend with diffusion constant 9 and growth velocity 7  as follows 

   
 V9 = 97  . (2.11) 

   
The capillary length is defined by the following equation 

   

 V, = LK20E/D>  . (2.12) 

   
The condition where effects of the diffusion field and the interfacial tension balance with each 

other is described as below 

   
 W∗ = 2*√V9V,  , (2.13) 

   
and this quantity W∗ is called as critical wavelength.  If the radius of curvature of the bumps 

is smaller than the critical wavelength, the interfacial tension is dominant.  Hence, the bumps 

are inhibited and eventually vanished.  If the radius of curvature of the bumps is larger than 

the critical wavelength, the diffusion field is dominant.  Hence, additional bumps emerge 

from the interface of the bumps.  Only the bumps whose radius of curvature corresponds to 

the critical wavelength can grow further. 

 For stable growth of the bumps, however, anisotropy is needed to the interface free 

energy.  If the interface free energy is isotropy as the spherical crystals, the bumps can grow 

to any directions.  The bumps will eventually wind and rift.  Only if the interface free energy 

has anisotropy such as the polyhedral crystals, the bumps can steadily grow and become nee-

dle-like crystals.  In the case of the anisotropic interface free energy, interfacial stiffness L̃(Y) 
defined as below is considered instead of the interfacial free energy  

   

 L̃(Y) = L(Y) + 82L(Y)8Y2  . (2.14) 

   
The interfacial stiffness gives strength of stability against distortion of the interfaces.  Note 

that directional dependence of magnitude is opposite between the interfacial free energy and 

the interfacial stiffness.  The interfacial stiffness is small when the interfacial free energy is 

large, meaning that the strength of stability to maintain plane interfaces against distortion is 

small.  The needle-like crystals tend to grow along the directions of small interfacial stiffness.   
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  The same phenomenon occurs around interfaces of the needle-like crystals, making 

them dendritic crystals.  Branches of the dendrites grow with a regularity due to atomic ar-

rangement of the crystals.  A series of mechanisms of crystal growth described above is called 

as Mullins-Sekerka instability. 

 The needle-like crystals and the dendrites can grow easier at apexes of the polyhedral 

crystals than the other interfaces.  Here, suppose an equilibrium and polyhedron crystal in a 

supersaturation solvent with uniform concentration.  Contours of concentration around the 

crystals can be approximated as concentric circles when the contours are adequately far from 

the crystal (Fig. 2.5 (a)).  Apexes of the crystals steps into areas of higher concentration com-

pared to center of the crystal interfaces.  Therefore, the crystals tend to grow faster on the 

apexes than on center of the interfaces (Fig. 2.5 (b)).  This mechanism is called as Berg effect.  

 

Experimental growth of silver nanodendrites 

Oxidation-reduction reaction of silver ion with reductants has been widely applied to grow 

silver nanodendrites and the other silver nanostructures [6-10].  In addition, surface deposi-

tions (electrochemical method [11,12], galvanic replacement [13-19], and hydrothermal re-

placement [20-22]) have been frequently applied for dendrite growth onto surfaces.  External 

microwave has been also induced for heating of solutions [23-25].  Silver nitrate has mainly 

used as a resource of silver ion.  Surfactants have been often utilized to control the direction 

of growth [6,7,10,12,14,25-27].  It is known that growth of needle-like crystals and branches 

Crystal

Contour of 
concentration

(a) (b)

Crystal

Contour of 
concentration

(a) (b)

Figure 2.5|  Schematics of concentration gradient around polyhedral crystal (a), and growth 

at apexes of polyhedral crystal (b). 
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of nanodendrites preferentially occurs from crystal facets with high interfacial free energy 

(low interfacial stiffness).  In the case of fcc crystals such as silver, the magnitude of interfa-

cial free energy of the low-index facets, {100}, {110}, and {111} has a sequence {111} < 

{100} < {110}.  The sequence of the stiffness is {110} < {100} < {111}.  Hence, the nanoden-

drites prefer to grow along the direction 〈110〉 the most.  〈110〉 corresponds to directions par-

allel to each side of hexagonal plane of {111} facet as shown in Fig. 2.2.  Hence, growth of 

the needle-like crystals and branching occurs toward 〈110〉 direction the most with the angle 

of branches 60 degrees. 

 

 As described in the last subsection, inhomogeneity of concentration gradient of the 

solute around growing crystals is essential for the nanodendrite growth.  The concentration 

gradient is formed when diffusion of the solute and crystal growth are in a balance with each 

other.  Therefore, control of diffusion field of the solute and the velocity of crystal growth is 

diffusion and reaction in shaping particles is discussed in this
paper.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Diverse morphologies of silver particles have been synthesized
by electrodeposition in our previous study.39 It was found that
the morphologies of silver particles are very sensitive to the
reduction rates which were regulated by the currents applied to
the reaction. At a low current density (from 12.5 to 100 μA·
cm−2), polyhedral silver aggregates were formed, while small
silver crystals were generated at a high current density (above
750 μA·cm−2). The silver dendrites are largely formed at the
medium currents from 250 to 500 μA·cm−2. On the basis of the
model of the MS instability,25,40 the formation of dendritic
structures is caused by the chemical concentration gradient
around the growth front of the crystals. Therefore, we supposed
a chemical concentration gradient was established near the
growth front of particles in the formation of silver dendrites.
The chemical concentration gradient is determined by the rates
of transport and consumption of chemicals, so the regulation by
means of current densities changes the rate of chemical
consumption, which results in an establishment of a
concentration gradient. If this assumption is right, then
regulation of the rate of chemical transport should also be
able to induce the establishment of concentration gradients
around crystals. With this assumption, we attempt to regulate
the diffusion of chemicals in solution to synthesize silver
dendrites. According to the Einstein−Stokes equation,40 the
diffusion coefficient of solute is inversely proportional to the
viscosity of the solvent. The viscosity of the solvent composed

of glycerol and water is regulated by changing the volume ratio
of glycerol.
Figure 1 shows the viscosities of solvents with different

glycerol volume ratios and the morphologies of silver particles
formed in each solvent. In the bar graph of Figure 1, the
viscosities of solvents increase remarkably with the volume ratio
of glycerol. At the low volume ratios, polyhedral silver
aggregates are formed at the current density of 50 μA·cm−2,
as shown in Figure 1A−C. With the increase of volume ratio to
50 and 60%, dendritic structures are gradually formed. At the
volume ratio of 70%, silver dendrites are largely formed, as
shown in Figure 1F. A further increase of the volume ratio to 80
and 90% leads to the formation of short silver fibers with
protuberances on their sides. Here we are interested in the
formation of silver dendrites. A previous study39 showed that
there are no dendritic structures formed at the current densities
below 100 μA·cm−2 because the low reaction rates cannot
establish a concentration gradient around the growth front of
crystals. However, in this study, by reducing the diffusion of
chemicals, a concentration gradient seems to be established at a
low reaction rate, which partly confirms our assumption that
the concentration gradient is determined by diffusion and
reaction of chemicals and that change of each of these two
factors could induce a concentration gradient.
To further evaluate the role of chemical diffusion on the

formation of dendritic structures, we synthesize silver dendrites
at a high current density but different solvents. At the current
density of 500 μA·cm−2, silver dendrites are largely formed in
solution without glycerol, as shown in Figure 2A. With the
increase of glycerol volume, dendritic structures gradually

Figure 1. Viscosities (bar graph) of the solvents at different volume ratios of glycerol in water and SEM images (A−H) of silver particles synthesized
in each solvent under the current density of 50 μA·cm−2.

Industrial & Engineering Chemistry Research Article

DOI: 10.1021/acs.iecr.6b01227
Ind. Eng. Chem. Res. 2016, 55, 8319−8326

8320

Figure 2.6|  Viscosities of solvents at different volume ratios of glycerol in water (green 

bars).  SEM images indicated by A-H show silver nanostructures grew in each solvent with 

current density 50 µA·cm−2.  Figure referred from [11]. 
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important for stable dendrite growth.  If the viscosity of the solvent is extremely high, the 

solute is difficult to diffuse in the solution and the concentration gradient is thus hard to be 

formed.  If the velocity of crystal growth is extremely fast or slow, the concentration gradient 

is also hard to be formed.   

 Liu et al. presented changes of the shapes of silver nanostructures among differences 

of diffusion field and the velocity of crystal growth [11].  An electrochemical approach was 

applied; silver ion was reduced on the surface of an electrode where electron was supplied 

and the silver nanostructures grew on the surface.  The viscosity of a solvent was varied by 

changing the ratio of water and glycerol.  The velocity of crystal growth was varied by chang-

ing the intensity of induced current.  Figure 2.6 shows a set of changes of silver nanostructures 

along the viscosity of the solvent with a constant current.  In the case of low viscosity, silver 

ion as the solute can easily diffuse.  The silver ion can reach to the surface of growing crystals 

chemical concentration gradient around the growth front.
Further increasing the reaction rate leads to the formation of
fiber-shaped particles. If we keep the reaction constant while
changing the diffusion of chemicals, then similar results are
observed, as shown in Figure 6A1−D1. An increase of glycerol
volume to 50% does not remarkably change the shapes of
particles, as shown in Figure 6B1. Further increasing the
glycerol volume to 60% leads to the formation of dendritic
structures. When the glycerol volume ratio is increased to 70%,
silver dendrites are largely formed. A further increase of the
glycerol volume ratio to 80 and 90% leads to the formation of
fiber-shaped particles, as shown in Figure 1. Therefore, the
formation of dendritic structures depends on the relative values
of diffusion and reaction rates because their interplay
determines the chemical distribution around the growth front
of the crystals.
To confirm the significance of the interplay of diffusion and

reaction in shaping particles, we carry out one more series of
experiments to synthesize silver particles in the ethylene glycol
and water mixtures, as shown in Figure 7. At the low reaction
rate, polyhedral silver aggregates are formed in the solvents
containing ethylene glycol fractions from 0 to 70%, as shown in
Figure 6A1−D1. The dendritic structures are not formed even
at 70% volume ratio of ethylene glycol because of the lower
viscosity of ethylene glycol than that of glycerol. The viscosity
of the solvent containing 70 vol % ethylene glycol is similar to
that of the solvent containing 50 vol % glycerol. Under these
two conditions, silver aggregates are formed, which indicates
that a similar diffusion and reaction leads to a similar

morphology, suggesting that the effect of diffusion and reaction
is not dependent on the chemicals of solvents. These results
confirm that the interplay of diffusion and reaction is the
underlying mechanism for chemical diffusion and reaction to
shape particles. Here we should mention that the addition of
glycerol to water not only changes the viscosity of solvents but
also alters the conductivity and polarity of solvents, which also
influences the structure development of particles.41−43 Similar
results are obtained in the different types of solvents (glycerol
and ethylene glycol), so we assume that the change of viscosity
play a major role in structure development of silver particles.
More details are under study.

■ CONCLUSIONS
Diverse morphologies of silver particles were synthesized in an
electrochemical reaction by regulating the diffusion and
reaction of chemicals. The diffusion was regulated by changing
the viscosity of the solvent, while the reaction was regulated by
altering the currents applied to the reaction. Previous studies
have shown that silver dendrites were largely formed at the
medium values of reaction rate with the current densities from
250 to 500 μA·cm−2. In this paper, by slowing down the
diffusion of chemicals, silver dendrites were also formed at the
current density of 50 μA·cm−2 while disappearing at the current
density of 500 μA·cm−2, which indicated that the formation of
dendritic structures is influenced by both reaction and diffusion
of chemicals. Once diffusion and reaction reach a dynamic
balance, a concentration gradient is established around the
growth front of crystals, which triggers and dominates the

Figure 6. An overview on the morphologies of silver particles synthesized under different reaction and diffusion conditions. The columns (from left
to right) show the silver particles formed at the currents of 50, 250, 500, and 750 μA·cm−2, respectively. The rows (from top to bottom) show the
silver particles synthesized in glycerol aqueous solution with the glycerol volume ratios of 30, 50, 60, and 70%, respectively. The images covered by
the green shadow are polyhedral silver aggregates, whereas the images covered by the red and blue one are dendritic and fibroid structures,
respectively.

Industrial & Engineering Chemistry Research Article

DOI: 10.1021/acs.iecr.6b01227
Ind. Eng. Chem. Res. 2016, 55, 8319−8326
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Figure 2.7|  Silver nanostructures grew under different reaction and diffusion conditions.  

The horizontal axis shows the reaction rate by changing magnitude of the induced current.  

The vertical axis shows the diffusion rate by changing volume ratio of glycerol in water.  The 

images covered by green are polyhedral silver aggregates, whereas the images covered by 

the red and blue are dendritic and fibroid structures, respectively.  Figure referred from [11]. 
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and be reduced.  Since the solute is constantly supplied to the growing crystals, the concen-

tration gradient of the solute is hard to be formed around the growing crystals.  As the viscos-

ity of the solvent increase, the crystals start to branch and become dendritic shapes.  In the 

case of high viscosity, on the other hand, the silver ion is difficult to diffuse.  Silver atoms 

reduced around the surface of the electrode can make bond with other silver atoms around 

them before reaching to the growing crystals.  A number of new silver nanostructures can thus 

be formed.  Figure 2.7 shows a distribution of the shape of silver nanostructures among dif-

ferences of the diffusion field and the velocity of crystal growth.  The nanodendrites appear 

in the area covered with the red shadow, indicating that the concentration gradient of the 

solute is formed.  The balance between the diffusion field and the velocity of crystal growth 

is thus important for dendrite growth. 

 

2.2 Plasmonic heating of silver nanoparticles 

The silver nanodendrites grow by reduction of silver ion.  As described in the end of the last 

section, there are some methods for the silver nanodendrite growth.  In this thesis, a novel 

method for the silver nanodendrite growth with utilization of heating generated by surface 

plasmon resonance (SPR) is proposed.  By this method, the silver nanodendrites can be grown 

with light from substrates. 

 

 Now, consider a system which silver nanoparticles with diameter less than 10 nm are 

on a substrate and a mixed solution droplet of silver nitrate (AgNO3) and L-ascorbic acid 

(LAA) as a reductant as shown in Fig. 2.8.  The system is wholly cooled below 273 K to 

restrain unwanted reduction reaction of the silver ion.  When CW laser with ! = 355 nm is 

irradiated to the silver nanoparticles on the substrate, plasmon resonance is excited on the 

surface of each nanoparticle.  The absorption peak of the nanoparticles is 385 nm (see Fig. 

A2.1 in Appendix of this chapter).  The plasmon resonance is a collective oscillation of elec-

trons, thus generating heat.  Areas around the nanoparticles obtain higher temperature than 

other distant areas, reduction reaction thus being more active in these areas.  Hence, nanoden-

drite growth can easily occur from the silver nanoparticles.  The silver nanoparticles can be 

considered as seeds for the silver nanodendrites.  The grew silver nanodendrites are obtained 

by washing the remained solution droplet and drying the substrate. 
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 Silver nanostructure growth with SPR heating has been actively studied by Mirkin 

[28].  However, there is no previous study regarding silver nanodendrite growth by SPR heat-

ing. 

 

Seed-substrate prepared via surface modifications 

The seeds are chemically fixed on a glass substrate.  To fix the seeds onto the substrate, silane 

coupling is utilized for surface modification of the substrate.  Figure 2.9 describes the proce-

dure of seed-substrate preparation via surface modifications.  The glass substrate is cleaned 

by plasma processing, and hydroxyl groups are exposed onto the surface of the glass substrate 

at first.  Next, amino groups are decorated onto the surface of the glass substrate by silane 

coupling.  Molecules of a silane coupling agent with amino group and the hydroxyl groups 

on the surface of the glass substrate make bonds via dehydration synthesis.  The seeds whose 

surfaces are capped with citric acid molecules are then fixed onto the surface of the substrate 

with coulomb bond between carboxyl group of the citric acid and the amino group.  

Figure 2.8|  A schematic of experimental system of silver nanodendrite growth from silver  

seeds via SPR heating generated by UV light. 

Nanodendrite growth from seeds
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Figure 2.9|  A schematic of preparation procedure of seed-substrate via surface modifica-

tions. 
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 The amino group and the carboxyl group are polar molecules, thus hydrophilic rather 

than hydrophobic.  Hence, it is hard to form the droplet of the solution of the silver ion and 

the reductant onto the surface of the substrate.  If the solution diffuses on the surface without 

forming the droplet, the concentration of the silver ion per unit area of the surface of the 

substrate decreases.  The silver nanodendrites are thus hard to be formed.  Therefore, hydro-

phobic modification of the surface of substrate is needed. 

 As well as amino group decoration, silane coupling is utilized for hydrophobic mod-

ification.  Plasma cleaning is conducted to the surface of the substrate to remove remained 

amino groups and expose hydroxyl groups again.  Then, methyl groups, which are hydropho-

bic, are decorated onto the surface via silane coupling, making the surface hydrophobic. 

 

2.3 Nondestructive extraction of silver nanodendrites with 

supercritical fluid 

The principle of plasmonic-growth of silver nanodendrites was discussed above.  From here, 

the nanodendrites grown experimentally are shown.  The nanodendrites are fragile.  They 

easily bend and lie down on substrates during removing of ion solution and rinsing of struc-

tures with acetone.  Here, use of supercritical fluid for extracting nanostructures without dam-

age mainly is discussed.  Supercritical fluid of carbon dioxide (CO2) has been used in the 

industry of semiconductor nano-devices and MEMS for rinsing [29].  Supercritical fluid does 

not have surface tension, which produces capillary force.  The viscosity of CO2 supercritical 

fluid is small not to deform or destroy the structures in the rinsing process of nano-device by 

the fluid.  CO2 fluid transits to CO2 gas by decreasing the pressure.  As a result, nano-devices 

are dried and extracted.  

 

Figure 2.10 shows the procedure of fabrication and extraction of silver nanostructures.  

Acetone-water (with the ratio 34:1) solution of AgNO3 (40 mM) and LAA (60 mM) is 

dropped on a glass substrate.  Silver nano-seeds of a few to several nm in diameter are pre-

fixed on the substrate.  The temperature of the solution droplet and the substrate were main-

tained at 263 K to inhibit production of unnecessary silver nanoparticle reduction in solution.  

A CW UV laser at λ = 355 nm illuminates silver nano-seeds to excite localized surface plas-

mon resonance, resulting in local temperature increase at nano-seeds.  The temperature in-

crease triggers the growing of nano-rods from nano-seeds by consuming silver ions in solu-

tion through reduction.  Due to the inhomogeneity of distribution of silver-ion concentration 
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surrounding the surface of nano-rods, protrusions are grown to produce branches.  Branching 

repeats, forming nano-trees.  The details of the procedure, such as preparations of acetone-

water solvent, seeds, and seed-substrates, appear in Appendixes of this chapter. 

The silver nanostructures in solution are put into a chamber filled with ethanol (100 

mL).  The acetone-water solution with AgNO3 and LAA dissolves in ethanol.  Then, super-

critical fluid of carbon dioxide (CO2) is injected from the port of the chamber, while temper-

ature is maintained at 313 K.  The pressure and the flow rate of the supercritical fluid are kept 

14 MPa and 30 mL/sec, respectively (the critical point of CO2 is at 304.1 K and 7.38 MPa 

[30]).  The ethanol with the acetone-water solution dissolves in CO2 supercritical fluid, and 

Figure 2.10|  Experimental procedure for the growing and extraction of silver nanostructures.  

Silver nano-trees are grown from silver nano-seeds fixed on the substrate in the acetone-

water solution of AgNO3 and LAA, with UV laser illumination to produce local heating by 

localized plasmon resonance at nano-seeds.  Nano-trees are grown in the solution, and the 

solution dissolves in ethanol in a chamber.  Supercritical fluid of CO2 is injected into the 

chamber, and then ethanol is replaced by supercritical fluid.  The fluid of CO2 transits to the 

gas phase, resulting in drying the structure without deformation and destruction. 
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exhausts out from the other port of the chamber with CO2 gas.  The flow rate of CO2 super-

critical fluid is gradually reduced, and CO2 fluid transits to the gas phase.  Finally, the 

nanostructures are extracted from acetone-water solution without physical damage. 

 

I have carried out the experiment of growing and extraction of silver nanostructures.  

The results are shown in Fig. 2.11.  Figure 2.11 (a) shows a scanning electron microscope 

(SEM) image of silver nanodendrites extracted with CO2 supercritical fluid. There is no de-

formation of structures.  The size of this picture is 14 × 14 µm2 (magnification of 4,000x).  

Figure 2.11 (b) shows the same image as Fig. 2.11 (a) except that the viewing angle is 45 

degrees tilted, demonstrating that the tree is in three dimensions.  Figure 2.11 (c) shows an 

Figure 2.11|  SEM images of extracted silver nanostructures grown with plasmonic heating 

at nano-seeds.  (a) and (b) show SEM images of silver nanodendrites extracted with CO2 

supercritical fluid at different viewing angle 0 and 45 degrees, respectively, and (c) an en-

larged view.  (d) shows nanodendrites extracted with acetone for washing (viewing angle 45 

degrees).  The scale bar is 1 µm for all.  The laser power for nanodendrite growth was 20 

mW. 
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enlarged view of a part of nanodendrite with magnification of 27,000x, where the branches 

of trees are ~66 nm thick with gap of ~14 nm between adjacent branches.  In comparison, a 

SEM image of nanodendrites extracted with liquid acetone but not with supercritical fluid is 

shown in Fig. 2.11 (d).  Trees lie and overlap each other on the substrate. This is due to the 

much larger surface tension and viscosity of acetone (23.46 mN/m and 0.324 mPa s at 293 K 

and ~0.1 MPa, respectively), compared to those of CO2 supercritical fluid (0 N/m and 0.08 

mPa s at 313 K and 14 MPa, respectively) [31,32].  

 

Shape variation of silver nanostructures along UV laser power 

The characteristics of silver nanostructures (either sphere, rod, plate or cube, two-dimensional 

or three-dimensional, and large or small) are determined by the experimental condition.  Here, 

we discuss the laser power dependency to the structural characteristics.  The UV laser beam 

with linear polarization is guided to silver nano-seeds on the substrate without any lenses.  

The diameter of irradiation spot is 0.98 mm.  If the laser power for triggering crystallization 

at nano-seeds is as low as 10mW, hexagonal plates are grown as crystals (Fig. 2.12 (a)).  In 

the case of low power laser illumination, the reduction rate around nano-seeds is low, so that 

crystals grow slowly from nano-seeds.  In such a slow reaction kinetics, prismatic shape arises 

from the seeds which contains planar crystallographic defects (e.g. twin planes and stacking 

faults) [28].  If the laser power is between 20 and 30 mW, three-dimensional crystals are 

grown as nano-trees (Fig. 2.12 (b) and (c)).  As the power of laser increases, the temperature 

at a nano-seed increases due to the excitation of localized surface plasmon resonance, result-

ing in the inhomogeneity of silver-ion concentration in solution near the seed.  The inhomo-

geneity triggers crystal growth only at a certain position of seed surface.  As a result, a nano-

rod is grown.  Due to the inhomogeneity, protrusions are grown on the surface of the nano-

rod, resulting in branching in three dimensions.  When the power is higher than 35 mW, the 

reduction occurs not only at the seed but also in the solution due to the temperature increase.  

As a result, silver granules are reduced in the solution (Fig. 2.12 (d)).  
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2.4 Parameter optimization for silver nanodendrite growth 

Parameter control of experimental systems is very important for reproducible bottom-up syn-

thesis of structures.  In this section, shape variations of silver nanostructures among experi-

mental parameters are discussed.  The shape variations were experimentally observed among 

variation of the parameters. 

In the previous section, the characteristics of the nanostructures along UV laser power 

were discussed.  There, however, are many parameters in the system of light-induced growth 

of silver nanodendrites: interfacial tension and viscosity of solvent (kind of solvent), temper-

ature, concentration of silver ion and a reductant, parameters of seed-substrate (size and den-

sity of seeds, thickness of hydrophobic coating etc.) etc.  Here I choose three from the above 

Figure 2.12|  Comparison of structural character of nanostructures with different laser power 

for triggering crystallization.  (a)-(d) are SEM images of the structures grown with the laser 

power of 10 mW, 20 mW, 30 mW, and 38 mW, respectively.  The scale bar is 1 µm for all. 

38 mW30 mW

20 mW10 mW(a) (b)
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as variable parameters: kind of solvents, temperature, and concentration of silver ion and 

a reductant.  This is because those parameters seem to directly affect to formation of concen-

tration gradient of reduced silver atom and thermal fluctuation around the seeds which drive 

growth of dendrites.  In this section, liquid acetone was used for washing the structures, not 

supercritical fluid. 

 

Structural transition due to interfacial tension and viscosity of solvent 

In this part, shape difference of grown silver nanostructures among interfacial tension and 

viscosity of solvent is explained.  Acetone (23.30 mN/m, 0.322 mPa s at 298 K), water (72.75 

mN/m, 1.01 mPa s at 298 K), and glycerol (63.40 mN/m, 1499 mPa s at 298 K) were exploited 

as solvents. 

Interfacial tension and viscosity of solvent largely affect to crystal growth and the 

shape of grown silver nanostructures.  By interfacial tension, the interface between the crys-

tals and the solvent attempts to minimize their surface area to minimize surface energy.  If the 

solvent has large interfacial tension, the grown crystals tend to have shapes close to equilib-

rium shape.  Aggregation of the crystals also easily occurs.  Therefore, dendrite is hard to be 

formed in solvents with high interfacial tension.  Viscosity largely affects transfer of silver 

ions and reduced silver atoms in the solvent.  High viscosity disturbs diffusion of these so-

lutes.  In the solvent with high viscosity, the silver atoms are not sufficiently supplied to 

the crystals under growing.  By aggregating with other silver atoms, new nuclei of silver crys-

tals are also formed.  Concentration gradient of silver atom is hence hard to be 

formed.  Therefore, low interfacial tension and viscosity are desirable for dendrite 

growth.  Surfactants are useful to reduce interfacial tension, and are widely used for metal 

nanoparticle synthesis.  However, I did not use any surfactants.  This is because the surfac-

tants attach to particular surfaces of the grown crystals and the crystal shape depends on them, 

making the system of the crystal growth complicated.  

Figure 2.13 shows a shape transition of silver nanostructures among the ratio of the 

solvents; acetone:water = 193:7, 8:2, 6:4, 0:10, water:glycerol = 10:0, 8:2, 4:6.  The ratio ac-

etone : water = 193 : 7 is applied when the concentrations of AgNO3 and LAA are 40 mM 

and 60 mM respectively.  The dendrites can be observed even when the ratio acetone:water 

is 8:2.  On increasing the amount of water, the observed silver crystals become aggregations 

of plate-like crystals and reach to ball-like shapes.  The size of the ball-like crystals becomes 

small with increasing the amount of glycerol.   
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Another experiment with ethanol (21.78 mN/m, ~1.1 mPa s at 298 K) instead of ac-

etone also was done.  When the ratio ethanol:water = 193:7, the nanodendrites appeared.  

Ethanol and water protic, whereas acetone is aprotic.  This result indicates that electrostatic 

Figure 2.13|  SEM images of silver nanostructures among difference of solvents (acetone, 

water, and glycerol).  Scale bars on each image are 1 µm. 
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characteristics such as proton donor ability do not affect the structural transition, and crum-

pling of the structures is caused by the interfacial tension.  Note that the discussion using Fig. 

2.13 is limited in the experimental system of this study: reduction of AgNO3 with LAA and 

use of light.  Inhomogeneity of the concentration gradient is the most important for dendrite 

growth.  If situation is satisfied, dendrites can grow even in water and glycerol as shown in 

Fig. 2.6. 

 

Suppression of nanodendrite growth at low temperature 

The reduction of the silver ion is immediately occurred when the silver ion solution and the 

reductant solution are mixed, and the silver crystals grow.  This means that the silver crystals 

can grow outside of the irradiation area of the UV light.  To avoid the unwanted crystal growth, 

cooling of the seed-substrate and the droplet of the silver ion/reductant solution is effec-

tive.  The activation of the silver ion reduction is weakened in low temperature, and the un-

wanted crystal growth can be suppressed.  Here, the tendency of the silver crystal growth 

along the temperature of the seed-substrate and the solution droplet was studied.  The tem-

perature was controlled between 263 K (-10 °C, the lowest temperature of the cooling stage) 

and 293 K (20 °C, room temperature).  UV light was not induced in this experiment.  

The result is shown in Fig. 2.14.  Silver particles grew on the surface of the seed-

substrate at 263 K.  However, other silver crystals such as plate-like or dendritic shapes were 

not observed.  The plate-like silver crystals and the dendrites were observed at 268 K (-5 °C) 

and above 273 K (0 °C) respectively.  The lower the temperature of the seed-substrate and the 

solution droplet is, the stronger the suppression of the silver ion reduction is.  Hence, the 

unwanted silver crystal growth can be avoided.  The result shows that the suppression of the 

silver ion reduction is not perfect and the silver crystals can grow even in the lowest temper-

ature of 263 K.  However, growth of the plate-like or dendritic shapes can be avoided.  
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Structural variation among concentrations of silver ion and reductant 

When the concentration of silver atom and the velocity of silver crystal growth are in a bal-

ance, the concentration gradient of the silver atom is formed and the dendrites can grow.  The 

silver atom concentration and the velocity of silver crystal growth depend on the velocity of 

Figure 2.14|  SEM images of silver nanostructures synthesized along different temperatures 

without UV light irradiation.  Scale bars on each image are 1 µm. 
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silver ion reduction.  Hence, the concentrations of the silver ion and the reductant are im-

portant parameters.  The higher the concentrations of the silver ion and the reductant are, the 

faster the velocity of the silver ion reduction is.  When each concentration is low, the plane-

like crystals tend to grow.  When each concentration is appropriate enough to form the con-

centration gradient of the silver atom, the dendrites tend to grow.  

Here, shape variety of grown silver crystals was studied among the concentrations of 

the silver ion and the reductant.  AgNO3 and LAA were used as the source of the silver ion 

and the reductant.  Each concentration for dendrite growth were confirmed.  Adjustment of 

each concentration was carried out as below.  At first, a AgNO3 aqueous solution and a LAA 

aqueous solutions were prepared with the concentrations of 2 M and 1.2 M respectively.   The 

Figure 2.15|  SEM images of silver nanostructures among different concentrations of silver 

nitrate and L-ascorbic acid.  Scale bars on each image are 1 µm. 
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amount of the AgNO3 aqueous solution was measured by a pipette.  Then, a AgNO3 ace-

tone/water solution with concentrations between 20-60 mM was prepared by dropping the 

measured AgNO3 aqueous solution into the acetone.  An LAA acetone/water solution with 

concentrations between 30-90 mM was also prepared with the same method as above.  By 

changing the amount of each aqueous solution, the concentrations of AgNO3 and LAA were 

varied.  The temperature of the seed-substrate and the droplet of these acetone/water solution 

was maintained to -10 ˚C.  The power of UV laser was fixed to 20 mW.  

Figure 2.15 shows shape differences of silver crystals grown with different concen-

trations of AgNO3 and LAA.  The dendrites tend to grow when LAA is in a high concentration, 

mainly 75 mM or above.  In contrast, the plate-like crystals tend to grow when the concen-

tration of LAA is low, mainly 45 mM or below.  In every concentration of AgNO3, the den-

drites appeared.  This result indicates that the concentration of LAA more affects to growth 

of the nanostructures than that of AgNO3.  An LAA molecule can give two electrons to silver 

ion.  Hence, the concentration of LAA can more affects to reduction of silver ions per unit 

time than that of AgNO3, which dominates structural growth.  The higher the concentration 

of AgNO3 is, the larger the amount of grown silver crystals on the surface of the seed-substrate 

including the dendrites.  The silver crystals tend to grow not only on the surface of the seed-

substrate but everywhere of the droplet when the concentrations of AgNO3 and LAA is high.  

In conclusion, the concentration gradient can be formed and the dendrites can grow 

when the concentration of LAA is high regardless of the concentration of AgNO3.  

 

2.5 Growth of silver nanodendrites in agarose gel 

I have directly proved that the silver nanostructures grew in three-dimension by extracting 

their structures without destruction.  To fabricate 3D bulk materials composed of the 

nanostructures, I grew the nanostructures inside of agarose gel.  In the experiment, the powder 

of agarose is dissolved in pure water, and agarose gel is immersed in acetone-water solutions 

of AgNO3 and LAA.  This agarose gel containing silver ions is poured into the chamber, into 

which CO2 supercritical fluid is injected.  Experimental conditions and parameters for extrac-

tion with CO2 supercritical fluid are the same as those explained above with Fig. 2.10.  The 

result is shown in Fig. 2.16.  Figures 2.16 (a) and (b) show the SEM images of a silver nano-

tree grown in agarose gel observed at the viewing angles of 0 and 45 degrees, respectively.  
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Three-dimensional nano-trees are observed as surrounded and immobilized with fibrous net-

work of agarose.  The fibrous network is formed as a result of drying agarose gel with super-

critical fluid.  Figure 2.16 (c) shows the agarose network without dendrite dried in supercriti-

cal fluid (the upper part) and in the air (the lower part), respectively.  In the air, agarose fibers 

aggregates in drying, that would break silver nanostructures (lower part in Fig. 2.16 (c)).  Fig. 

2.16 (d) shows silver nanostructures in agarose dried in air.  It is observable that nanodendrites 

are not self-standing and lie and overlap each other. 

 Photopolymerizable resin is another possible matrix to have nanostructures grown 

inside.  There was a report on two-photon metal reduction in gold ion-doped polyvinyl alcohol 

Figure 2.16|  Experimental results of silver nanostructures grown in agarose gel.  (a) and (b) 

show SEM images of a nano-tree dried with CO2 supercritical fluid. The observation angle 

is 0 degree for (a) and 45 degrees for (b), respectively.  Two SEM images of (c) are agarose 

network without nanodendrites dried in supercritical fluid (the upper part) and in the air (the 

lower part), respectively.  In the air, agarose fibers aggregates in drying.  (d) shows silver 

nanostructures in agarose gel dried in air.  The scale bar corresponds to 1 µm for all. 
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film, although it was not self-growing of nanostructures [33].  Three-dimensional polymer 

nano/micro structures fabricated with two-photon polymerization or multi-beam interference 

can also be used as the skeleton-network to immobilize silver nanostructures [34,35]. 

 

2.6 Fractal characteristic of silver nanodendrites 

Since silver nanodendrites are fractal with self-similarity, to know fractal characteristic of 

them is interesting.  A dendritic structure is characterized by fractal dimension 9)  which is a 

parameter representing the filling factor of the structure in space, and is given by Eq. (1.9) in 

Chapter 1.  In Eq. (1.9), 78′ 78⁄  is the number of self-similar sub-pieces (branches from the 

nano-tree stem) required for filling the space of the object (a nano-tree), and " corresponds to 

the scale ratio, respectively.  9)  can be measured from SEM image through a calculation 

method called box counting, where ! is the number of unit square cells whose size is V × V (V 
is the unit length), occupying the object in the SEM image (reference [47] in Chapter 1).  With ! and V, Eq. (1.9) is expressed as 

   

 9) = log !
log 1V  . (2.15) 

   
The fractal dimension of the nanodendrites depends on the geometry of the structure, 

in particular, the density of the branches.  This means the fractal dimension gives us complex-

ity of the structures, and higher value indicates higher complexity.  Figure 2.17 shows plots 

of log ! to log(1/V) for different nano-trees.  9)  is given by the slope.  The red-circular and 

blue-square plots shows 9)  of 1.792 and 1.651, respectively.  Each plot is obtained from each 

SEM image of the nano-trees with red and blue flame.  The value of 9)  is different between 

these nano-trees, which comes from density difference of the branches.  The temperature for 

structural growth is different between those nano-trees: 310 K for the red-flamed nano-tree 

and 323 K for blue-flamed one.  This result indicates that 9)  varies among temperature: 

higher temperature gives us nano-trees with lower structural density.  In the case that crystal 

growth is slightly more dominant than diffusion, the concentration of reduced silver atoms 

around crystals under growing becomes smaller.  This situation makes growth of new 

branches hard, resulting in formation of nanodendrites with low structural density [11].  If the 
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temperature is in excess, granular crystals seem to appear.  As a reference, 9)  of “H”-shaped 

fractal structures shown in Fig. 1.13 is ~1.6.  Also, 9)  of natural coastal line (the west coast 

of Britain) is typically ~1.25 (reference [64] in Chapter 1). 

 

2.7 Absorption of silver nanostructures 

I attempted to experimentally understand optical characteristics of silver nanodendrites.  The 

nanodendrites are fractal, which means that self-similar nanostructures with various sizes 

simultaneously exist.  Hence, broadband absorption is expected due to plasmon resonance of 

the nanostructures.  Moreover, it is interesting if electromagnetic responses originating in the 

structure of the nanodendrites itself (the detail is shown in Chapter 3) are experimentally 

observed.  Silver nanodendrites were prepared by reduction of AgNO3 and LAA on a seed-

substrate at the temperature ~313 K with supercritical fluid process (Sample A).  Another 

sample (Sample B) also was prepared with the same method except the temperature 263 K 

and washing with liquid acetone.  There are no nanodendrites, but only granular or plate 

structures on sample 2.  Through an aperture with the diameter 3 mm, depolarized light was 

Figure 2.17|  Fractal dimensions 9)  of silver nanodendrites analyzed with box counting.  

Red-circular and blue-square plots are obtained from the inset SEM images of nano-trees   

with red and blue flames, respectively.  9)  is given by slope of the lines fitted onto each plot.  

9)  of the red-flamed nano-tree and the blue-flamed nano-trees is 1.792 and 1.651, respec-

tively.  The scale bar in each SEM image is 1 µm. 
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irradiated to each sample and absorbance was measured.  By comparing Sample A and Sam-

ple B, I attempted evaluating absorption characteristics of the nanodendrites.  A seed-substrate 

was used as a reference. 

Figure 2.18 shows measured absorption spectra.  Red line and blue line correspond 

to the spectra of Sample A and Sample B, respectively.  SEM images at the right side of the 

spectra were taken from Sample A (red flame) and Sample B (blue flame), respectively.  There 

are some ramps around 900 nm, 2500 nm, and 2700 nm on the spectra.  Those are caused by 

operations of the spectrophotometer such as transition of detector.  Handling of stray light 

changes at the operations, which bring the ramps.  Since the samples used have nonflat surface 

and the refractive index may vary along the wavelength (the details are discussed in Chapter 

3), the stray light is inevitable.  There also is interference fringe originating in glass substrate 

around 2000-2500 nm.  In both Sample A and Sample B, the spectra are broadly spanning 

visible and near infrared region with a resonant peak on 386 nm.  Size variation of the 

nanostructures on each sample can be one of the origin of the broad spanning behavior.  The 

spectrum of Sample A has a slight decreasing curve along increase of wavelength, which 

seems to be derived from the nanostructures of Sample 1 such as the nanodendrites.  Since 

there are nanostructures other than the nanodendrites such as plates, it is hard to conclude the 

behavior on the absorption spectrum as a characteristic of the nanodendrites. 

Figure 2.18|  Absorption spectra of silver nanostructures.  Red line and blue line correspond 

to Sample A (nanodendrites) and Sample B (grains or plates), respectively.  SEM images on 

the right side of the spectra show silver nanostructures observed on Sample A (red flame) and 

Sample B (blue flame). 
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Another method is conceivable to understand the optical characteristics of the 

nanodendrites: observation of scattering light from a nanodendrite.  It is interesting if the 

scattering property changes with incident direction or polarization of light. 

 

Summary 

The mechanism of dendrite growth was described.  The driving force of crystal growth is the 

difference of chemical potentials between phases of materials, and proportional to supersatu-

ration.  A high driving force enough to overcome an energy wall derived from interface ten-

sion is needed to form a crystal nucleus.  Thermal fluctuation on concentration gradient of 

the solute makes bumps on the surface of crystals.  The bumps with the size corresponding to 

critical wavelength where the effects of diffusion field and interfacial tension are in a balance 

grow further toward directions with small interfacial stiffness, and become needle-like crys-

tals.  The same phenomenon occurs around the surface of the needle-like crystals, making 

them dendritic crystals.  The balance between diffusion of the solute and the velocity of crys-

tal growth is important to form the concentration gradient.  A method of silver nanodendrite 

growth from substrates utilizing SPR heating on the surface of silver nanoparticles (seeds) 

excited by UV light was proposed.  Seed-substrates were prepared by fixing the seeds onto 

the surface of glass substrates via surface modification.  The silver nanodendrites were grown 

from the seeds through reduction of silver ion with a reductant.  Nondestructive extraction of 

three-dimensional silver nanostructures was demonstrated with CO2 supercritical fluid for 

washing and drying.  We have analyzed laser power dependency on structural characteristics 

for nondeformed silver nanostructures.  Correlation between experimental parameters other 

than laser power and the shapes of silver nanostructures were studied, and the conditions for 

nanodendrite growth was uncovered.  For practical use of the developed method, we have 

grown the nanostructures in transparent matrix.  We used agarose gel and successfully grew 

silver nanodendrites in it, and extracted the structures with supercritical fluid drying.  Fractal 

dimension and absorption of the nanodendrites were discussed. 

 One of future perspectives is enlarging the area of nanostructure growth with plas-

monic heating.  In-plane area can be expanded as UV illumination area enlarges.  To increase 

the height, stacking layers of nanostructures is effective.  With the present method, nanostruc-

tures rise until exhausting silver ions in solution.  However, lateral growth also occurs, leading 

to collision with adjacent trees.  To prevent the collision, nano-seeds should be sparsely dis-

persed on the substrate.  Other metals rather than silver can be used as the materials of 
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nanostructures grown with the developed method, while operating frequency range is differ-

ent from that of silver.  Gold and copper have been used for nano-tree growing with electro-

chemical deposition and chemical de-alloying respectively [36,37].  Another possible appli-

cation of this large-scale materials with nanostructures would be the perfect absorber in a 

wide spectral range between UV to IR, with a wide range of viewing angle due to their fractal 

geometry and three-dimensionality of the structures. 

 

 

Appendixes 

Detail of procedure of silver nanodendrite growth from silver seeds 

with plasmon heating 

1. Silver nitrate (AgNO3) acetone solution and an L-ascorbic acid (LAA) acetone solution 

were prepared.  AgNO3 and LAA actually were difficult to solve in acetone.  Hence, a 

AgNO3 aqueous solution (2 M) and an LAA aqueous solution (1.2 M) were prepared at 

first.  Subsequently, the AgNO3 aqueous solution was mixed in acetone, and the LAA 

aqueous solution was mixed in acetone.  Finally, the AgNO3 acetone solution and the 

LAA acetone solution were prepared. 

2. A seed-substrate prepared in Section 2.2 was placed onto a cooling stage, and its tem-

perature was kept below 0 ℃.  A droplet of the AgNO3 acetone solution (2 µL) and the 

LAA acetone solution (2 µL) were separately put onto the surface of a seed-substrate, 

and kept for 60 secs to cool them.  Finally, these droplets were merged with a micro-

pipet. 

3. A UV laser light (W = 355 nm, CW) was directly conducted onto the surface of the seed-

substrate from the bottom without any lenses.  The merged droplet was irradiated for 20 

secs to process oxidation-reduction reaction.  After the irradiation, the remained droplet 

was washed and dried with CO2 supercritical fluid.  In the case of Section 2.4, the drop-

let was washed with liquid acetone and the deposit of silver nanostructures reduced onto 

the seed-substrate was dried with air. 
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Experimental procedure of silver seed preparation 

1. An AgNO3 aqueous solution (0.5 mM, 125 mL), a sodium citrate aqueous solution (0.5 

mM, 125 mL), and a sodium borohydride (NaBH4) aqueous solution (1 mM, 12.5 mL) 

were prepared.   

2. The sodium citrate aqueous solution was mixed into the AgNO3 aqueous solution and 

stirred enough.  The NaBH4 aqueous solution was then dropped into the mixed aqueous 

solution and stirred enough.  The prepared silver seed aqueous solution presented dark 

yellow color.  The absorption spectrum of the seed aqueous solution showed that the 

seeds had an absorption on 385 nm of wavelength (Fig. A2.1 (a)), which indicated that 

the diameters of the seeds were below 10 nm (Fig. A2.1 (b)) [38]. 

 

Experimental procedure of seed-substrate preparation 

1. Plasma cleaning (100 mW, 2 min) of the surface of a glass substrate was conducted to 

expose hydroxyl groups on the surface. 

Shirahama 2015	 Natsuo TAGUCHI                                                                                                           

Fig. 7  (a) Prepared silver nanoparticle (seeds) aqueous solution.  (b) Absorption spectrum of silver 

nanoparticle aqueous solution.  (c) Differences of absorption peak regarding the diameter of silver 

nanoparticle as reference [25]. 
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Figure A2.1|  (a) The absorption spectrum of the prepared silver seed aqueous solution.  The 

purple line at 355 nm indicates the wavelength of incident laser for SPR of the seeds.  (b) A 

series of absorption spectra of silver nanoparticles along different diameters.  Figure (b) re-

ferred from [40]. 
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2. 3-aminopropyltrimethoxysilane was mixed into ethanol (1v/v%) and stirred enough.  

The glass substrate was immersed in the 3-aminopropyltrimethoxysilane ethanol solu-

tion for 1 hr, washed enough with ethanol after immersion, and dried with argon gas 

enough. 

3. The substrate was immersed in the seed aqueous solution prepared with the procedure 

shown above for 6 hrs, washed enough with pure water, and dried with argon gas enough. 

4. Plasma cleaning (100 mW, 20 sec) of the surface of the substrate was conducted to re-

move remained amino groups and expose hydroxyl groups on the surface again. 

5. A dichlorodimethylsilane toluene solution (0.01v/v%) was prepared.  The substrate was 

immersed in the solution for 1 hr, washed enough with toluene after immersion, and 

dried in air enough. 
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Chapter 3.  

Finite-difference time-domain analysis 

In this chapter, I discuss electromagnetic responses of silver nanodendrites by 

simulation.  Finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method was applied.  At 

first, I show characteristic peaks of scattering spectrum of a silver nanodendrite 

model and corresponding oscillation modes of the nanodendrite.  Spectral dif-

ferences among parameters such as the geometry of the nanodendrite are also 

discussed.  Finally, potentials of the silver nanodendrites as metamaterials are 

discussed in a context of negative refractive index. 

 

 

3.1 Scattering spectra of silver nanodendrite model 

As with other silver nanoparticles, one can obtain resonance characteristics of silver nanoden-

drites from scattered light if the dendrites have the resonances with incident light.  In this 

term, I conducted FDTD simulations of the nanodendrites to study optical responses.  I espe-

cially expected that parts composed by adjacent branches was able to react with magnetic 

field, because the parts might be able to act as resonators [1].  Lumerical FDTD Solutions 

was utilized for the simulation. 

 The simulation model of the silver nanodendrites is described in Fig. 3.1.  Each pa-

rameter was decided based on an actual silver nanodendrite, and the trunk and branches were 

approximated as silver nanorods.  Although the nanodendrite is self-similar, I considered such 

a simplified model for the aim to understand fundamental electromagnetic responses of the 

nanodendrite.  Palik’s material database was applied as optical constants [2].  The nanoden-

drite was located in a vacuum.  An 3 −4 −\ coordination was defined as shown in right bot-

tom of Fig. 3.1, and the center of the nanodendrite model was defined as the origin of the 

coordinate.  We used a mesh with a spatial resolution of 2.5 nm with refinement by conformal 

variant on the area of the nanodendrite [3].  Total-field scattered-field (TFSF) source, which 
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is used to separate the computation region into a region containing the total field (the sum of 

the incident field and the scattered field) and another region containing only the scattered 

field, was applied as the incident field [4].  The incident field was a plane pulse wave, and the 

range of wavelength and the electric field amplitude were 300-3000 nm and unit respectively.  

The magnetic field of the incident field directed to y axis.  All the scattered fields from the 

nanodendrite were detected with the surface of a rectangular object surrounding the nanoden-

drite.  The rectangular object was outside of the TFSF source, so the incident field was not 

detected.  Each surface of the rectangular object was separated from the nanodendrite (more 

than 3000 nm corresponding to the maximum wavelength of the incident field) not to detect 

near fields of the nanodendrite.  Perfect matching layer (PML), which suppressed reflection 

of electromagnetic fields, was applied as the boundary condition. 

Figure 3.1|  A model of silver nanodendrites for FDTD simulation with definition of the 3 −4 −\ coordination as shown in the right bottom image. 
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 Figure 3.2 shows a scattering spectrum from the silver nanodendrite with the incident 

field entering from the bottom along + \ direction.  There is a large peak at 2000 nm of wave-

length.  There are also three small peaks between 300-700 nm of wavelength.  The output 

electric field intensity distribution of the nanodendrite at these peaks are shown in Fig. 3.3.  

There are strong electric field distributions at apexes of branches and gaps between adjacent 

branches.  The electric field distributions tend to be fine as the wavelength of the incident 

(a)  2000 nm (b)  687 nm (c)  474 nm (d)  387 nm 

Figure 3.3|  Magnitude distributions of output electric field from the silver nanodendrite 

model corresponding to each peak at 2000 nm (a), 687 nm (b), 474 nm (c), and 387 nm (d) 

on the scattering spectrum shown in Fig. 3.2. 

Figure 3.2|  A scattering spectrum from the silver nanodendrite model defined in Fig. 3.1. 
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field is small as seen in Fig. 3.3 (b), (c), and (d).  This result indicates that the nanodendrite 

has high order oscillation modes of 2000 nm of wavelength.  

 

3.2 Magnetic response of silver nanodendrite model 

In this section, magnetic responses of the nanodendrite on the oscillation mode of the peak at 

2000 nm of wavelength is discussed.  At first, output magnetic field distributions of the 

nanodendrite and the amount of change of the incident magnetic field where on the same area 

where the nanodendrite is located are shown in Fig. 3.4.  The distributions of Figs. 3.4 (a) and 

(b) are cases of the phase 2!* and (2! + 1)* respectively where ! = 0, 1, 2, ⋯.  The magnetic 

field has the component only along 4 axis, no component along 3 and \ axes.  Colors repre-

sent the direction of the magnetic field: red and blue correspond to + 4 and −4 respectively.  

In both Figs. 3.4 (a) and (b), the directions of the output magnetic field and the incident mag-

netic field are opposite with each other.  Hence, the phase between them differ in * with each 

other.  The output magnetic field in Fig. 3.4 thus seems to be generated by current in the 

nanodendrite induced by the incident field.  It is obvious that electromotive force of electro-

magnetic induction is proportional to the amount of change of incident magnetic field, and 

the current flows toward the direction to reduce the amount of change. 

(2n + 1)π(b)

Hy ΔHiy

y

2nπ(a)

Figure 3.4|  Distributions of output magnetic fields ]3 and amount of change of incident 

fields ∆]'3 at phases 2!* (a) and (2! + 1)* (b). 
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 Which direction of the induced current of the nanodendrite?  Figure 3.5 describes 

distributions of the induced current density generated by the incident field.  In this calculation, 

the silver nanodendrites was regarded as the cloud of free electron [5].  The induced current 

has components along x and z axes, no component along y axis.  Colors represent the direction 

of the induced current: red and blue correspond to + and – directions respectively regarding 3 and \ axes.  As shown in the distribution of ^3 of Fig. 3.5, the current does not flow from 

branches to other branches beyond the trunk.  The current also has especially high density at 

roots of the branches.  By combining the distributions of ^3 and ^\, it can be understood that 

the current flow between the adjacent branches as described in bottoms of Fig. 3.5 (a) and (b).  

(a) (b)2nπ (2n + 1)π

Jx Jz

x z

Figure 3.5|  Induced current density distributions at phases 2!* (a) and (2! + 1)* (b).  The 

current has components ^3 and ^\ corresponding to 3 and \ axes.  Red arrows in schematics 

at bottom of (a) and (b) indicate the direction of the current at each phase. 
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The direction of the current is opposite between the cases of 2!* and (2! + 1)*.  The direc-

tion of the output magnetic field generated by the current corresponds to that shown in Fig. 

3.4.  As a result, the induced current flows to suppress the amount of change on the incident 

magnetic field. 

 

3.3 Permittivity, permeability, and refractive index  

of silver nanodendrite model 

In this chapter, it is proved by FDTD simulation that silver nanodendrites can interact with 

induced magnetic field.  The nanodendrites can also react with induced electric field.  Hence, 

effective permeability, effective permittivity, and refractive index can be changed by the 

nanodendrites.  In this section, these optical properties of a nanodendrite are discussed.  From 

complex reflectance and complex transmittance, those properties are retrieved.  Here, I firstly 

describe the method of the retrieval [6,7]. 

 

Retrieval from complex reflectance and transmittance 

A slab and two incident waves from each side of the slab are considered in this method as 

described in Fig. 3.6 (a).  The slab is composed by an assemble of a structure interacting with 

electromagnetic field.  The complex reflectance and transmittance from each incident wave 

are considered.  The incident waves U1, U2, and the output waves _1, _2 are related as below 

   
 [_1_2] = [?11 ?12?21 ?22] [U1U2] . (3.1) 

   
The 2 × 2 matrix in the middle is called as S-parameter which relates incident waves and out-

put waves such as scattered wave and transmitted wave (Fig. 3.6 (b)).  Each component of 

the S-parameter is regarded as complex reflectance or complex transmittance.  In the case of 

the left of Fig. 3.6 (b), for example, ?11 and ?21 are the complex reflectance and the complex 

transmittance of the incident U1 respectively.  The S-parameter simplifies the relation between 

the incident waves and the output waves.   

 There are some important parameters for using the S-parameter: the size of the unit 

cell of the structure, homogeneity and the thickness of the slab.  If the size of the unit cell in 

the slab is smaller enough than the wavelength and the slab is homogeneous, the whole slab 

can be regarded as an effective medium.  Hence, the slab is symmetric along propagation 
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direction of light, which leads to ?11 = ?22.  When the thickness of the effective-medium slab 8 is smaller enough than the wavelength, the complex refractive index ! and the wave im-

pedance b  of the slab is described with the components of the S-parameter as below 

   

 ! = 1/8 cos−1 { 12?21 (1 −?112 + ?212)} + 2*g/8  , (3.2) 

 b = ± √(1 + ?11)2 −?212
(1 −?11)2 −?212 , (3.3) 

   
where /  and g  are wavenumber of the incident wave and an integer.  Existence of the 

branches 2*g /8⁄  in Eq. (3.2) bring ambiguity on determination of the real part of the refrac-

tive index.  If the slab is passive, Im(!) > 0 and Re(b) > 0 are required.  These requirements 

identify the sign of Re(!) and b .  If the unit size is not small enough than the wavelength, the 

slab becomes inhomogeneous for light.  If the slab is asymmetric along propagation direction 

of light, in addition, ?11 ≠?22.  In this case, the complex refractive index ! and the wave 

impedance b  of the slab is described as below instead of Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3), 

   

 ! = 1/8 cos−1 { 12?21 (1 −?11?22 + ?212)} + 2*g/8  , (3.4) 

Figure 3.6|  (a) A slab and input waves from both sides of the slab.  Output waves, reflected 

and transmitted waves, are also shown.  (b) Relations between components of S-parameter 

and input/output waves. 

a: input wave 
b: output wave
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 b = ± 12>21 {(>22 −>11) ∓ √(>22 −>11)2 + 4>12>21} , (3.5) 

   
where 

   

 

>11 = 12?21 {(1 + ?11)(1 −?22) + ?21?12} , 
>12 = 12?21 {(1 + ?11)(1 + ?22) −?21?12} , 
>21 = 12?21 {(1 −?11)(1 −?22) −?21?12} , 
>22 = 12?21 {(1 −?11)(1 + ?22) + ?21?12} . 

(3.6) 

   
The two roots of Eq. (3.5) correspond to the two directions of wave propagation.  The per-

mittivity and the permeability of the slab are retrieved by the relations shown as below 

   
 " = !b  ,     # = !b . (3.7) 

   
Due to the difference of the sign of the root in Eq. (3.5) along the directions of wave propa-

gation, the permittivity and the permeability of the slab may differ with propagation direction 

of light when the slab is asymmetric. 

 

Calculation with model of silver nanodendrite 

Here, I discuss permittivity, permeability, and refractive index derived from a model of silver 

nanodendrite.  As shown in Fig. 3.7, the nanodendrite model was periodically aligned two-

dimensionally in 3 −4 plane with the gaps ∆3 and ∆4 between adjacent structures in a vac-

uum, which formed a slab infinitely spreading in 3 −4  plane.  Each dimension of the 

nanodendrite model was the same as Fig. 3.1.  Pulsed-white light with the wavelength 300-

3000 nm and the propagation direction of + \ was induced from the bottom of the slab.  The 

amplitude and the phase of reflected light and transmitted light from the slab was detected at 

the 3 −4 planes located with the distance 4000 nm above and below the center of the slab.  

Then, complex values of the reflectance and transmittance, ?11 and ?21, were obtained.  The 

case of propagation direction + \ was also done with the same way to obtain ?22 and ?12.  

The length of the stem of the structure U is 1500 nm, which is not subwavelength for the 

induced white light.  A subwavelength size should be at least one fourth of the wavelength 

[8].  Hence, the nanodendrite slab is inhomogeneous and asymmetric due to the structure of 
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the nanodendrite.  For this reason, Eqs. (3.4) and (3.5) were chosen to calculate refractive 

index and wave impedance.  Since the nanodendrite model is not subwavelength, diffraction 

can occur.  In this term, only zeroth order diffracted light was extracted the analysis of this 

section.  A discussion regarding the analysis with all the diffracted light appears in Appen-

dixes of this chapter. 

 Figures 3.8 (a) and (b) show wavelength characteristics of complex values of perme-

ability and permittivity obtained from the nanodendrite slab, respectively.  As described above, 

the permeability and the permittivity may differ along the propagation direction of incident 

light.  Here, only the case of the propagation + \ is discussed for simplification, as they con-

sequently are the same in the propagations + \ and −\.  As shown in Fig. 3.8 (a), there is a 

peak of the imaginary part near 1500 nm and the real part changes up and down around the 

peak.  This behavior shows a magnetic resonance of the nanodendrite structure at the peak.  

The real part of the permeability has negative values on short-wavelength side of the reso-

nance peak.  It should be noted that the wavelength of magnetic response of the nanodendrite 

slab in Fig. 3.8 (a) and that of a unit-nanodendrite structure shown in the previous section are 

different with each other.  This is because the resonance wavelength varies with the density 

of the nanodendrite model for composing the slab (see Appendixes of this chapter for the 

detail).  In the case of the permittivity, the sign of the real part changes from positive to neg-

Figure 3.7|  A model of slab composed of silver nanodendrites.  (a) shows the configuration 

of the nanodendrites.  Structures are periodically aligned along 3 and 4 axes indicated at the 

right-bottom of (a).  The pulsed-white light irradiates along + \ direction.  (b) shows the gaps ∆3 and ∆4 between adjacent structures. 
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ative around 1000-2000 nm as shown in Fig. 3.8 (b).  The real value at the peak of the mag-

netic resonance is ~0.01, and the sign of the value on short-wavelength side of the peak is 

positive.  From Figs. 3.8 (a) and (b), hence, the real parts of the permittivity and permeability 

of the slab are not negative simultaneously. 

Figure 3.8|  Characteristics of permeability (a), permittivity (b), and refractive index (c) of 

slab composed of silver nanodendrites.  The solid line and the dotted line in each figure rep-

resent the real part and the imaginary part of those optical parameters, respectively. 
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 Figure 3.8 (c) shows a wavelength characteristic of complex refractive index of the 

nanodendrite slab.  Around the wavelength of the magnetic response, the real part has values 

near zero.  The imaginary part around 1000-2000 nm is larger than the real part, which means 

relatively higher absorption than other wavelength regions.  The real part also has an area of 

negative value around 1000 nm.  This behavior seems to be derived from both the real parts 

and the imaginary parts of the permeability and permittivity, not only from the real parts of 

them.  The complex refractive index is described as below 

   

 

! = !1 + '!2 
= √("1#1 −"2#2) + '("1#2 + "2#1) 
= {("1#1 −"2#2)2 + ("1#2 + "2#1)2}14 {cos (Y2 + /*)

+ ' sin (Y2 + /*)} , 
(3.7) 

   
where 

   

 

" = "1 + '"2 , # = #1 + '#2 , 
Y = tan−1 ("1#2 + "2#1"1#1 −"2#2) , 

0 ≤ Y < 2* , / = 0, 1 . 
(3.8) 

   
The requirement Im(!) > 0  determines the value of / , which determines the sign of cos(Y 2⁄ + /*).  Depending on each component of " and #, the real part of the refractive index 

can be negative.  In this case, the real parts of the permeability and the permittivity do not 

have to be negative simultaneously.  The large imaginary part of the refractive index repre-

sents high absorption, which is undesirable for negative-index metamaterials.  The imaginary 

part should be near zero as much as possible.  To achieve this situation, it is desired that the 

real parts of the permeability and the permittivity is simultaneously negative and the imagi-

nary parts of those is near zero.  However, it is valuable that negative permeability and nega-

tive index of the nanodendrite model was unveiled.  The branches 2*g /8⁄  of the refractive 

index given by Eq. (3.4) were chosen with different integer g along different wavelength re-

gions to make the value of the refractive index continuous along full wavelength 300-3000 

nm (see Appendixes of this chapter for the detail). 
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3.4 Scattering characteristics  

among geometrical parameters 

Transitions of the peak at 2000 nm on the scattering spectra among the geometrical parame-

ters a-e and j of the silver nanodendrite model were studied.  Only a parameter was varied 

from the origin, while the other parameters were kept as original values.  The peak at 2000 

nm can be derived from the oscillation of the resonator composed of adjacent branches.  If 

the geometry of the resonator is changed, the peak will surely change.   

 

Figure 3.9|  Scattering spectra of silver nanodendrite models among various numbers of ge-

ometry parameters.  The spectra among different numbers of each parameter a-e and j are 

shown on (a)-(f) respectively. 
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A series of scattering spectra among the parameter a-e and j with different number 

are shown in Fig. 3.9.  As one can see in Fig. 3.9 (a), there is no change on the spectra.  This 

is because the geometry of the resonator is not changed with the parameter a.  In Fig. 3.9 (b), 

on the other hand, the location of the peak varies with the radius of the trunk b.  The increase 

of the number of b reduce the length of the resonator, making the position of the peak blue 

shift.  In contrast, the decrease of the number of b increase the length of the resonator, making 

the position of the peak red shift. 

 The radius of the branches c also affects the appearance of the peak as shown in Fig. 

3.9 (c).  On increase of the parameter c, the intensity of the peak increases and the position 

red shifts.  On decrease of the parameter c, on the other hand, the intensity of the peak de-

creases and the position blue shifts.  The length of the resonator is proportional to the param-

eter c.  Hence, it is obvious that the appearance of the peak depends on the parameter c.  The 

radius of the branches d affects the intensity of the peak rather than its position as shown in 

Fig. 3.9 (d).  Note that the number of the gap between adjacent branches e is kept 20 nm.  The 

increase of the parameter d increases the peak intensity and slightly red shifts the peak posi-

tion, while the decrease of the parameter d decreases the peak intensity and slightly blue shifts 

the peak position.   

 The gap between adjacent branches e and the number of branch pair j also affects the 

peak intensity as shown in Figs. 3.9 (e) and (f).  On increase of the parameter e, the intensity 

of the peak increases.  On decrease of the parameter e, the intensity of the peak decreases and 

the position red shifts.  The increase of the parameter j makes the peak intensity increase and 

the peak position red shift, while the decrease of the parameter j makes the peak intensity 

decrease and the peak position blue shift. 

 In summary, the appearance of the peak depends on the parameters b-e and j which 

influence the geometry of the resonator composed by the adjacent branches.  Since having no 

influence to the geometry of the resonator, the appearance of the peak is independent of the 

parameter a.  The results indicate that the optical response of actual nanodendrites spans 

broadly, because the geometry widely differs with self-similarity. 

 

3.5 Scattering and oscillation behaviors with 

different incident direction 

As described in Section 3.2, the adjacent branches of the silver nanodendrite model can in-

teract with the incident light and behave as resonators.  Here, the same analysis result with 
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another direction of the incident light was carried out to confirm resonance excitation on the 

adjacent branches.  The incident light had a wavenumber vector toward 3  axis, and the 

nanodendrite model was irradiated from the left distant place.  The incident magnetic field 

(a) (b)

Hy

ΔHiy

y

2nπ (2n + 1)π

Figure 3.11|  Distributions of output magnetic fields ]3 and amount of change of incident 

fields ∆]'3 with incident field along x axis at phase 2!* (a) and (2! + 1)* (b). 

Figure 3.10|  A scattering spectrum from the silver nanodendrite with the incident field along 

x axis. 
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had 4 component which was normal to the plane of the nanodendrite model.  The other pa-

rameters were all the same as those described in the first of Section 3.1.   

 The scattering spectrum obtained with these parameters are shown in Fig. 3.10.  There 

is a peak at wavelength 1630 nm.  Output magnetic field distributions of the nanodendrite 

and the amount of change of the incident magnetic field where on the same area where the 

nanodendrite is located are shown in Fig. 3.11.  The distributions of Figs. 3.11 (a) and (b) are 

cases of the phase 2!* and (2! + 1)* respectively where ! = 0, 1, 2, ⋯.  In this case, the out-

put magnetic field distributions exist on areas which consist of the trunk and the branches 

located at upper and lower parts rather than the adjacent branches of the nanodendrite model.  

In the same manner with Fig. 3.4, the directions of the output magnetic field and the incident 

Jx Jz

x z

2nπ (2n + 1)π(a) (b)

Figure 3.12|  Induced current density distributions with incident field along x axis at phases 2!* (a) and (2! + 1)* (b).  The current has components ^3 and ^\ corresponding to 3 and \ 

axes.  Red arrows in schematics at bottom of (a) and (b) indicate the direction of the current 

at each phase. 
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magnetic field are opposite with each other in both Figs. 3.11 (a) and (b).  Hence, the phase 

between them differ in * with each other.  The output magnetic field in Fig. 3.10 thus seems 

to be generated by current in the nanodendrite induced by the incident field.   

 Also, Fig. 3.12 shows distributions of the induced current density generated by the 

incident field.  As shown in the distribution of ^3 of Fig. 3.12, the current does not flow from 

branches to other branches beyond the trunk.  The current also has especially high density at 

on upper and lower areas where the output magnetic distributions exist in Fig. 3.11.  By com-

bining the distributions of ^3 and ^\, it can be understood that the current flow between the 

adjacent branches as described in bottoms of Figs. 3.12 (a) and (b).  The direction of the 

current is opposite between the cases of 2!* and (2! + 1)*.  The direction of the output mag-

netic field generated by the current corresponds to that shown in Fig. 3.11.  In the case of the 

light incidence along x axis, therefore, the induced current flows to suppress the amount of 

change on the incident magnetic field. 

 

Summary 

A model of silver nanodendrites for FDTD simulation was constructed based on actual 

nanodendrites.  A scattering spectrum of the nanodendrite model had a peak at 2000 nm of 

wavelength, and three peaks around 400-700 nm corresponding to higher resonances than the 

2000 nm peak.  The model exhibited a magnetic response with an incident wave of wave-

length 2000 nm.  A current density analysis proved that current flew between adjacent 

branches with a direction which disturbed amplitude change of the incident wave.  This result 

indicates that parts composed of the adjacent branches act as SRRs, and electromagnetic in-

duction occurs on the parts.  Permittivity, permeability, and refractive index originated from 

a nanodendrite model were discussed.  These optical parameters were retrieved by analyzing 

complex values of reflectance and transmittance of a slab composed of periodically aligned 

nanodendrites.  A magnetic resonance was clearly observed on the characteristic of the per-

meability, and the real part reached to negative near the resonant wavelength.  The real part 

of the permittivity also reached to negative.  The permeability and the permittivity, however, 

are not negative simultaneously.  The real part of the refractive index reached to negative even 

the permeability and permittivity were not negative simultaneously, which was originated 

from both the real and imaginary parts of the permeability and the permittivity.  Since the 

imaginary part of the refractive index was large at the area of the negative real part, high 

absorption was indicated.  Appearance of the peak at 2000 nm changed among geometrical 

parameters of the dendrite model.  The model showed a different resonance with a different 
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direction of the incident wave.  The electromagnetic induction also occurred with the reso-

nance. 

 

 

Appendixes 

Calculation considering all diffracted lights 

Figure A3.1 shows the characteristic of permeability of silver-nanodendrite slab with use of 

all the diffracted light.  Only the case of the propagation + \ is shown for simplification.  Com-

pared to Fig. 3.8, there is fluctuation on the lines of the permeability in Fig. A3.1.  The be-

havior of magnetic resonance, however, still is observed at 1460 nm.  This behavior is the 

same with propagation direction −\.  The fluctuation also is observed on permittivity and 

refractive index.  The general behavior of each optical parameter is obtained from the dif-

fracted light of zeroth order. 
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Figure A3.1|  A characteristic of permeability retrieved from all diffracted lights of the slab 

composed of silver nanodendrites.  The solid line and the dotted line represent the real part 

and the imaginary part, respectively. 
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Shift of optical characteristics along density of silver nanodendrite model 

Figure A3.2 (a) shows the amplitude of reflectance and transmittance (|?11|  and |?21|) along 

different gaps of adjacent silver nanodendrites.  With increase of the gaps ∆3 and ∆4, the 

characteristic of the reflectance and transmittance becomes narrow, weak, and red-shifts.  

With sufficient gaps, the characteristic locates around the wavelength 2000 nm which is the 

same of magnetic response of a nanodendrite model discussed in section 3.1.  Figure A3.2 (b) 

shows complex permeability along different gaps of adjacent silver nanodendrites.  As in-

crease of the gaps, the magnetic resonance red-shifts and almost vanishes with sufficient gaps.  

The results indicate that there is electromagnetic interaction between the nanodendrite models. 

Figure A3.2|  Amplitudes of reflectance and transmittance (|?11|  and |?21|) (a), and charac-

teristics of permeability (b) along different gaps of adjacent silver nanodendrites composing 

slab.  The solid lines and the dotted lines represent the reflectance and the transmittance in 

(a) respectively, and the real part and the imaginary part of the permeability in (b) respec-

tively.      
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Determination of branches of refractive index 

Figure A3.3 shows a characteristic of the real part of refractive index along different integer g of the term 2*g /8⁄ .  The real part of the refractive index often has discontinuities which 

are physically incorrect if only one branch is chosen.  Dotted-vertical lines divide the wave-

length range at the wavelength where the discontinuities occur.  To make the line of the re-

fractive index continuous, appropriate branch should be chosen on each range of the wave-

length [9,10].  In this term, at first, the branch of g = 5 at the left-most range in Fig. A3.3 

was chosen as the criterion.  At the wavelength 300 nm, the value of the branch g = 5 is the 

closest to 1 among the other branches.  At 300 nm, silver is dielectric and the majority of the 

unit cell is vacuum.  Hence, I anticipated that the refractive index was close to 1.  The branch 

of the other ranges was chosen to make the line started from the branch g = 5 at the left-most 

range smooth along whole-wavelength region.  Colored arrows in Fig. A3.3 point the lines 

chosen on each wavelength range.  As a result, the line of the refractive index shown in Fig. 

3.8 (c) was obtained.  The refractive index was used for retrieving the permittivity and the 

permeability shown in Fig. 3.8 (a) and (b) respectively. 

 

 

Figure A3.3|  Characteristics of real parts of refractive index with different values of inte-

ger g of branch.  The dotted lines divide the wavelength range at the wavelength where dis-

continuity of the refractive index occurs.  the value shown in the right is the number of the 

integer g.  Colored arrows point the lines chosen at each wavelength range divided with the 

dotted line. 
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Chapter 4.  

Three-dimensional nanofabrication via two-

photon absorption 

So far, I discussed a bottom-up optical 3D fabrication of metal nanostructures 

and their possibilities as metamaterials.  On the other hand, top-down approaches 

are also beneficial to precisely fabricate intended structures.  Although mass-

fabrication is difficult, the top-down approaches are attractive because of capa-

bility of fabrication control.  In this chapter, an overview of a top-down optical 

3D nanofabrication method is provided.  When we fabricate something with light, 

the fabrication resolution is basically limited due to existence of diffraction limit 

of light.  Exploitation of multi-photon absorption can overcome the diffraction 

limit.  Several materials such as polymers and metals can be used with this 3D 

nanofabrication.  Metamaterials can be also prepared by this method. 

 

 

4.1 Principle of three-dimensional nanofabrication 

There is a 3D nanofabrication method with exploitation of two-photon absorption which is a 

nonlinear optical effect.  Here, in this thesis, I call this method as two-photon fabrication 

(TPF).  In 1997, Kawata and co-workers experimentally confirmed the principle of TPF with 

photo-curable resins [1].  In 2001, they achieved to fabricate a 3D microstructure with spatial 

resolution beyond diffraction limit [2].  The TPF realizes arbitrary 3D structural fabrication 

with spatial resolution beyond diffraction limit.  Therefore, the TPF has been regarded as a 

powerful tool for nano/micro 3D fabrications. 

 Basically, photo-curable resins are widely used for the TPF.  By accelerating polymer-

ization locally with focusing a high-power laser, such a micro/nano fabrication is realized.  

Because of this characteristic, the TPF is also called as two-photon photo-polymerization fab-

rication or direct laser writing and so on.  Besides the photo-curable resins, Metals [3-6] and 
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organic/inorganic hybrid materials via sol-gel method [7-9] are also able to be utilized for the 

TPF.   

 

Two-photon absorption 

Two-photon absorption is the key to achieve the nano/micro spatial resolution beyond dif-

fraction limit of the TPF.  The two-photon absorption is a nonlinear phenomenon which elec-

trons of materials absorb two photons simultaneously on transition from the ground state to 

an excited state.  The probability of the two-photon absorption is proportional to the second 

power of light intensity (photon density).  The probability is usually very low, so the electrons 

absorb just one photon whose energy corresponds to the energy gap.  Hence, a temporally and 

spatially high density of photon is needed for the two-photon absorption.  Femto second (fs) 

pulse lasers are thus utilized. 

 Here, let us consider a liquid photo-curable resin with absorption at UV range.  When 

the liquid resin absorbs energy corresponding to UV, the resin solidifies via polymerization.  

Now, we consider a fs pulse laser with near infrared wavelength.  Since the energy of near 

infrared light is around the half of UV light, liquid resin basically is not solidified by the near 

infrared wavelength.  When we focus the fs pulse laser onto the liquid resin, however, the 

two-photon absorption can occur only at the center of the focus spot.  By earning the two- 

photon with energy corresponding to near infrared, the electrons obtain the energy corre-

sponding to UV (Fig. 4.1).  The liquid resin then can be solidified only at this area.  The 

solidified area is confined to nanoscale in 3D, which is the reason why the TPF can realize 

subwavelength 3D fabrication (Fig. 4.2).  By scanning the laser spot or the stage where the 

liquid resin is located, one can fabricate arbitral 3D structures. 

hν

hν/2

hν/2

One-photon 
absorption

Two-photon 
absorption

Excited state

Ground state

Figure 4.1|  An energy diagram of one-photon absorption and two-photon absorption. 
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Radical photo-polymerization 

The liquid resin is solidified through radial photo-polymerization induced by the two-photon 

absorption.  The liquid resin includes a monomer, an initiator, and a sensitizer.  The procedure 

of reaction is described as follows,   

   

 

I ⟶ 2R ⋅ , R ⋅ + M ⟶ RM ⋅ , RMn ⋅ + M ⟶ RMn+ 1 ⋅ , 
2(RMn+ 1 ⋅) ⟶ RM2nR , 

(4.1) 

   
where I, R ⋅, and M are the initiator, the radical, and the monomer.  The initiator first absorbs 

photons and separates into two radicals.  The initiator radical cut a double bond between two 

carbons of the monomer and make a covalent bond with the monomer.  The radicalized mon-

omer affects another monomer continuously, making ramified polymer chains.  When the 

radicals react with each other, the radicals are inactivated and the reaction ceases.  Through a 

series of the radical reactions, the liquid resin is solidified.  The sensitizer absorbs the photons 

earlier than the initiator, and transfers the energy to the initiator. 

 

Figure 4.2|  A schematic of TPF.  A NIR fs pulse laser is focused onto a photo-curable resin 

located on a glass substrate.  A voxel with the size beyond diffraction limit is formed in the 

focus spot. 
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4.2 Spatial resolution beyond diffraction limit 

The spatial resolution of the TPF depends on the size of the resin solidified by the radical 

photo-polymerization induced by two-photon absorption as shown in Fig. 4.2.  The minimum 

unit of the solidified resin is now called as voxel.  The size of the voxel also depends on the 

size of the focus spot of the laser.  In Fig. 4.3, a light intensity distribution around a focus spot 

with a wavelength 780 nm and an objective lens NA = 1.4 is shown [10].  On the focal plane 

and along the depth direction, the distribution of the two-photon absorption is proportional to 

the square of the light intensity.  Hence, the size of the voxel on the two-photon absorption 

can be smaller than the size of the focus spot. 

 There is also a threshold on the light intensity for solidification of the liquid resin 

(Fig. 4.4).  When the light intensity distribution of the two-photon excitation is larger than the 

threshold, the resin can be solidified and make the voxel.  Also by adjusting other parameters 

such as the intensity of the laser and the width of the pulse, the size of the voxel can be 

reduced beyond 100 nm [11].  Recently, the idea of stimulated emission depletion (STED) 

microscopy [12-14] has been applied to the TPF [15,16].  A light illumination which induce 

STED to the excited initiator is applied with a donut shape around the focus spot of the TPF.  

The radicalized initiator via two-photon absorption is thus deactivated by the depletion light 

via STED before reaching the monomer.  The radical photo-polymerization is deactivated on 

the STED area, thus allowing us to form smaller voxel compared to the normal TPF.  Gu and 

coworkers exploited this technique in 2013 [17].  They succeeded to form a polymer wire 

with the diameter 9 nm (Fig. 4.5 (a)), and confirmed the spatial resolution 52 nm with a gap 

between two polymer wires (Figs. 4.5 (b) and (c)).  

２－３ ２光子吸収光重合反応の加工分解能

　１光子吸収光重合反応が入射光強度に比例して発生するのに対して、 ２光子吸収光重合
反応は、入射光強度の２乗に比例して発生する非線形光学効果である。2光子吸収光重合
反応を利用すると、なぜ回折限界を大きく超えたポリマーの微細加工が可能なのだろう
か。ここではまず、２光子吸収の空間的な加工分解能について述べる。

　図2-4に波長780(nm)での光の強度分布の計算結果を示す。赤の点線は入射光の強度分布
を、青の実線は入射光の2乗の強度分布を表す。図2-4より、焦点面内においても、焦点面
に垂直な深さ方向においても樹脂の硬化は光の強度の2乗分布に比例する。したがって樹
脂の加工分解能はビームスポットより小さく、回折限界を超えた精度で可能である。
　 また、回折限界を大きく超えたポリマーの微細加工が可能となる理由として、光硬化性
樹脂の硬化には入射光強度によるしきい値の存在が挙げられている[9,44]。図2-5に光強度
としきい値の関係を示す。しきい値が存在する場合、光硬化性樹脂の硬化は入射光強度の2
乗強度がしきい値を超えた部分のみで起こる。したがって入射光強度を調整することによ
り、さらに加工分解能を上げることができる。さらにポリマー微細構造の加工分解能を上
げるために、レーザーの照射時間、レーザーの偏光、使用する対物レンズの開口数などの
パラメーターを変えた場合の実験と検証[45]、またラジカル消光剤の添加[46]など様々な
研究が行われている。1997年の３次元でのマイクロスケールでのポリマーの微細加工の成
功以来、現在ではポリマーの加工分解能は30(nm)を下回るにまでいたっている[13,14]。

図2-4 光の強度分布　(赤の点線：光強度の分布、青の実線：光強度の2乗の分布) [21]

　　　(左側) 焦点面での横方向の光の強度分布
　　　(右側) 焦点方向での光の強度分布

17

(a) (b)

Figure 4.3|  Probability of one-photon and two-photon absorption on a focal plane (a) and 

along propagation direction (b).  Wavelength 780 nm, NA = 1.4.  Figure referred from [10]. 
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4.3 Applications of three-dimensional nanofabrication 

via two-photon absorption 

TPF realizes arbitrary 3D structural fabrication with spatial resolution beyond diffraction 

limit.  Therefore, the TPF has been regarded as a powerful tool for nano/micro 3D fabrications.  

Not only static structures, structures which have mechanical motions can be also fabricated 

Two-photon absorption probability

Polymerization 
threshold

Area of polymerization

Figure 4.4|  A schematic indicating a relation between the two-photon absorption probability 

and the polymerization threshold.  The photo-polymerization occur on the area with the prob-

ability above the threshold. 

In fact, the formula a2=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þb2"I2

inhibition=IS
p

indicates the possi-
bility of the fabrication resolution in the nanoscale. Compared
with the dependence of the linewidth on the inhibition intensity,
a1=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þb1"I4

inhibition=IS
p

, revealed in Fig. 3, the decrease rate of
the two-line resolution is slower upon increasing the intensity of
the inhibition beam, as is reflected by the different power indices
of the inhibition beam intensity in the two formulas. This
difference originates from the re-exposure of the photoresin for
the fabrication of two adjacent lines, which requires higher
intensity of the inhibition beam to suppress the polymerization in
the space between these two lines than the single-line fabrication
case. Further, fabricating more adjacent lines (in Fig. 5) can
degrade the resolution as the exposure dose of the inhibition

beam and the writing beam in a given region grows due to the
repeated scans, which needs to restrain the polymerization
between each line and compensate the consumption of photo-
inhibitors. With an inhibition beam intensity of 2.42mW cm# 2,
the resolution of 90 nm was realized for the fabrication of ten
parallel lines (Fig. 5c,d).

Discussion
As for the two-line resolution in the z direction, a similar
variation trend was revealed with increasing the intensity of the
inhibition beam (Fig. 6). The two-line resolution dependence on
the inhibition intensity is fitted as: resolution in the z direction
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Figure 4 | Two-line resolution measurement. (a) Schematic demonstration of the two-line resolution improvement. Don and Doff represent the
two-line resolution with and without the inhibition laser beam, respectively. The dashed line indicates the threshold of the effective intensity. (b) Two-line
resolution versus the intensity of the inhibition laser beam. The inserted scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image shows two adjacent lines
fabricated with the inhibition laser beam switched off and on, respectively. The insert is the plot of the cross-sectional profile of the inserted SEM
image. The error bars reflect s.d. (c) SEM images of points B, C, D, E, F and G shown in b. (d) The cross-sectional profile of image G in c. Scale bars, 100 nm.
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Figure 5 | Parallel free-standing nanowire fabrication. Scanning electron microscopy images of parallel free-standing nanowires fabricated under the
exposure of the inhibition beam of 0.69mWcm# 2 for a, 1.62mWcm# 2 for b, 2.42mWcm# 2 for c. Scale bars, 150 nm. (d) The graph shows the plot of the
cross-sectional profile along the blue line in c.
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a formula (Supplementary Discussion9,14–17): line width (nm)
¼ a1=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ b1#I4

inhibition=IS
p

with a1¼ 34.48 (nm), b1¼
0.44 ((mW cm$ 2)$ 3) and IS defined as the inhibition beam
saturation intensity. The a1 value varies as the inhibition beam
applied at different energy dose of the writing beam (as shown in
Fig. 3d). The fabrication of lines with width below 50 nm using
higher energy dose of the writing beam and higher inhibition
beam intensity implies a large flexibility of the exposure latitude
of the two beams, which greatly differs from single-beam OBL
requiring critical exposure dose for obtaining small feature
structures. A further analysis shows that the size dependence
determined by a1=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ b1#I4

inhibition=IS
p

with two-beam OBL
holds in the axial direction (Supplementary Fig. S8 and
Supplementary Disscussion).

Resolution improvement with 3D deep sub-diffraction OBL.
Fabrication resolution is a different concept from feature size
studied in Fig. 3 and can be determined by two-line resolution,
which is the minimum centre-to-centre distance between the two
fabricated lines. Though the condition for reducing the feature
size is the necessary but not the sufficient condition for improving
resolution, the realization of 9 nm feature size in two-beam OBL
provides the prerequisite for the fabrication with the two-line
resolution beyond the diffraction limit of the writing beam, as
shown schematically in Fig. 4a. Without the inhibition beam, the

two-line resolution achieved in the experiment is 246 nm (point A
in Fig. 4b), which is approximately the diffraction limit of the
writing beam at the wavelength of 800 nm.

Breaking this resolution limit requires the photo-excitation of a
sufficient quantity of photoinhibitors with the inhibition beam
(Supplementary Fig. S9 and Supplementary Disscussion). The
over-loading of photoinhibitors can compensate the loss of its
concentration caused by the repeated scanning of the doughnut-
shaped inhibition beam during the fabrication. As the intensity
of the inhibition beam increases to 0.57, 1.15, 1.44, 2.02 and
2.31 mW cm$ 2, accompanied with the decreasing linewidth,
the resolution is improved from 246 nm to 205 nm (point B
in Fig. 4b,c), 157 nm (point C in Fig. 4b,c), 117 nm (point D in
Fig. 4b,c), 87 nm (point E in Fig. 4b,c) and 57 nm (point F in
Fig. 4b,c), respectively. The best resolution achieved is 52 nm
(point G in Fig. 4b) with an inhibition beam intensity of
2.42 mW cm$ 2, which is 1/7 of the inhibition beam wavelength
and 1/5 of the resolution as achieved without the inhibition beam,
as shown in Fig. 4d.

Fitting the experimental data (the red curve, which guides the
blue experimental data in Fig. 4b) reveals the resolution depen-
dence on the inhibition intensity: resolution in-plane (nm)¼
a2=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þb2#I2

inhibition=IS
p

with a2¼ 252.07 (nm), b2¼ 2.04
((mW cm$ 2)$ 1). This dependence clearly shows that the
resolution is far beyond the diffraction limit of the writing beam.
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Figure 3 | Feature size measurement. (a) Schematic demonstration of the feature size reduction in single-beam OBL by decreasing the writing laser beam
energy dose to the polymerization degree threshold of the photoresin. The black curve corresponds to the black point in b. The red curve corresponds to the
point A in b. (b) Feature size versus the writing laser beam energy dose for the new resin without the inhibition beam in the experiment. (c) Schematic
illustration of feature size reduction in two-beam OBL by increasing the intensity of the inhibition beam. The effective focal spot profile becomes narrower
by increasing the intensity of the inhibition laser beam with the fixed irradiation intensity of the writing beam. The blue arrow suggests the direction
of increasing the intensity of the inhibition laser beam. (d) Feature size of free-standing lines versus the intensity of the inhibition beam, under the exposure
of the writing beam with different energy doses. The dots with error bars represent the experimental results. Curves guiding the dots are the fitting with

the formula: a=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ b#I4

inhibition=IS

q
. The insert pictures show the scanning electron microscopy images of points A, B, C, D and E with a scale bar of 100 nm.

All the error bars reflect s.d.
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100 nm

In fact, the formula a2=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þb2"I2

inhibition=IS
p

indicates the possi-
bility of the fabrication resolution in the nanoscale. Compared
with the dependence of the linewidth on the inhibition intensity,
a1=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þb1"I4

inhibition=IS
p

, revealed in Fig. 3, the decrease rate of
the two-line resolution is slower upon increasing the intensity of
the inhibition beam, as is reflected by the different power indices
of the inhibition beam intensity in the two formulas. This
difference originates from the re-exposure of the photoresin for
the fabrication of two adjacent lines, which requires higher
intensity of the inhibition beam to suppress the polymerization in
the space between these two lines than the single-line fabrication
case. Further, fabricating more adjacent lines (in Fig. 5) can
degrade the resolution as the exposure dose of the inhibition

beam and the writing beam in a given region grows due to the
repeated scans, which needs to restrain the polymerization
between each line and compensate the consumption of photo-
inhibitors. With an inhibition beam intensity of 2.42mW cm# 2,
the resolution of 90 nm was realized for the fabrication of ten
parallel lines (Fig. 5c,d).

Discussion
As for the two-line resolution in the z direction, a similar
variation trend was revealed with increasing the intensity of the
inhibition beam (Fig. 6). The two-line resolution dependence on
the inhibition intensity is fitted as: resolution in the z direction
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Figure 4 | Two-line resolution measurement. (a) Schematic demonstration of the two-line resolution improvement. Don and Doff represent the
two-line resolution with and without the inhibition laser beam, respectively. The dashed line indicates the threshold of the effective intensity. (b) Two-line
resolution versus the intensity of the inhibition laser beam. The inserted scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image shows two adjacent lines
fabricated with the inhibition laser beam switched off and on, respectively. The insert is the plot of the cross-sectional profile of the inserted SEM
image. The error bars reflect s.d. (c) SEM images of points B, C, D, E, F and G shown in b. (d) The cross-sectional profile of image G in c. Scale bars, 100 nm.
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Figure 5 | Parallel free-standing nanowire fabrication. Scanning electron microscopy images of parallel free-standing nanowires fabricated under the
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cross-sectional profile along the blue line in c.
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100 nm

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.5|  (a) A polymer wire with the diameter 9 nm, (b) adjacent polymer wires, and (c) 

a line profile of them.  Those wires were formed by the TPF with STED.  Figure referred 

from [17]. 
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by the TPF.  Some mechanical structures such as micro-gears and micro-tweezers as have 

been developed to date by the TPF (Figs. 4.6 (a) and (b) [18-21]. 

 Metamaterials are one of the important applications of the TPF [3,6].  In this case, 

silver and gold are mainly applied instead of the resin.  When the focused laser beam illumi-

nates a silver ion solution, these metal ions absorb two photons simultaneously and they are 

reduced to metals.  By scanning the laser spot or the stage, we can obtain arbitrary metal 

structures.  Surfactants have been successfully applied to reduce the roughness of the struc-

tures and improve the spatial resolution around 100 nm.  The metamaterials such as SRRs 

can be thus fabricated by this two-photon metal reduction (Figs. 4.6 (c) and (d)).  This tech-

nique also allows us to stack the SRRs in 3D, which realizes a 3D metamaterial. 

For the field of medical, the TPF has been applied to make a novel medical device 

such as microneedles (Fig. 4.6 (e)) [8,9].  Organic/inorganic hybrid materials have been used 

as the materials of the TPF.  The Organic/inorganic materials are formed via sol-gel formation 

induced by TPF.  The Organic/inorganic materials have higher physical strength than polymer 

because of their organic-inorganic covalent bonds, which is beneficial for micro medical de-

vices.  The young’s modulus of an organic/inorganic material (Ormocer) is around 7.0 GPa 

[8], while that of poly(methyl methacrylate) is around 2.7 GPa [25].   

2!a". In this case, the tweezers are driven as follows: The
laser beam is initially focused on the arm so that the gradient
force of the radiation pressure traps the arm in its equilib-
rium position. Next, the laser beam is shifted from the equi-
librium position, thereby subjecting the trapped arm to an
attractive force. As the laser beam scans in an arc, the attrac-
tive force induces the tweezer arm to follow the locus of the
scanning laser beam at the same speed.

Figure 2!b" shows optical microscope images of micro-
tweezers opened and shut in the rinse. The probe tips were
precisely closed without any gap between them. The position
of the tweezers can be controlled very precisely and easily,
as the position of the probe tip is directly fixed by the focal
position. With electrostatic-type tweezers this is impossible:
as the separation of the two probe tips of the electrostatic-
type tweezers is not proportional to applied voltage, the tips
close suddenly and adhere to each other when a critical ac-
tuating voltage is reached, which makes it much more diffi-
cult to precisely control the position of the electrostatic twee-

zers compared with the optically driven type.15 While the
position control of the tweezers is limited by the positioning
accuracy of the laser beam deflected by galvano scanners, the
galvano scanners are sufficiently accurate to close the probe
tips of the microtweezers. The positioning accuracy of our
current system with closed-loop galvano scanners !GSI Lu-
monics, M2 scanners" is about 15 nm.16 In addition, the force
of the tweezers can be controlled in the order of femto-
Newton by adjusting the trapped position along the arm. We
have already verified the validity of this force control in ex-
periments on the force control of micromanipulators.7

We also propose an effective method of controlling mov-
able micromachines with great freedom of movement. In our
method, we design and fabricate a movable component to
which a dot is attached to focus a laser beam. By scanning
this laser beam focused on the dot, we can control the move-
ment of the components in any motion. This method pro-
vides a simple way to drive a micromachine with great free-
dom of movement by a single laser beam.

The proposed method allows us to drive a microneedle
with two degrees of freedom. Figures 3!a" and 3!b" show a
SEM image and a schematic design of a microneedle. Since
the probe tip of the needle is attached to the slotted arm, this
microneedle can provide translational motion as well as ro-
tational motion. A dot is attached to the end of the slotted
arm. By trapping the dot with a focused laser beam, the
microneedle can be manipulated with the desired motion.
Figures 4!a" and 4!b" show the experimental results of trans-
lational and rotational motions with a microneedle that has a
point of diameter 250 nm. The photographs shown in Fig.
4!a" are sequential images observed at intervals of 1 s. The
distance of translational motion was 6.8 #m. In the experi-

FIG. 1. SEM image of the microtweezers with submicron probe tips fabri-
cated by two-photon microstereolithography.

FIG. 2. Optical drive of the microtweezers. !a" Driving method of the mi-
crotweezers by using a single laser beam. !b" Optical microscope images of
the microtweezers driven in a liquid.

FIG. 3. Optically driven microneedle. !a" SEM image of the microneedle.
!b" Schematic design of the microneedle driven by laser scanning manipu-
lation.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 5. SEM images of movable microstructures fabricated by 3-D direct laser
writing. (a) Microturbine, (b) pair of microgears, and (c) multistage gear.

electrooptic modulator is required to control the laser power in a
real time manner. As an experimental verification, we measured
the maximum rotation speed of a manipulator arm rotated in a

Fig. 6. SEM image of a pair of micromanipulator arms.

Fig. 7. Sequential optical microscopic images of a rotating microturbine
observed at intervals of one second. A wing of the microturbine, marked with
an arrow in each photo, was optically trapped and rotated clockwise by the
circular scanning of a focused laser beam.

Fig. 8. Micromanipulator arm opened and closed by the scanning of a focused
laser beam in an arc.

liquid by scanning a laser beam circularly, while the trapped
position was shifted along the arm.
In low Reynolds number flow, the torque of the arm ( ) is

given by the following equation:

where is the liquid viscosity (1.88 ), is the
viscous drag torque coefficient of the rotating arm and is the
angular velocity. Accordingly, the torque of the arm can be es-
timated by measuring the angular velocity of the arm. Fig. 9
shows the change in the maximum torque (maximum rotation
speed) of the arm as the focus of the laser beam (120 mW) is
shifted. The result verifies that the torque of the micromanipu-
lators is proportional to the turning radius of the laser beam. As

(a)

(b)
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Fig. 2 Frequency dependencies of the change of μeff of the SRRs. 
 

3. Fabrication technique of plasmonic metamaterials 

To create a plasmonic metamaterial structure, the fabrica-
tion technique requires the ability to make arbitrary three-
dimensional metallic structures.  To satisfy this require-
ment, we have proposed a new fabrication technique that 
uses two-photon induced reduction of metallic complex 
ions[4-9]. 

Figure 3 shows a schematic of this two-photon reduc-
tion technique.  A mode-locked Ti:Sapphire laser system 
with a center wavelength of 800 nm, a pulse width of 80 fs, 
and a repetition frequency of 82 MHz was used as a light 
source.  A drop of metal-ion solution was placed on a cover 
slip.  The laser beam was introduced into an inverted mi-
croscope and focused at the interface between the metal-ion 
solution and the cover slip using an oil-immersion objec-
tive lens (60×, NA = 1.42).  When the focused laser beam 
illuminates the metal-ion solution, metal-ions absorb two 
photons simultaneously and they are reduced to the metals.  
Owing to the nonlinear properties of two-photon absorption 
process, only at the laser beam spot this metal reduction 
process occurs and tiny metal particles are created in the 
three-dimensional space.  The focused laser beam was 
scanned in two dimensions (x-y scanning) using a pair of 
galvanometer mirrors, and was also scanned in the longitu-
dinal direction (z-scanning) by translating the objective 
lens using a computer-controlled motor stage installed in 
the microscope.  Because the laser beam scanning area was 
limited by the field view of the objective lens, which is up 
to about 300 μm in diameter, the sample glass substrate 
was mounted on a computer controlled x-y translation stage 
in order to extend the fabrication area. 

 

 
Fig. 3 Schematic of the two-photon reduction technique. 

4. Experimental Results 

Figure 4 shows two-dimensional metallic structures fabri-
cated on the glass substrates.  Fig. 4(a) shows a silver ring 
structure, and Fig. 4(b) shows a gold ring structure with the 
same pattern.  These photographs were taken using a re-
flection optical microscope.  Fig. 4(c) is a scanning elec-
tron micrograph of a magnified portion of the gold ring 
structure, indicated by the rectangle in Fig. 4(b).  The width 
of the gold line was about 0.7 μm; this value was almost 
the same as the diameter of the diffraction-limited focused 
laser beam spot.  Note that no metal deposition was ob-
served when mode-locking of the Ti:Sapphire laser was 
turned off, which substantiates the role of the multiphoton 
process. 

 

 
 

Fig. 4 Double ring structure fabricated on the glass substrate by 
two-photon-induced metal-ion reduction.  (a) Optical 

microscope image of a silver double ring pattern made 
by reduction of an AgNO3 aqueous solution.  (b) A gold 
pattern made by reduction of an HAuCl4 solution.  (c) 

Scanning electron micrograph of a part of the gold ring 
indicated by the rectangle in Fig. (b). 

 
Figure 5 shows the relationship between the size of silver 
voxels and both the laser power and the exposure time.  
Figure 5(a) is a scanning electron micrograph of the silver 
voxels, and Fig. 5(b) shows the dependence of the voxel 
diameter on the exposure time and laser power.  From Fig. 
5(b), we found that as the exposure time increases, the di-
ameter of the reduced metal voxel also increases.  We also 
found that there are two trends in the dependences of the 
voxel diameter on the laser power.  If the laser beam power 
is lower than 6 mW, the increase in diameter is almost line-
arly proportional to the exposure power for each exposure 
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Fig. 6. (a) SEM image of a silver rod array fabricated on a quartz substrate.
The unit-cell dimensions ax and ay were 15 µm, the rod length l was 10 µm,
the rod width w was 1.5 µm, and the distance between two rods g was 4 µm.
(b) Optical setup for measuring the magnetically excited magnetic responses
of the rod pair array by changing the incident angle (θ) of s-polarized light.
(c) Incident angle dependencies of the transmittances of the rod pair array and
the single rod array measured at 18 THz. The insets are the corresponding
transmission spectra measured at θ = 45◦ and SEM images of the unit-cell
structures.

proportional to sinθ. Therefore, by increasing the incident angle
at which the larger magnetic field is introduced, strong magnetic
excitation of the magnetic resonances can be observed.

Fig. 6(c) shows the incident angle dependence of the trans-
mittance for the rod pair array measured at 18 THz. For com-
parison, we also fabricated and measured the single (unpaired)
rod array, which does not form an LC resonant circuit [the inset
in Fig. 6(c)]. The corresponding transmission spectra measured
at θ = 45◦ is also shown in the inset. In the shaded regions
of the spectra, which are irrelevant for our purpose, no valid
data were obtained because of the strong absorption by the
quartz substrate. The transmittances of the two structures were
almost the same, except for an absorption feature centered at
18 THz, which is indicated by the arrow. When the incident an-
gle increases, the transmittance of the single rod array does not
change and remained almost constant at 65%, indicating that the
single rod array does not interact with the magnetic field. On the
other hand, the transmittance of the rod pair array uniformly de-
creases from 70% to 20% as the incident angle increases. Since
the increase of the incident angle leads to an increase of the nor-
mal component of the magnetic field, which interacts with the
rod pair structure, this result directly proves that magnetically
excited magnetic resonances occur in the rod pair array. The
corresponding numerical simulations of the magnetic responses
are described in detail elsewhere [79].

The proposed laser fabrication technique, in principle, can be
applied to 3-D plasmonic metamaterials by replacing an aque-
ous solution with an appropriate host material to support and
stack metallic nanostructures three dimensionally. To demon-

100µm

(b)(a)

Fig. 7. (a) Optical microscope image of gold SRRs fabricated in a Au3+ -
doped PMMA film and (b) its magnified image.

strate this idea, we used a trivalent gold ion (Au3+ )-doped
poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) film as a photoreactive
medium and fabricated 2-D SRR array inside the film. Similar
material system, i.e., metal complex ions in a polymer matrix,
has been explored for the realization of 3-D metallic microstruc-
tures [80]–[82]. Fig. 7 shows an optical microscope image of
the exposed PMMA film. Gold microstructures are supported
inside the PMMA, forming a 3-D metal-dielectric composite. To
apply this fabrication technique to plasmonic metamaterials, a
host medium has to be transparent at 800 nm in wavelength, but
also at the metamaterial’s operating wavelength for the subse-
quent optical measurements. Therefore, a comprehensive survey
of suitable host materials that have a transparent window at spe-
cific wavelengths is highly anticipated for the realization of 3-D
metamaterials. Mass production would be another issue, but may
be solved by combining other promising techniques, such as a
laser beam interference or microlens array techniques [83]–[86].

B. DNA-Templating Mass Production of Gold Trimer Rings
for Large-scale Plasmonic Metamaterials

In contrast to the top-down approach, the bottom-up one al-
lows for high productivity with excellent size uniformity and
controllability, and usually offers fine nanostructures smaller
than one-tenth of the wavelength of the visible light. Among
the bottom-up techniques, the self-assembly of DNAs enables
us to fabricate 1-D, 2-D, and 3-D nanostructures with high fi-
delity owing to the programmable hybridization between the
complementary bases [87]–[90]. Since DNAs with thiol moi-
ety easily bind with gold through a covalent bond, thiolated
single-stranded DNAs and their complimentary DNAs perform
as templates for arranging gold NPs in a particular design.
This technique recently offers high structural controllability
in nanoscale and called DNA template and being applied in
the fabrication of plasmonic nanostructures [91]–[93]. Because
the chemical reactions through the synthesis and hybridiza-
tion of DNAs are fully spontaneous processes, DNA templat-
ing for the fabrication of metallic nanostructures is truly mass
productive.

We have recently demonstrated the mass production of gold
NP trimer rings by using DNA templates, enabling us to
cover a centimeter-scale substrate for large-scale plasmonic
metamaterials. Fig. 8 shows the schematic illustration of the
DNA-templating process [94], [95]. Three different kinds of
DNA-monoconjugated gold NPs are prepared separately as
building blocks. The building block is composed of a gold

(d)

trol coverslips, and three wells in the plate contained the
polymer. The Ormocers materials and the control ma-
terials were placed in plastic Petri dishes and exposed to
ultraviolet-B light on both sides in order to sterilize the
surfaces. They were briefly rinsed in keratinocyte growth
medium-2 (KGM-2) and placed in 6-well plates. Two
microlitres of KGM-2 cell culture medium was placed
in each well. Human epidermal keratinocytes (100,000)
were seeded in each medium-containing well. The me-
dium was changed after 24 h. The cells were then
grown for an additional 48 h. The controls and the
polymers were transferred to new 6-well plates. The
MTT medium (2 mL; 0.5 mg/mL KGM-2 cell culture
medium) was placed on the human epidermal kerati-
nocytes for 3 h. The tetrazolium metabolized within the
mitochondria of viable cells was extracted with isopro-
panol. The extracted solution in each well pipetted into
a new 96-well plate (in duplicate), and absorbance was
determined spectrophotometrically at 550 nm using a
Multiskan RC microplate reader (Labsystems, Helsinki,
Finland).

Results and Discussions

The flexibility of the 2PP process allows rapid
fabrication of microneedles with different designs.
In-plane hollow microneedle arrays and out-of-plane
hollow microneedle arrays in various geometries were
fabricated using 2PP. Figures 2a–2c contain computer
aided design images used for fabrication of in-plane and
out-of-plane microneedles with different aspect ratios.
Figures 2d–2f contain scanning electron micrographs of
Ormocers microneedles that exhibit the geometries
shown in Figs. 2a–2c, respectively. The microneedles
taper linearly from the base to the tip. In addition,
ripple-like features were observed on the walls of the
needles. These ripple-like features were attributed to the
layer-by-layer fabrication approach, and can be elimi-
nated by increasing the number of the layers in these
structures and reducing the distance between the layers
in these structures. The length of the microneedles
(800 mm) would enable use for both delivery of phar-
macologic agents and drawing of blood and/or intersti-
tial fluids. Off-center microneedles were fabricated by
adjusting the position of the channel relative to the
central symmetry axis. The aspect ratio of the micro-
needle was modified by altering the diameter of the mi-
croneedle base. The diameter of the channel was

maintained at a constant value for all of the micronee-
dles. The four openings visible at the base of the needle
were connected to the channel. These openings were
included in the microneedle design in order to promote
the rapid removal of the non-cross-linked material from
the channel during the fabrication step, as one end of
the needle was blocked by the glass coverslip.

The microneedle arrays were tested against
cadaveric porcine adipose tissue in order to examine

Fig. 2. Computer-aided design diagrams of microneedles with (a)
0mm, (b) 1.4 mm, and (c) 20.4 mm pore–needle center
displacement values. Scanning electron micrographs of Ormocers

microneedles with (d) 0mm, (e) 1.4 mm, and (f) 20.4mm pore–
needle center displacement values.
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Figure 4.6|  Applications of TPF.  (a) a micro-gear and (b) a micro-tweezer as mechanical 

structures.  (c) a silver SRR on a glass substrate and (d) a periodic gold SRRs assisted in 

poly(methyl methacrylate) as a host formed by two-photon induced reduction.  (e) a mi-

croneedle made of an organic/inorganic hybrid ceramic.  (f) a 3D photonic crystal.  Figure 

(a)-(f) referred from [18,21,6,3,9,22] respectively. 
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Since the TPF is a universal technique for 3D micro/nano fabrication, it can be ap-

plied for various fields other than the above.  Photonic crystals have been successfully devel-

oped by the TPF (Fig. 4.6 (f)) [22].  Optical memories with the TPF have been also studied 

[23,24]. 

 

Summary 

In this chapter, I introduced fundamentals of a top-down 3D nanofabrication with two-photon 

absorption, TPF.  Two-photon absorption can occur at the center of focus spot of fs pulse laser.  

Through radical photo-polymerization induced by the two-photon absorption, liquid resins 

are solidified only at the center of the focus spot.  The two-photon absorption and existence 

of polymerization threshold realize fabrication resolution beyond diffraction limit, and STED 

technique can be applied to improve the resolution.  The TPF can be applied in various fields 

which need nanofabrication.  Metamaterials are one of the typical applications.  SRRs with 

silver and gold can be fabricated via two-photon reduction. 
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Chapter 5.  

Three-dimensional polymer nanostructures 

formed by two-photon polymerization 

Arbitrary 3D nanostructures can be fabricated by TPF.  On the other hand, phys-

ical properties of nanosize polymers have still remains unclear.  Some properties 

such as elastic moduli, which are one of material constants and should be inde-

pendent of size, possess size dependence.  This is because morphology of the 

polymer molecules can change due to spatial confinement.  In this chapter, I 

discuss size dependent physical properties of polymer nanosprings consist of 

polymer nanowires formed by TPF.  I also show size dependency of molecular 

orientation of the polymer nanowires.  Then, I discuss correlation between the 

physical properties and the molecular orientation. 

 

 

5.1 Size dependent elasticity of polymer nanosprings 

In contrast to the progress on the TPF and its applications as I mentioned in Chapter 4, how-

ever, fundamental characteristics such as mechanical properties of nanosized polymer mate-

rials still have not understood in detail.  Here, I discuss the mechanics of cross-linked 

poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) nanowires formed into coil springs by the TPF.  Hereaf-

ter, I refer the structures as polymer nanosprings.  PMMA has been one of the most widely 

used polymers.  There are some studies about the mechanical properties of PMMA of submi-

cron size [1,2]. 
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Fabrication of polymer nanosprings 

Polymer nanosprings, at first, were formed by the TPF.  Figure 5.1 (a) shows the dimensions 

of the structure.  The coil radius, R, pitch, P, length of the spring, L, and the number of turns, 

N, are 2.5 µm, 2.0 µm, 13 µm, and 4, respectively.  A bead with the radius 1.0 µm is attached 

at one end of the spring.  Figure 5.1 (b) and (c) show a spring with the wire width 400 nm.  

The spring often deform when the wire width is narrower than 420 nm.  Thus, an additional 

support was introduced as shown in Fig. 5.1 (d) to prevent the springs from deforming.  With 

the additional support, nanosprings with a lateral wire width 188 nm at the thinnest point were 

fabricated.  After fabrication, the supports were ablated with either a fs pulsed near-infrared 

(NIR) laser beam or a focused ion beam (FIB).  The nanosprings were free-standing even 
www.nature.com/scientificreports/

2Scientific RepoRts | 5:17152 | DOI: 10.1038/srep17152

Results
Fabrication of coil spring shaped polymer nanowires. We use a DLW technique to fabricate 
nanocoil springs made of cross-linked PMMA (see Methods for more details). Figure  1a shows the 
dimensions of the spring. The coil radius, R, pitch, P, length of the spring, L, and the number of turns, 
N, are 2.5 µ m, 2.0 µ m, 13 µ m, and 4, respectively. One end of the spring is attached to a bead of 1.0 µ m 
radius. Figure 1b,c display one of the springs, with a wire width of 400 nm. An additional support was 
introduced, as shown in Fig. 1d, to prevent the springs from collapsing, when the wire width was nar-
rower than 420 nm (Supplementary Fig. S-2). Owing to the additional support, springs with a lateral wire 
width as low as 188 nm at the thinnest point were fabricated (Fig. S-2). After fabrication, the supports 
were ablated using either a femtosecond pulsed near-infrared (NIR) laser beam or a focused ion beam 
(FIB). The springs were free-standing even after the removal of the supports, as shown in Fig. 1a–c. They 
exhibited properties of stretch, compress, bend, and recover, against forces applied through a manipula-
tor, clearly indicating that the spring behaves as a conventional spring (Fig. 1e–i and Movie S1).

Compression tests of coil springs. The nanomechanics of the springs were quantitatively charac-
terized through compression tests. We fabricated vertically standing springs with the sizes as described 
above (see Methods for more details). Figure 2a shows one of the springs that stably and vertically stands 
without any distortion and bend. Compression tests were carried out on this spring using an atomic 
force microscope (AFM), as illustrated in Fig.  2b (see also Methods). It should be noted here that we 
deliberately press the spring with the flat surface of the cantilever, not with the tip apex, aiming to exert 
a force uniaxially to the spring and to avoid deformation of the bead. The cantilever moved downward 
(upward) for 1600 nm, corresponding to a monotonic load (unload) in compression. Figure 2c shows a 
representative force curve that records the applied force on the cantilever with respect to the cantilever 
position. The force curve shows two slopes, which are divided at a position of z =  − 840 nm where the tip 
apex contacts to the glass substrate: (i) moderate slope in the range of z =  0 (initial position) to − 840 nm, 

Figure 1. Polymer nanocoil springs fabricated by DLW through TPP lithography. (a) Schematic showing 
the dimensions of a polymer nanocoil spring. The coil radius, R, pitch, P, length of the spring, L, and the 
number of turns, N, are 2.5 µ m, 2.0 µ m, 13 µ m, and 4, respectively. (b,c) SEM images of a polymer nanocoil 
spring. (b,c) are top and perspective views, respectively. (d) SEM image of a nanocoil spring supported by an 
additional polymer pole. (e–i) FIB images of the spring before loaded (e), stretched (f), compressed (g), bent 
(h), and recovered (i). All scale bars are 2 µ m.

Figure 5.1|  Polymer nanosprings fabricated by TPF.  (a) A schematic showing the dimen-

sions of the polymer nanosprings.  (b), (c) Top and perspective SEM images of a polymer 

nanosprings, respectively.  (d) SEM image of a nanospring with an additional support at the 

right side of a bead.  (e)-(i) FIB images of the nanospring before loaded (e), stretched (f), 

compressed (g), bent (h), and recovered (i).  All scale bars are 2µm.  
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after the removal of the supports, as shown in Figs. 5.1 (a)-(c).  They showed properties of 

stretch, compress, bend, and recover against forces applied through a manipulator, which in-

dicates that the spring behaves as a conventional spring (Figs. 5.1 (e)-(i)).  

 

Compression of polymer nanosprings 

To understand mechanical properties of polymer nanosprings, compression experiments of 

the springs were conducted.  Vertically standing springs were prepared with the sizes as de-

scribed above (the details appear in Appendix of this chapter).  Figure 5.2 (a) shows a nan-

ospring that stably and vertically stands without distortion and destruction.  An atomic force 

microscope (AFM) were utilized for the compression experiments.  Figure 5.2 (b) shows the 

procedure of the compression (see also Appendix).  Note that the flat surface of the cantilever 

was used for pressing the nanosprings, not with the tip apex to put a force uniaxially to the 

spring and to avoid deformation of the bead.  Figure 5.2 (c) shows a force curve that records 

the applied force on the cantilever with respect to the cantilever position.  The force curve 

shows two slopes: (i) moderate slope in the range of z = 0 (initial position) to -840 nm where 

the cantilever contacts the spring alone (Fig. 5.2 (c), inset), and (ii) steep slope in the range 

of z = -840 to -1600 nm where the cantilever contacts both the spring and the glass substrate.  

There is no hysteresis on the moderate slope, which indicates no plastic deformation of the 

spring during the experiments.  The moderate slope also indicates that the nanospring follows 

a linear response against the applied force, which also indicates that the nanospring obeys 

Hooke’s law.  In this moderate slope region, therefore, the system can be regarded as a series 

of two springs (Fig. 5.2 (d)).  The spring constant of the nanospring /s is given by the next 

equation 

   

 /s = (1/ − 1/0)−1 , (5.1) 

   
where / is an equivalent spring constant of the two springs.  / is calculated as 0.10 N/m by 

fitting the moderate slope with a linear function.  /0 is a spring constant of the AFM cantilever 

13 N/m.  By repeating compression tests on the same spring for more than 10 times, the 
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average spring constant with the standard deviation was obtained.  Since there is no plastic 

deformation of the spring, the compression tests are reproducible.  

 

www.nature.com/scientificreports/
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in which the cantilever contacts the spring alone (Fig.  2c, inset); and (ii) steep slope in the range of 
z =  − 840 to − 1600 nm, in which the cantilever contacts both the spring and the glass substrate. The 
force curve shows no hysteresis on the moderate slope, indicating no plastic deformation of the spring 
during the test. The moderate slope also gives a clear indication that even the nanocoil spring follows a 
linear-response against the applied force, namely, the nanocoil spring abides by Hooke’s law. Therefore, 
in this moderate slope region, the system can be regarded as a series of two springs (Fig. 2d), and the 
spring constant of the coil spring, ks, is given by Equation (1);

= ( / − / ) ( )−k k k1 1 1s c
1

where k is an equivalent spring constant of the two springs. k is calculated by fitting the moderate slope 
with a linear function, to be 0.10 N/m. kc is a spring constant of the AFM cantilever, which is 13 N/m 
after calibration using the effective length of the cantilever. By repeating compression tests on the same 
spring for more than 10 times, the average spring constant with the standard deviation is obtained, for 
example 0.10 ±  0.01 N/m. There is no plastic deformation of the spring, and thus the compression tests 
are reproducible.

Figure 2. Compression tests on polymer nanocoil springs using an AFM. (a) SEM image of a vertically 
free-standing polymer nanocoil spring. The scale bar is 5 µ m. (b) Procedure showing a compression test 
using AFM. (c) A representative force curve taken from one of the springs showing the applied force on  
the cantilever with respect to the position. The annotations in the graph correspond to the illustrations in 
(b). Inset to (c) The enlarged graph in the region of 0 to − 800 nm showing a moderate linear slope.  
(d) Illustration showing the system regarded as a series of two springs. ks and kc represent the spring 
constant of the polymer spring and that of the AFM cantilever (13 N/m), respectively.

Figure 5.2|  Compression experiments of polymer nanosprings with AFM.  (a) A SEM image 

of a vertically free-standing polymer nanospring. The scale bar is 5 µm.  (b) The procedure 

of compression using  the AFM.  (c) A force curve obtained from a spring showing the applied 

force on the cantilever with respect to the position.  The annotations in the graph correspond 

to the schematic of (b).  The inset in (c) is an enlarged graph in the region of 0 to -800 nm 

showing a moderate slope.  (d) A schematic showing the system regarded as a series of two 

springs.  /s and /0 are the spring constant of the polymer spring and that of the AFM canti-

lever, respectively. 
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Size effect on elastic modulus of polymer nanosprings 

The spring constant /s with different wire radius J was investigated to deeply understand the 

physical properties of polymer nanosprings.  J is defined as J = √JlJv , where Jl and Jv are 

lateral and vertical radii.  These were measured from SEM images of a set of straight nan-

owires (Figs. 5.3 (a) and (b)).  By fabricating nanowires with different laser intensity, J as a 

function of the laser intensity was obtained (Fig. 5.3 (c)).  The error bars describe non-uni-

formity of wire width, and the solid lines are fitting curves [3].  The compression experiments 

were carried out with several coil springs with different J in the range of 350 to 550 nm.  

Figure 5.3 (d) shows /s as a function of J, showing that /s increases as J decreases.  The 

spring constant is theoretically described as follow 

   
 /s = <J44At3 , (5.2) 

   
where < is the shear modulus of the material, and the coil radius t = 2.5 µm, the number of 

turns A  = 4, respectively [4].  Using Eq. (5.2) with the value of < of bulk cross-linked 

PMMA (0.29 GPa, see Appendix), the theoretical spring constant also is available in Fig. 5.3 

(d).  The error bars in vertical axis describe standard deviation of measurements for each 

spring.  There is a gap between the experimental results and the theoretical curve, which de-

rives from the size effect on <.  To calculate < of the polymer nanowires, the size-dependent 

spring constant was substituted to the Eq. (5.2) with the parameters t = 2.5 µm and A  = 4.  

Figure 5.3 (e) shows < as a function of J and an exponential fitting curve.  The shear modulus < increases as decreasing in wire radius J.  Note that relatively wider nanowires around 500 

nm still exhibit a greater value of < compared to bulk systems.  
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5.2 Raman analysis of polymer nanowires 

Actually, the same trend of the size dependence has been found in many polymer nanowires 

other than PMMA: polystyrene [5], nylon 6.6 nanofibers [6], polyacrylonitrile nanofibers [7], 

www.nature.com/scientificreports/
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Size dependent nanomechanics of polymer nanowires. To provide further insight on the 
nanomechanics of the polymer material, we investigated ks with different wire radius, r. r is defined as  
r =  (rl * rv)1/2, where rl and rv are lateral and vertical radii, which were measured from a set of straight 
nanowires through scanning electron microscopy (SEM) observations (Fig. 3a,b). By fabricating nanow-
ires with different laser intensity, r as a function of the laser intensity was obtained (Fig. 3c). The error 
bars represent non-uniformity of wire width, and the solid lines represent fitting curves23. We fabricated 
18 coil springs with different r in the range of 350 to 550 nm, and performed the compression tests on 
those springs. Figure 3d presents ks as a function of r, showing that ks increases with decreasing r. Here, 
the spring constant is theoretically described by Equation (2)21:

= / )k Gr NR4 2s
4 3

where G is the shear modulus of the material that is defined as the ratio of shear stress to shear strain, 
and the coil radius R =  2.5 µ m, the number of turns N =  4, respectively. Using Equation (2) with the 
value of G of bulk sized cross-linked PMMA (0.29 GPa, see Methods), the theoretical spring constant is 
also provided in Fig. 3d. The error bars in vertical axis represent standard deviation of n =  10 measure-
ments for each spring. There is a large gap between the experimental results and the theoretical curve, 
which derives from the size effect on G. To calculate G of the polymer nanowires, we substituted the 

Figure 3. Size dependent nanomechanics of polymer nanocoil springs. (a,b) SEM images of a nanowire 
from top (a) and 45° views (b). Wire radii in lateral, rl, and in vertical, rv, are measured through SEM 
observation. Scale bars are 1 µ m. (c) Wire radius, r (red), rl (blue), and rv (green) as a function of laser 
intensity. (d) Spring constant, ks, as a function of r, measured (symbols) and theory using bulk shear 
modulus, 0.29 GPa (solid line). (e) G of polymer nanowires in coil springs as a function of r.

Figure 5.3|  Size dependent elasticity of polymer nanosprings.  (a), (b) SEM images of a 

nanowire from top (a) and tilted (45 degrees) views (b).  Wire radii in lateral Jl and in vertical Jv are measured through SEM observation.  Scale bars are 1 µm.  (c) Wire radius J (red), Jl 
(blue), and Jv (green) as a function of laser intensity.  (d) Spring constant /s as a function of 

J measured (red symbols) and theory using bulk shear modulus (solid line).  (e) < of polymer 

nanowires in coil springs as a function of J. 
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polypyrrole nanotubes [8], poly(2-acrylamido-2-methyl-1-propanesulfonic acid) nanofibers 

[9], and polyvinyl alcohol fibers [10].  There are several possible mechanisms of the size 

dependence: surface chain orientations [5], core/densely-packed-shell formation [10], and su-

pramolecular structure formation [6].  

 As a possible factor for the size-dependence, I investigated alignment of polymer 

chain networks in cantilevered nanowires with different wire radii J using polarized micro-

Raman spectroscopy (the details appear in Appendix).  Polarized Raman spectra were meas-

ured with a different polarization angle Y between the polarization of the Raman excitation 

laser beam and the wire axis.  Figure 5.4 (a) shows a Raman spectrum taken from a cantile-

vered nanowire whose wire radius Jl is 356 nm (Fig. 5.4 (b)) with a polarization angle Y = 0°.  

The liquid resin for the TPF includes four materials: methyl methacrylate (MMA) as a mon-

omer, a cross-linker (CL), a photo-initiator (PI), and a photo-sensitizer (PS) (the detail de-

scribed in Appendixes).  Raman spectra from these materials are also shown in Appendixes.  

A peak at 545 cm-1 from PMMA can be assigned to C-C-C skeletal in-plane deformation 

oscillation mode [11-15].  I applied this peak for evaluation of molecular orientation in poly-

mer wires.  In fact, however, another broad peak from the CL overlaps on the peak of C-C-C 

skeletal oscillation of PMMA.  I thus took average peak intensity of the peak between 535-

www.nature.com/scientificreports/
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radius. Polarized Raman spectroscopy measurements show that polymer chains are aligned in nanowires, 
which may lead to the enhancement in the elasticity. In addition, we also demonstrated that the DLW 
enables one to characterize mechanical properties of free-standing, namely substrate-free, polymer nano-
structures of which the size is precisely controlled. Thus, the DLW is useful not only for nanofabrication 
but also characterization of nanosized materials. Our work provides insight into the nanomechanics of 
polymer materials fabricated by DLW, which paves the way for further applications based on nanosized 
polymer materials.

Methods
Sample preparation. An UV-curable resin was prepared by mixing methyl methacrylate (MMA, 
Wako), cross-linker (DPE-6A, Kyoeisha Chemical Co., Ltd.), photo-initiator (Benzil, Wako), and pho-
to-sensitizer (2-benzyl-2-(dimethylamino)-4′-morpholinobutyrophenon, Aldrich), at a ratio of 49, 49, 
1.0, and 1.0 wt%, respectively (see Table S1 in Supplementary information). The resin exhibits strong 
absorption in the UV region, but no absorption in the visible or NIR regions (Fig. S-1).

Figure 4. Polarized Raman microspectroscopy on polymer nanowires. (a) Raman spectrum of a 
nanowire, whose wire radius is 356 nm. Inset to (a) A magnified Raman spectrum around the peak at 
545 cm− 1. (b) Illustration of a cantilevered nanowire on the polymer wall. Inset to (b) Top view of a 
cantilevered nanowire. θ is defined as an angle between the polarization of the Raman excitation laser beam 
and the wire axis. Scale bar is 1 µ m. (c) Raman peak intensity ratio of I540 to I1590 as a function of the angle 
θ taken from a wire, whose radius is 356 nm, and polymer wall (bulk) Solid line represents a fitting curve 
using Equation (3). (d) S, which represents strength of the alignment, as a function of wire radius. The 
dotted line represents S for bulk systems.

Figure 5.4|  (a) Raman spectrum of a nanowire, whose wire radius is 356 nm.  The inset to 

(a) is a magnified Raman spectrum around the peak at 545 cm-1.  (b) A cantilevered nanowire 

on the polymer wall.  The inset to (b) is a top view of a cantilevered nanowire.  Y is defined 

as an angle between the polarization of the Raman excitation laser beam and the wire axis.  

Scale bar is 1 µm. 
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555 cm-1 on behalf of Lorentzian fitting analysis at 545 cm-1.  Before this analysis of the peak 

at 545 cm-1, this peak was normalized by a peak at 1590 cm-1 assigned to stretch oscillation 

mode of C=C in benzene circle which was included in the PI or the PS. 

  

Polarization angular dependence of C-C-C skeletal peak 

The peak intensity of C-C-C skeletal in-plane deformation oscillation mode in PMMA at 545 

cm-1 has dependence on polarization angle of incident light.  When PMMA C-C-C chains in 

polymer wires have particular orientations, the peak intensity should have particular polari-

zation angular dependence.  On the other hand, if not have particular orientations meaning 

that C-C-C chains have random orientation in the wires, the peak intensity should be inde-

pendent on polarization angle.  In this research, therefore, I investigated polarization angular 

dependence of the peak intensity from C-C-C skeletal oscillation mode.  I also compared the 

polarization angular dependence along wire radii.  The peak intensity from benzene circle at 

1590 cm-1 I utilized to normalize the peak intensity from C-C-C chain in PMMA was inde-

pendent on polarization angle.   

As a result, a polarization angular dependence was appeared on the normalized peak 

intensity of PMMA C-C-C skeletal chain at 545 cm-1 when the radius of polymer wire was 

relatively small.  On the other hand, the polarization angular dependence became to be rela-

tively weak as the radius increased.  Moreover, the polymer support wall as a bulk reference 

did not show polarization angular dependence on the peak intensity (Fig. 5.5). 

This behavior of the polarization angular dependence can be described by a theoreti-

cal function shown as below [16] 

   
 u\\(Y) = u0(u\\0 + u\\2 cos 2Y + u\\4 cos 4Y) . (5.3) 

   
By fitting analysis of those experimental results shown in Fig. 5.5 with this theoretical func-

tion, information about molecular orientations in polymer wires can be obtained.  The detail 

of the theoretical approach is described from the next section. 
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5.3 Molecular orientation analysis of polymer nanowires 

From here, derivation and physical meanings of the theoretical fitting function described as 

Eq. (5.3) will be explained.  Basically, the theoretical function can be derived from coordinate 

transformation of second rank tensor. 

  

Figure 5.5|  Normalized intensity of 532 cm-1 peak along polarization angle obtained from  

polymer nanowires with radii 120 nm (a), 180 nm (b), 210 nm (c), 250 nm (d), 470 nm (e), 

and wall (f) as a reference.  Each plot and error bar describe average intensity and standard 

deviation of accumulation at 3 or 5 times.  Results of fitting analysis are shown by solid lines.  

The range of vertical axis is fixed to 0.4. 
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Derivation of theoretical fitting function 

Before deriving the theoretical function, I explain some assumptions regarding formation of 

molecules of polymer wires.  (ⅰ) All the molecules should have homogeneous distribution 

in polymer wires [16,17].  (�) Orientation distribution of all the molecular structural units 

have orthotropic symmetry, uniaxial symmetry or isotropic, which means polymer wires are 

orthotropic, uniaxial with an axis to longitudinal direction, or isotropic.  In this research, I 

assume that the structural units have uniaxial symmetrical orientation distribution or isotropic 

orientation distribution.  This is because cross-linked PMMA is non-crystalline, hence the 

structural units are individual chain segments and surely have random orientation around lon-

gitudinal direction of the wires [16].  (�) Axes of Raman tensor should be coincident with 

axes of structural unit.  In fact, the axes of Raman tensor do not necessarily coincide with 

those of structural unit.  Therefore, another coordinate system for Raman tensor is needed 

against that for structural unit, and these two coordinate systems are related by Euler angle.  

However, in practice, most of the previous studies assume that the Raman tensor axes are 

coincident with the structural unit axes to reduce the number of parameters [16,18-20].  

 In the case of non-resonant Raman scattering (Placzek’s approximation of polariza-

bility), Raman tensor (or polarizability tensor) is regarded as second rank real symmetric ten-

sor [21,22].  Therefore, such a second rank tensor a can be diagonalized with three unit ei-

genvectors v3′ , v4′ , v\′  which are orthogonal with each other, and three corresponding eigen-

values x3′ , x4′ , x\′  described as below, 

   

 

yv3′ = x3′v3′  , yv4′ = x4′v4′  , yv\′ = x\′v\′  , (5.4) 

 -−zy- = [
x3′ 0 00 x4′ 00 0 x\′] , (5.5) 

   
here 

   

 y = [
x33 x34 x3\x43 x44 x4\x\3 x\4 x\\]  ,   x34 = x43 ,   x3\ = x\3 ,   x4\ = x\4 , (5.6) 

 
- = [v3′ v4′ v\′] , 

|v3′| = |v4′| = |v\′| = 1 ,   v3′ ⊥ v4′ ⊥ v\′  . 
(5.7) 
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When these orthogonal eigenvectors are set as a rectangular coordinate system, the eigenval-

ues can be regarded as components of the diagonalized tensor along each axis.  Furthermore, 

such a second rank tensor has orthotropic symmetry (x3′ ≠x4′ ≠x\′), uniaxial symmetry 

(x3′ = x4′ , x4′ ≠x\′), or spherical symmetry (x3′ = x4′ = x\′). 

 From here, I explain the experimental system of polarized micro-Raman spectros-

copy I used.  As shown in Fig. 5.6, a rectangular coordinate system 3 −4 −\ is defined.  Lon-

gitudinal axis of polymer wire is located in 4 −\ plane.  Furthermore, another rectangular 

coordinate system 3′ −4′ −\′ which corresponds to three orthogonal eigenvectors v3′ , v4′ , 

v\′  of the second rank tensor a is defined with regard to the wire.  3′ −4′ −\′ system can 

rotate around 3′ (3) axis and 0 −\′ makes a variable angle Y with 0 −\′ (Actually I rotated 

polarization of incident and scattered light, not the sample.  However, this work is equivalent 

to sample rotation.).  Incident light and scattered light pass along 0 −3′ (0 −3) axis. 

 On an irradiated area of incident light, under the assumption (�) and (�), the aver-

age of Raman tensor from a molecular oscillation can be described on 3′ −4′ −\′ system as 

below, 

   

 y3′−4′−\′̅̅ ̅̅ = ⎣⎢⎢
⎡x3′̅ 0 00 x4′̅ 00 0 x\′̅⎦⎥⎥

⎤
 , (5.8) 

   

Figure 5.6|  The definition of a rectangular coordinate system regarding polymer wires. 
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where x3′̅  is equal to x4′̅  because the wires are assumed to be uniaxial or isotropic.  In this 

experimental system, the components of 3 −4 −\ system regarding y3′−4′−\′̅̅ ̅̅ is given with 

a rotation matrix around 3′ axis �3′  by the next equation 

   

 

y3−4−\̅ = �3′y3′−4′−\′̅̅ ̅̅�3′>  , 
�3′ = [1 0 00 cos Y −sin Y0 sin Y cos Y ] . 

(5.9) 

   
Equation (5.9) is a definition of coordinate transformation of second rank tensor.  Here the 

amplitude of Raman scattering corresponding to components of the tensor x'�  is described as 

below, 

   

 ='(%) = 0�!sO ∑ x'�
\

�= 3 =�0(%0) cos(%O + C) . (5.10) 

   
where ='(%) is the ith component of the electric vector of the scattered light, and =�0(%0) is 
the maximum value of the jth component of the electric vector of the incident light.  It is 

assumed that Raman scattering is incoherent, so the phase angle C is assumed to be random.  

From Eq. (6), Raman scattering intensity us is given by the following equation in considera-

tion of the polarization directions of the incident and scattered light, 

   

 
us =  u0|�sy3−4−\̅�'|2 , 

�s = �' = (0, 0, 1) (polarized in \ axis) , 
(5.11) 

   
where u0 is a constant depending on instrumental factors and the incident light intensity.  �s 
and �' describe the polarization direction of scattered and incident light, and both directions 

take \ axis in this experimental system.  From Eq. (5.9) and Eq. (5.11), the theoretical fitting 

function can be derived as below 

   
 u\\(Y) = u0(u\\0 + u\\2 cos 2Y + u\\4 cos 4Y) , (5.3) 

 

u\\0 = 18 (3x4′̅2 + x4′̅x\′̅ + 3x\′̅ 2) , 
u\\2 = 12 (x\′̅2 −x4′̅ 2) , 
u\\4 = 18 (x4′̅ −x\′̅)2 . 

(5.13) 
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Molecular orientation analysis of polymer nanowires 

The theoretical fitting function was derived as Eq. (5.3) in the last section, and each parameter u\\0 , u\\2 , and u\\4  is related to components of the average of Raman tensor y3′−4′−\′̅̅ ̅̅.  I fo-

cused on the equation of u\\4, and deformed it as below, 

   
 x\′̅ −x4′̅ = 2√2u\\4 ,   (∵ x\′̅ ≥ x4′̅) . (5.14) 

   
Equation (5.14) describes the difference of magnitude between x4′̅  and x\′̅ .  When the right 

side is not 0, y3′−4′−\′̅̅ ̅̅ is uniaxial symmetry because x3′̅  is equal to x4′̅ .  When the right side 

goes to 0, on the other hand, y3′−4′−\′̅̅ ̅̅ is isotropic.  When there is uniaxial molecular orien-

tation distribution in polymer wires, in other words, the right side is not 0.  Whereas if the 

molecules have random distribution, the right side is to 0. 

 By fitting analysis of the experimental results with Eq. (5.3) described in the last 

section, the value u\\4  in the case of the peak form C-C-C skeletal oscillation of PMMA was 

obtained per each polymer wire.  The value x\′̅ −x4′̅  in the case of the C-C-C skeletal oscil-

lation of PMMA was thus compared along wire radius (Fig. 5.7).  Looking down in Fig. 5.7, 

it can be found that the value x\′̅ −x4′̅  tends to increase as wire radius decreases.  In regard 

to the support wall as a bulk reference, fitting analysis was not able to be conducted correctly, 

because the peak intensity is almost independent on polarization angle as shown in Fig. 5.5.  

Figure 5.7|  The value x\′̅ −x4′̅  of the average of Raman tensor regarding C-C-C skeletal 

oscillation of PMMA against the radius of polymer wire. 
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The value x\′̅ −x4′̅  in the case of the support wall, therefore, was not able to be obtained, but 

the value must be close to 0. 

 

 As a result, stronger uniaxial molecular orientation exists in the case of polymer wires 

with smaller radii.  However, it should be noted that the value x\′̅ −x4′̅  in the case of perfect 

uniaxial molecular orientation has not been known yet.  Therefore, molecular orientation de-

gree was not able to quantitatively obtained in this study. 

 

Summary 

Polymer nanosprings consist of polymer nanowires were formed by TPF.  The nanosprings 

behaved as conventional spring.  Force curve of the springs was measured with AFM canti-

lever.  Spring constant and elastic modulus of the springs along radius of the nanowires.  The 

elastic modulus depended on the wire radius.  Molecular orientation of the nanowires was 

studied with polarized micro-Raman analysis.  Intensity of a peak derived from C-C-C oscil-

lation of PMMA had a dependence upon polarization angle.  The wires with small radii had 

the dependence clearly.  An analysis of averaged Raman tensor of the C-C-C oscillation indi-

cated that stronger uniaxial molecular orientation existed in the wires with smaller radii.  The 

molecular orientation can be one of origins of the size dependent physical properties of the 

nanosprings. 

 

 

Appendixes 

UV curable resin preparation 

Methyl methacrylate (MMA) (Wako), cross-linker (DPE-6A) (Kyoeisha Chemical Co., Ltd.), 

photo-initiator (Benzil) (Wako), and photo-sensitizer (2-benzyl-2-(dimethylamino)-4′-mor-

pholinobutyrophenon) (Aldrich) were mixed with a ratio of 49:49:1:1 wt% respectively (Tab. 

A5.1).  The resin exhibited strong absorption in the UV region, but no absorption in the visible 

or NIR regions (Fig. A5.1). 
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Polymer nanospring fabrication 

Figure A5.2 shows the optical setup for TPF.  A Ti:sapphire femtosecond pulse laser (center 

wavelength 780 nm, pulse width 100 fs, repetition rate 82MHz) (Tsunami, Spectra-Physics) 

was used as the light source.  The laser beam was focused through an oil-immersion objective 

lens (100×, NA 1.4) (Zeiss) onto the UV-curable resin casted on a glass substrate which was 

placed on a three dimensional piezoelectric stage.  The stage moved the resin relative to the 

focus spot according to preprogrammed patterns.  The typical laser intensity used in this study 

was 21 mW/µm2, and the exposure time was kept constant at 4 msecs at each step.  The wire 

widths were controlled by laser intensity.  After the structures were fabricated, unsolidified 

Table S1 | Chemical structure and recipe of materials. 

 

 

Figure S-1 | Absorption spectrum of the prepared UV-curable resin. 

 

Fabrication of the thinnest polymer nanocoil springs.  

We investigate how narrow the nanowires can be formed into a coil spring shape.  

Figure S-2 shows the lateral wire widths of the springs as a function of laser power.  

We found that the durability of the structure increases as the wire becomes wider, as 
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Figure S-1 | Absorption spectrum of the prepared UV-curable resin. 
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Figure A5.1|  Absorption spectrum of prepared UV-curable resin. 
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resin was washed away using ethanol.  The ethanol also was further replaced with supercriti-

cal CO2 fluid and then dried in Supercritical Rinser & Dryer (SCRD4, Rexxam Co., Ltd.), 

preventing the structures from collapsing during the dry process.  Ablation of additional sup-

ports was carried out using either a NIR femtosecond pulsed laser or a FIB (FB2200, Hitachi 

High-Tech).  

Vertically standing coil springs were obtained as follows. The springs, which are the 

same dimensions as Fig. 5.1 (a), were fabricated on a polymer wall of 50µm length, 2.8µm 

thickness, and 15µm height.  The wall was subsequently pushed down using a manipulator in 

FIB, and fixed onto the glass substrate by carbon deposition.  The springs stably stood in 

vertical direction without any distortion and bend.  

 

Figure A5.2|  Optical setup of TPF. 
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Compression with AFM 

Compression tests on the vertically standing springs were conducted using an AFM (SPA-

400, SII NanoTechnology Inc.) and an AFM cantilever (15 N/m, SI-DF20, SII NanoTechnol-

ogy Inc.).  The procedure of the compression test is shown in Fig. 5.2 (b).  (i) the cantilever 

is initially set so that the cantilever was in contact with the bead of the spring.  (ii) the canti-

lever compresses the spring but the cantilever tip does not contact the substrate.  (iii) the tip 

contacts the glass substrate, and (iv) the cantilever returns to the initial position.  The effective 

length of the cantilever, where the bead was in contact with the cantilever, was ~195 µm, 

while the total length of the cantilever was 225µm.  This results in calibration of the spring 

constant to be 13 N/m.  The cantilever moved downward for 1600 nm, exerting monotonically 

increasing compression on the spring, and then back to the initial position (Fig. 5.2 (b)).  A 

force curve was recorded during the cycle with a measurement duration of a few seconds (Fig. 

5.2 (c)).  

 

Tensile tests on bulk sized cross-linked PMMA  

Cross-linked PMMA films were prepared from the same UV-curable resin described above 

under UV lamp illumination.  The tensile tests, which were conducted in Japan Chemical 

Innovation and Inspection Institute, measured the Young’s modulus E and Poisson’s ratio ν 

as 813 MPa and 0.42 respectively.  Therefore, the bulk shear modulus G is obtained as 0.29 

GPa with the next equation  

   
 < = =2(1 + �) . (5.14) 

   
This value was used for discussion. 

 

Polarized micro-Raman analysis 

A set of cantilevered nanowires with wire radius between 120 to 470 nm were fabricated on 

polymer walls.  Alignment of polymer chain networks in the wires were investigated with 

polarized micro-Raman spectroscopy using a Raman microscope (Raman-11, Nanophoton 

Corp.).  Figure A5.3 shows the optical setup of the Raman microscope.  The excitation laser 

beam with a wavelength of 532 nm was linearly polarized with a polarizer, and focused onto 

the wires through an objective lens (100×, NA 0.9, Nikon).  The polarization direction was 
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controlled with a half-wave plate placed between the objective lens and the polarizer.  Raman 

scattering was collected by the same objective lens, and the polarization direction was rotated 

to be the same direction as that of the incident light after passing through the half-wave plate.  

Background signal of each Raman spectrum was subtracted with fifth polynomial function 

fitting [23-25]. 

 

Raman spectrum of polymer materials 

Raman spectra of materials for the UV curable resin is shown in Fig. A5.4.  A peak of PMMA 

at 545 cm-1 is assigned to the C-C-C skeletal mode in PMMA, and a peak at 1595 cm-1 is 

assigned to stretch oscillation mode of C=C in benzene circle in the PI and PS [11-15]. 

Figure A5.3|  Optical setup of Polarized micro-Raman analysis. 
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Conclusion 

 

 

Through this thesis, I discussed a bottom-up optical 3D production of silver nanodendrites as 

a subwavelength structure and possibility of them as a metamaterial.  I also discussed a top-

down optical 3D nanofabrication which was contrasting to the bottom-up method, and phys-

ical properties of polymer nanostructures fabricated by the top-down method. 

 In Chapter 1, I defined a metamaterial as an assembly of intendedly produced sub-

wavelength structures which simultaneously respond with both electric and magnetic fields.  

Then, I provided an overview of the metamaterials: principles, a brief history, applications, 

and production methods especially with bottom-up approaches.  After that, I explained pos-

sibility of the silver nanodendrites as a bottom-up metamaterial operating in broad areas 

around optical region.  I also showed some precedents of the metamaterials with dendritic 

structures. 

 In Chapter 2, I explained a principle of dendrite growth based on statistical thermo-

dynamics.  Inhomogeneity of concentration gradient of solutes is the essence for the dendrite 

growth.  Balance between diffusion of the solutes and velocity of crystal growth is important 

for the concentration gradient formation.  I also provided an overview of precedents regarding 

silver nanodendrites.  Then, I described a method of optical 3D growth of the silver nanoden-

drites via plasmon resonance heating which I developed.  I also described nondestructive 

extraction of the structure of the nanodendrites with results.  I also discussed structural char-

acteristics among experimental parameters: laser power, interfacial tension and viscosity of 

solvents, cooling temperature, and concentration of silver ion and a reductant.  These param-

eters were able to be optimized for the dendrite growth. 

 In Chapter 3, I discussed electromagnetic responses of silver nanodendrites with 

FDTD analysis.  A model of the dendrites showed a peak in infrared region on its scattering 

spectrum.  Parts composed of adjacent branches of the dendrites were able to act as SRRs, 

allowing them to have electromagnetic induction at the peak.  Permittivity, permeability, and 

refractive index originated from a nanodendrite model were discussed.  Negative permeability 

and negative refractive index appeared.  Appearance of the peak differed among geometry 
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parameters of the model.  Also, electromagnetic response of the model differed with incident 

directions. 

 In Chapter 4, I introduced a top-down fabrication method of 3D nanostructures via 

two-photon absorption; TPF.  The TPF realizes arbitrary 3D structural fabrication with spatial 

resolution beyond diffraction limit because of two-photon absorption and existence of 

polymerization threshold.  Therefore, The TPF can be applied in various fields which need 

nanofabrication including metamaterials. 

 In Chapter 5, I discussed physical properties of polymer nanostructures formed by 

TPF.  Elastic modulus of polymer nanosprings composed of polymer nanosprings, which was 

measured by an AFM cantilever, showed size dependency.  The elastic modulus increased 

against decrease of wire radius.  To prove origins of this size dependency, I conducted mo-

lecular orientation evaluation of the polymer nanowires by polarized micro-Raman analysis.  

This analysis showed that uniaxial molecular orientation along length direction of the wires 

tended to occur on thin wires.  The result indicates that the molecular orientation correlates 

the size dependency of the elastic modulus. 

 

As future perspectives, enlarging the area of nanostructure growth is important.  In-

plane area can be expanded as UV illumination area enlarges.  To increase the height, stacking 

layers of nanostructures is effective.  Besides vertical growth of the nanostructures, lateral 

growth also occurs which leads to collision of adjacent structures.  To prevent the collision, 

decreasing the density of nano-seeds is effective. Resin is an alternative matrix other than 

agarose for silver nanostructure growth.  By using other metals, such as gold or copper, for 

nanostructure growth, operating frequency range shifts.  It surely is interesting to analyze 

electromagnetic responses of the dendrites with higher levels of branches.  FDTD analysis 

with different polarization and another incident direction is needed to deeply understand the 

electromagnetic responses of the dendrites.  Note that actual silver nanodendrites grow ran-

domly.  Only perpendicular growth from the substrate never exists.  Therefore, it is great if 

simulations taking account of the randomness of structure and growth direction of the den-

drites are available.  It is great if refractive index of grown silver nanodendrites can be meas-

ured. 

 

Silver nanodendrites have two benefits on metamaterials: bottom-up production via 

crystal growth and capability of wide area operation around optical region originated from 

fractal.  Production and wide frequency operation are main problems of the metamaterials.  

Approaching to these issues is the significance of this research.  Through this research, I 
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achieved fabrication of three-dimensional silver nanostructures with self-growing.  I also dis-

covered that the nanostructures could be applied to the metamaterials.  I hope this research 

contributes to realization of bulk metamaterials with three-dimensional subwavelength struc-

tures.  
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Abstract 

Nanofabrication nowadays has been utilized in every field of science and technology without 

doubt.  Mainstreams of nanofabrication such as lithography with light, e-beam, ion-beam etc., 

however, are basically methods of two-dimensional fabrication.  Two-photon fabrication 

(TPF) realizes three-dimensional (3D) nanostructure fabrication by utilizing light with high 

intensity.  Two-photon process of materials excited by focusing pulse lasers is applied.  Arbi-

trary 3D nanostructures with subwavelength resolution can be formed with polymers, metals 

etc. by TPF.  On the other hand, TPF is categorized in top-down approaches of nanofabrica-

tion.  The top-down approaches are unsuitable for mass fabrication of nanostructures.  Bot-

tom-up approaches such as crystal growth are effective for the mass fabrication of the struc-

tures.  In this thesis, I discuss a bottom-up optical fabrication approach of 3D nanostructures.  

I also discuss potentials of the 3D nanostructures for metamaterials.  The metamaterials are 

subwavelength 3D structures interacting with electromagnetic field, realizing refractive index 

control.  Furthermore, I discuss TPF as a top-down fabrication approach of 3D nanostructures 

and size dependent physical properties of the fabricated 3D nanostructures. 

     A method of bottom-up optical fabrication of tree-like silver nanostructures (silver 

nanodendrites) was developed.  Heat generation due to plasmon resonance of silver nanopar-

ticles (seeds) excited by UV laser was utilized for reinforcement of silver ion reduction around 

the seeds.  Seeds were chemically fixed onto glass substrates, and the silver nanodendrites 

grew from the seeds.  Growth of the silver nanodendrites requires concentration gradient of 

reduced silver atom.  Interfacial tension and viscosity of solvents, temperature, power of the 

laser, and concentrations of silver ion and a reductant are important parameters to form the 

concentration gradient.  Shape differences of silver crystals among those parameters thus 

were studied.  Although the nanodendrites grew in three dimensions, structures were de-

formed or destructed when they were extracted from solution.  The use of supercritical carbon 

dioxide fluid was discussed for non-destructive extraction of the nanodendrites.  Another ex-

periment was done for nanostructure growth inside agarose gel as a matrix.  The silver 

nanodendrites were immobilized without damage in agarose skeleton-network. 

     Electromagnetic field responses of silver nanodendrites were studied with finite-

difference time-domain method to evaluate potentials as metamaterials.  Scattering spectra of 

the silver nanodendrites were analyzed.  Magnetic responses on oscillation modes at peaks of 

the scattering spectra were confirmed.  Peak shifts of the scattering spectra among parameters 

of geometry of the silver nanodendrites and incident angle were studied.  Permittivity, per-

meability, and refractive index of the silver nanodendrites were discussed. 
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     Elasticity and molecular orientation of polymer 3D nanostructures formed by TPF 

were evaluated.  Polymer nanosprings, which consist of polymer wires with radii of several 

hundred nm, were prepared.  Size dependent elasticity of the polymer nanosprings along wire 

radii was evaluated with spring constants measured by an atomic force microscope.  Size 

dependent molecular orientation of polymer nanowires along wire radii also was evaluated 

by polarized micro-Raman spectroscopy.  Correlations of the size dependent characteristics 

between the elasticity and the molecular orientation were discussed. 
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